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means. of tickets distributed with careful
discrimination to proper subjects of charity,
according to their condition,
The lowest class, however, is gratuitous,
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and

THE BROOKLYN TRIAL.

are

The Brooklyn trial bas advavced to the
examination of Mr. Beecher, whose testimony thus far has been a review of his past
life, from infancy up, and istbeginning te jn-clude his relations with the other parties to

his people,

which will enable bim to “preach better”
both in the pulpit and out of it, are calls in
TEMPERANCE,
ISSUED BY THE.
which the truest and deepest emotions of
The “#lal Wave " moves on, gathering
the soul come to the surface.
-Therefore,
FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, . and does not easily avoid doing more harm
search
is
prodigious.
They
will
dig
after
a
than good. Such lodgings have been thrown momentum as it goes. All the meetings microscopic filament of a Greek or Latin be frank with your minister.
Tell him
Office, 30 Washington Bt., Dover, N. H.
open by the large-hearted but short-sighted are still crowded,and right enthusiastic. The root as no others will, and their repute for your religious thoughts and feelings plainRev. IL. D. STEWART,
Publisher
gentleman before referred to. The Y. M. fact is, time aud labor just now are largely scholarship is justly superior to that of any ly, clearly, honestly. Through such a call
But few of the
To whom . all letters on business, remittances of C. A. have had certain houses more pri- given to this movement.
other people on the earth. But America "he will know you better ; understand your
money, &e., sliould
be seat. In writing to this office
vately, in which they harbored cases of in- ordinary Sunday services are intermitted ’ has an omnibus lead of men who, in origi- uveeds, spiritually;be better able, and far
the name of the State should always be given.
All communications designed ~ for publication
voluntary destitution. It is my impres- yet this cause adds largely to their number. nal thought, are far ahead of the best that more likely, to speak the ‘‘ word in season”
should be addressed to the Editor, DOVER, N. H
sion that ¢hey have abandoned these, how- Last Sabbath, for instance, there were in Germany can show.
Terms: $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADI find many men here for"your advantage.
VANCE, $2.50,
ever, for the paying cheap hotel system, as Lewiston and Auburn five public temper- who are making encyclopedias, and who
Such a coming together, too, is just as
REMITTANCES must be made in mone§ ornow carried on by individual enterprise un- ance meetings. The two Clubs held meel- look no more intellectual afier forty years’ valuable if it. take place on the sidewalk
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When neiings
in
the
halls
of
their
respective
cities
in
ther of these can be procured, send the money in a der the partial’ patronage of the Y. M. C.
the afternoo
Rev, Mr. Mathews of the work in great libraries than they did when or in the cars. Some of the most valuable
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to A. and of benevolent individuals.
they began.
But I never knew a man to ‘‘ ministerial calls” ever made, have had
register letters whenever requested to do so.
Moneys thus sent will be at our. risk. Otherwise
If a poor fellow .can afford twenty-five Baptist church, Auburn,addressed-the Club think for five consecutive years without re- for witnesses cnly the jolting seat of a
they will be at the risk of those sending them,
of
that
city
in
his
church
in
the
forenoon,
cents, he will go at his own expense ; or if
he regular charges for money orders, bank
ceiving
in his frontal and facial part some wagon load ; or the dusty beams of an old
checks, and Post Office monéy orders may be debe is in a condition to be at home in our the Rev. Mr. Bowen of the F. . Baptist unmistakable lines of comeliness and refine- barn ; or the steaming kettles of the kitchen
ducted from the amount due,when thus sent. Agents
;
best twenty-five cent society,he may receive church spoke to the Lewiston club at his
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as posgible and thus save expenses.
church
in
the
evening,
and
the
Rev.
Mr.
|
Ment,
as if the chisel of an old Greek mas- stove, and apologized-for “looks” of the
A
a
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to
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the
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corPapers are forwarded until an explicit order is reter had been lifted upon him.
unswept room; or the old woodpile where
ceived by the
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ner of Bowery and Rivington streets, where
are threc large, clean, white washed and

re-

{

Kach subscriber is particularly
requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.
#iberal discount is made to those who pay in adyance, ih our object is to secure advance payment

well-ventilated lofts, filled with clean, well-

‘highest and purest possible type. In the
kingdom of knowledge, the Germans are
miners for the world. Their patience in re-

LEwisToN, Me., March, 29, '75.

Whittaker, of England, lectured at the Con-

The Germans are the great microscopists
gregational church of the latter city also’ in
the evening. At these meetings theh alls and of seliolarship. They tell me a story in

churches were nearly all crowded. The
papers, and ‘other comforts.. The Spartan whole community seems moved with SymDormitory, lower down the Bowery, which, pathy on the behalfof this movement," risas the rule.
’
—
was a few months ago the successful pio- ing often to enthusiasm. Not quite though.
neer
of the cheap dormitory system, is said One woman must ‘be excepted. She sold
SPECIAL OFFERS.
to
have
degenerated, and no longer receives one glass,only a single glass, however; bat
Clubs of sur 'or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly
the berevolent patronage. It has rus down she was made to rue it, as she walked into
in advance, there being no ayrearage on the part of
in cleanliness and order, and in the eharac- the police court Monday morning, and paid
old subscribers.
.
ry
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a ter of its habitues, if I may trust my report30 for it. The judge had said a few days
NEW ONE, can have'the two copies of the paper at
£1.50, strictly in advance.
;
ers; though when I visited it myself, only before this in public meeting that this movePastors are requested to'act as agents for the Eslast winter, it was doing well and enlarg- ment had threatened his ** occupation.” This
tablishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
idg, and appeared to be very strictly con- looks as though he intended to make the
this they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
most of what is leit of it!
they receive, except on-mouey
sent for clubs; then
ducted.
%
itis propes that the subscri rs should pay the com-vThe Lewiston club’ now numbers over
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only
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or
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Che Rlorning Star.

To the Messiah's feet. .
O Father! may that holy Star
Grow every year more bright,
‘And send its glorious beams afar
To fill the world with light.”
RN
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Correspondence.
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Yet doth the Star of Bethlehem shed
A luster pure and sweet;
-And still it leads, as once it led,

Mareh 27, 1875.

SOCIAL FEATURES.

have since spread to all pits of the city,

L

”

Landis and Carruth.
—

Mr. Landis, the founder of the Vineland,
N. J., community,
and" Mr. Carrath, its

local editor whom he lately shot for insult-

Landis

is

widely

of

known,

the

both

Hart-

ina

South

Jersey

in

this

wilderness,

of 32,000

acres; and Vineland with its 12,000 inhabitants,

with its many happy homes,

wish he was a Christian! Several times best type of New
during the past few years ke has been ou the the result. ‘He

England

and the

institutions, is

tween the different precincts with great dex-

may hope,another wiuter,(o see a charity in

could save sinners, He again expressed said Carruth continued to thrust it upon his
his purpose to be baptized, and we hoped attention, by having it throwa into his -winthis time to see him fiim, In this we were dows or put under the doors; and in this
disappointed. His father, learning of his way Mrs. Landis would see the offensive
son’s determination, betook himself to abuse assaults, and sometimes call his attention
them. This was the case last Friday
and intimidation, which, alas, proved effect- to
The Vineland, Independent of
ual in deterring the young man from cairry- ul wl
ing out his purpose. I can not but believe the 17th contained an abusive and scurrithat he will yet be brought into the good lous attack on Landis and his wife, and
Shepherd's fold. Many earnest prayers closed by - saying, * Yes, he did, the
wretch I”. His wife called his attention to
have been offered up for his salvation.
This case ot Madhu’s is a representative it ‘at the breakfast table, and asked if he
one, We have many such in our section of was going to submit to such abuse any
the San‘al field. The offense of the cross longer. The result was a frenzy of pashas not ceased. I know of many just such sion. He went to the office and asked Carborderers as this young man among the ruth if he wrote the article, and was told
Santals and some among the Hindus. They he did and he would do so again. This
can not stay long where they stand now. ‘brought the fire and powder together, and
Either they will go buck into the old way Carruth fell, It is all sad, all wrong. Itis
‘of sin and superstition, or they will come a sad calamity to Vineland, as Mr. Landis

terity so asmot to be rejected as ‘f regu- operation that will be a boon indeed to the.
Jars.” But the unintentionally unfortunate self-respecting poor, and ‘to which the beare sedulously cared for by the.active and | nevolent societies that come into the co-oppowerful organization already named, as erative Bureau for sifting out professional
well as many others that might be hamed. mendican(ts and tramps, can send (at the
In fact some of our henevolent institutions expense of their friends) all the deserving out-boldly for the truth. Let these borderand persons—notably St. John's Guild and destitution that may be sent to them. The ers be remembered in prayer. My hand
* John HY Keyser—make it a hatter of principle to feed and house indiscriminately,
and thus support the business of loafing at

proper answer to an‘ application for relief

public expense by hordes of people who reuse honest wages when offered them—per-

ment if found worthy. Such tickets heing
purchased by the benevolent public will defray the cost of relief, and yet will not

haps on (he plea of a strike, perhaps without uny plea.
4
The system of lodgings and food [or the
homeless destitute has taken a very interesting shape within a year past, and is still
developing, There are two or three grades
of lodging houses at different grades of expense and ‘“ style,” for different grades of
pecuniary condition. Xach of these kinds
of hotels is frequented by its own clan of
paying patrons (the gratuitous ones excepted), and is intended and supposed to pay its

yi ¢
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Such
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calls can never lose the

of them.

Their memory will make

heaven

itself the sweeter, . Would that we could
make more of them! Ah! it takes two to
make such calls as those.
You must call
on the pastor the same time he calls on
you.
en

wayalso.' At the same time, a very

buiet,
or rather secretive, system of charity
=

troubles me,so 1 can not write more to-day.
J. 1.

will be, a ticket to the Y. M. C. A. for instance, entitling the bearer to entertain-
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itself by some
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your own harvest-field.— Anon.

to establish
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Mission Field.
——

-

PALESTINE.

The evangelical churches in Jerusalem new:
number about 400 members. Divine serviceis
held

on

the

Sabbath

in

seven

places,

besides

meetings for prayer and the study of the Bible
during the week which are well atténded. Im
Nazareth, there is also a respectable evangelical
church, and the number of native Protestants in
Galilee is from five to six hundred, and as many
children in schools.
This evangelical mission
and around Nazareth is under the su4 work In
perintendence of Mr. Zeller, a German m issionary, aided by two natiye deacons and a G&tm an

catechist.

The number of children fiyght

Fy

in

Protestant schools all Palestine, is estimated:
at 1400,
=
a
:
;
INDIA.
The Bombay Guardian of last Nov. in refer—
ring to the union prayer meetings held in that
city, says : They are deeply interesting. Night
after night the different meeting-places have
been filled to overflowing.
It has been remarked by .many that no such meetings for prayer
could formerly be convened’in Bombay.
We
can not doubt that this week will be fruitful of

much good.”

<<

There are now in India, according to the same
paper, nearly 6,000 miles of railway with nearly
2,000 miles more
in course of construction,
These railways add great facilities to the prog=
ress of mission work.
The Teloogoo missionaries are pushing for-ward their work to the vicinity of the large and
important city of Hyduahad.
They have seleet-

ed is advancing years and inability to endure the burdens of the office. The public service thus loses one of its faithful officers, whose place, all things considered,
it will be hard to fll.
ed Secunduabad, which is in close proximity to
DISTURBANCE OF LABOR.
Hyduahad, as the place for a mission statiom.
Mill operativgs in Great Falls, N. H.,
Lowell and FgHf River, Mass., and in other

places are

The exploring missionary says, “ I found Hyduahad a place of dirks and daggers, guns amd
swords.
I think it is not an over-estimate te
say that half the people we met were armed,
some with swords, pistols, guns,&c. ; many with
two,and some with all these weapons upon th

ofi-a strike, clamoring for higher

pay, which ought to be granted Yiem, “or

at less rates. The coal mipers in Pennsyl- persons. It is but a few years since an Englishvania-and Ohio are also striking, and in man could drive into this city,as we did, withonk
several cases violent demonstrations have the risk of his life. The gospel is not allowed te

acbut

tection, and he has given assurance that all
needful military aid will be granted. Many

Americans

are

reported

murdered,

and

he had received from the use of music, of whicle
the Hindus

fourth and twenty-fifth regiments of infantry aré stationed in Texas, and such portions of these regiments as can

be

then. Tell them I have seen the poor whites in
all their degradation in the mountains of Tennessee and in northern Georgia, and have visited at their houses, spending nights .and eating

distrib-

uted along the Rio Grande will he ordered
to that locality for the purp ose of suppressing the Mexican raids.
ARREST OF COUNTEFEITERS.
Officers of the United States secret service

with them, and I do not

have made a raid into the counties of Scott,
Wise, Russell, Buchanan, Smithe and Montgomery, in Virginia, and arrested nine
manufacturers of counterfeit money. A large
amount of counterfeit coin, bills, dies, plates,

ete., was captured.

The leader of the gang

made a desperate resistance, attempting to
shoot his captors.
The prisoners were
brought to Abington and committed to jail.

It is now
petrated

on

REVENUE FRAUDS.
estimated that the frauds
the

revenue

by

per-

Charles

L.

Lawrence and his partners, in passing
through the New York custom-house valu-|
able invoices, will amount to

000.
ago at

Lawrence

was

Queenstown,

over $2,000,-

arrested

a fortnight

Ireland, and 280

sov-

Massachuse(ts,an old contributor,

these

Rev. G.

good.things

Comparatively small value

about

do we attach

tell half as bad a story

as [ might, when I say that the people here are
as much below the ‘ poor whites’ as the litter
are below the intelligent Christian
people of
Ohio. It is a wonder that Christians are so backward in sending the gospel to the heathen.
But
God’s day is coming, light has dawned, and
brighter things are in store for these poor people. The good thing about this work is, that &
is sure to succeed, and it is a work done for the
whole world for time and eternity.”
Mr. Taylor's mis-ionary colleague writes,” You
will rejoice to hear of the suppression of drunkenness on this island.
Our young King has heen
persistent in imposing fines here in this largest
village, and chiefs at a distance are helping him.
He is quite regular in attendance at our meetings'ind numbers himself among the inquirers. .
.
Our mission school has been one of the most
promising that we have ever seen on this island.
+ . We are hoping to-receive a few to the chu
at our next communion.”
FRIENDLY AND FIJI ISLANDS.
The late Annual Report of the Eng. WesleysnMethodlst Society thus states the progress of the

ereigns taken from him, as well as the gospel in ‘Some of the Pacific islands: * Forty
diamond studs given him by Tweed when years ago, when the Friendly Islands were just
beginning to emerge (rom cannibalism, no one;
he was secretary of the Americus clab.
He ventured” to expect that heathenism would so
is.still in prison there, and some of his £00n Become altogether a thing of the past; of
friends have gone to -aid him to defend that a church would,within that period, be raised
up,nominally embracing the entire population of
himself before the English court.
the group, supplying to a great extent its owm
REPUDIATED.
NOMINATIONS
R. 1. REPUBLICAN
ministry}, and annually contributing an amount
A meeting of republicans opposéd” to the
more than equal to all the expenses of the mis-proceedings of the late*Republican State gion. During the year, several. new churches
Convention filled the Academy

of Music at

Providence, R. L., last Wednesday. Resolutions repudiating the convention nominations were passed,

of

Hazard

Roland

and

South Kingstown was nowinated for governor,; and Daniel E. Day of Providence for
lieutenant-governor,

by

Al-

acclamation.

of

Howard

and

Van

'

of malter

having been doubled, Postmaster-General
Jewell is now pushing the investigation of

contracts for mail service in: the southern
States, and has given orders to suspend
service on quite a number of routes unless
the contractors

eonsent

to

a

reduction

have been built and paid

for before

fas Deen

established,

and

being opem-

Mission

ed, all at native expense, a Home

the

reports

Fund

tell of

steady improvement in the social condition of
the people.
“In Fiji, out of a population of perhaps a quar~ter of a million, 109,000 are returned as attendan's on public

worship

in more

than

a

thousand

larger or smaller chapels up and down the Island. The history of this mission is written im
blood ; scenes too horrible to describe passed daiiy’ hefore the eyes of Mr. Calvert, Mr. Lyth, and
Seven. martyrs,
other missionaries, still living.

at least, have in ‘Fiji fallen victims to the ferocity
of the heathen, and laid down their lives for

POSTAL ECONOMY.

In a little paper issued in connection
with
the work of the Wellesley chuccli, in

MICRONESIA.

Mr. Taylor,”who joined this mission last AG-general border war is said to be imminent.
The fourth, ninth and tenth regiments of gust, writing from the island of Apiang, says:z
¢ Many people in America
think the ¢ poer
cavalry, and the tenth, eleventh, twentywhite trash’ of the South are as bad as any hea-

nominations in place
Zandt, declined,

Calls. |

sre very fond.

.

a

in

Christ; but the change that has been accomplish
ed is marvelous in our eyes.
MEXICO.

-

Presbyterian mission in the city of Mexico»
prospering.
During two months previous
last Saturday in September, 30 ‘members
received to the Presbyterian church, making a total of 123 members. About the 1st of ;

The
geems
to the
were

Wov. last, a Presbyterian church
was organized ap Vera Cruz,
WOMAN'S

MISSION

The Congregational Woman’s

of 82 members.

80C..

Mission

Board,

according to its late report, has nqw under its
charge, b1 missionaries, 51 native teachers and
Bible readers, 16 high schools and seminaries,
and24 preparatory and village schools besides
the ¢
Homew’, in Constantinojle and among the
Decotah Indians,
a
n

/

operate

probably get some direct testimony in{this
directign by and by.

The rates heretofore paid, which are held to be
mistakable outward sign. We think that to these, as a mexe parish formality.
high for the services performed. In several
mind is a sculptor which chisels the feature 1) “going from house to house,” unless it reWhen you build selfishly you huild frailly.
instances contractors have consented to have
in
case
the
Bat such is not
into nobility.
sult in a true acquaintanceship and unveilWheneyour acts are hostile to the broad inreductions made if the service is continued .|
s
multitude
efhere
and
for
time
world;
wasted
the
of
but
is
part
this
ing of the heat,
terests of your fellow-men, they are seed
Ounsone roule a saving has been effected o f{
gossipmere
of the most cultivated men on the planet| gop = A pastor can not afford
that will one day come up: weeds, to choke
nearly $40,000.
or
study,
his
look as if they might be wood-sawyers. B 't ing calls. He had better be in
me

somehow

the innocence of the defendant.

BE oh ced

The postage on a certain class

on the world’s great theater of learning anc 1s. Phipps, says
philosophy ? We generally expect intellect- pastoral calls:
ual

to be to blacken the plaintiff, as though
that would

Hazard is not classed as a
Vineland has gone through the ‘perils of its though Mr.
political prohibitionist, it is supposed the
infancy and will live and flourish, whatever
prohibitionist committee will adopt these
becomes of Landis,
:

Pastoral

Let us come up a step and take a look at
be available tothe worthless tramp even if
Who would think,
the
German intellect,
given to him.
Mu. Gibbs. delivers, uext
prac|
in
walking
up
street
and
gazing into the
this
on
week, by invitation, a lecture
passengers, that he was treading
the
of
faces
|
lately
association
anbefore
subject,
tical

formedin Baltimore

isthe founder of the place, is the most
tive, wealthy, business man among us;

LL

—

¢lass nin in any respect. In fact the maim:
effort of the counsel for the defense seems:

country and in Europe. Je is forty-one been made. The militia has been called be preached within its walls, except in the form
years old.
He studied law with B. H. out in the former state, and it is feared that of colporter work. Books can be sold and thas.
there is a little: opening. They are allowed
to
Brewster of Philadelphia, and was admitted that will have to be done in the latter.
preach just outside the walls, , . . and I trust
to the bar before he was of age. He was
ON,THE FRONTIER.
ere long the gospel can be preached within the
associated witha Mr. Burns in starting the
Mexican outlaws have been recently in- wails of that city of Satan.”
settlement of Hammonton, N. J., about vading the borders of Texas and commitRev. H. J. Bruce contributesto the March Noz.
twenty-two miles northeast of Vineland. ting depredations to such an extent that of the Miss. Herald an article on “ Missionary
He sold out his interest in that enterprise, the President has been appealed to for pro- Touring in India,”in which he speaks of the
efficient aid in gathering and holding audiences
and in 1861 purchased the Vineland tract,

is an intelligent, clearand have even forced a dairy department
headed,
far-seeing,
prudent, but vigorousinto the bill of fare in many of our old-fash- point of making a pubic profession of his ly enterprising business man, an excellent
He seems to be a true beioned eating-houses; under the significant faith in Christ.
financier, andof good, steady habits.
His
caption of * Wholesome Dishes.” Besides liever. He is a diligent student of the
wife
is
a
decided
Catholic,
and
daughter
of
running his original ** Alderney Dairy” in Bible. and he prays in secret, but his courold
Commodore
Mead
;
but
he
himself
is
an
become
to
attempts
he
{ Nassau street, which is frequented by the age fails him when
Episcopalian, and of late taking no decided
world. .
most cultivated audiences known to our a disciple openly before the
interest in religious affairs.
Three
years
age
I
took
him
with
us
on
a
down-town restaurants, Mr. Gibbs has late;
Carruth is about fifty years of age.
As
ly opened another on Center and Reade tour among the Santal schools to the north.
an editor he drives a sharp and nimble pen ;
He
became
very
bold
then
and
one
day
exstreets at prices from one-third to one-half
but he has*been distinguished for scurrility
tose of the former. The ¢ Sixpenuy eat- claimed, ¢ I am ready to be baptized now,
and personal abuse. He has for the last
ing-houses", introduced with such success and to let all men know that I am a Chrisfour years kept up a running fire upon
bapbeen
have
should
he
Perhaps
became tian.”

Young Men's Christian Association, and as in his ‘ recherche” establishment on
they say they have been there and * they ‘Nassau street, where the good people go at
won't do nothing for them.” Then you are the close of the Fulton street noon prayer
perfectly safe in turning your back on the meeting. The only diffefence is in quantimendicants, for if they are not lying now, ty; and yet the quantities are not contempt
:
hr
‘it is certain the Y. M. C. A. has found them ible.
regular tramps, unworthy of assistance, as
But, as I began. to say, all this is only'a
in fact ninety-nine street beggars in a hun- beginning. Mr. Gibbs now proposes to
dred always are.
- dive deeper still, and pursue things unatNo well disposed necessitous person will tempted yet in proseor poetry. He willaunfind any trouble in obtaining shelter and dertake, next, to give a poor man a good
food in New York any night in the year. bed, a sandwich and a cup of coffee, for ten
The other sort crowd the filthy. lodging cents, and make it pay. His plans are all
rooms of the police stations, alternating be- matured, his cost counted to a mill, and we

5

hearts

the suit. Some evidence very. damaging
to Mr. Tilton bas been brought out the past
week, going to show that hefwas not a first.

on,

ing attacks upon himself and wife, are thus else the necessaries of life furnished them

sketched by a correspondent
ford Christian Secretary :

by Gosling, near forty years ago,
But he -went home, Landis, his person, his business and his
The vagrant army of tramps, albeit they | shilling minimums long before the war, tized. then and there,
For the most part Landis
his
heart
grew
cold,
his
old fears were re- family affairs,
have overstayed their welcome,
are still | and since then we have as little dreamed of
has
borne
it
in
silence.
Within
a few
vived,
and
be
shrank
from
duty.
The
next
waiting in winter quarters in the city for going back to those Arcadian sixpences as
.
ry
core 1
ve:
o
as
vo me that
at he cared
are
but lititand once more. | weeks he assured
there,
in camp
we were
has restored Para- | year
But Gibbs
mild weather to resume their sunimer rus- to Paradise.
He prayed with us tle about Carruth, or bis attacks, and seltication. * Calls for ** two or three cents to dise with a penuy off for his new place may his heart was touched,
in Christ. He dom looked into his paper. Move than two
faith
his
of
{reely
spoke
and
be truly styled *‘a five cent restaurant”,
get a bit to eat,” or a night's lodging, now
Fo
joined
us
in
addressing
the
people, and years ago he stopped the paper and with-|
where
everything
is
precisely
the
same
more frequently than ever encounter the
But itis
pedestrian on our streets. Send them to the quality—and that is the very best quality— urged them to beliefe on Him who only drew his advertising patronage.

own

got our

“frock”

—for the moment thought, ouly

| to live my life over again}
T think I should

for the more select guests, consisting of a
Missionary Correspondence.
limited number of pine benches.
Steadi——eo—
ness is one of the qualifications required for
=y
Camp KusuMDUHURI, INDIA, Jan. 28, 75.
| sleeping on these higher places.
Mr. Offord is a pious and benevolent man
This place is a prominent one in the San®
who hires and runs these apartments on his tal country, because the homes of seven or
Aa
BR
own hook, for the sake of doing good. In eight village school-masters are here. Yes; 4
WEDNESDAY, APRIL. 7, 1875.
fact his enterprise is, as the above circum- terday several schools came here for examstances show, in a crude stage for lack of ination, and it was a pleasant spectacle to
Yet its usefulness is marked. The look upon, so large a company of Santal
‘| means.
Bethlehem's Star.
peculigrity of religious exercises is main- children reading, writing, spelling and
tained with gratifying success. Every even- ciphering together. Our seventy-five vilWilliam Cullen Bryant’s new hymn for the
ing, thereis singing, in which the crowd lage schools in the Santal country ave slowsemi-centennial celebration of the Church of the join heartily, alternated with reading of the ly but surely working a revolution in this
Messiah in New York:
Scriptures and prayer by mine host. I was society: The fruits of it must appear sooner
‘ As shadé¥s, cast by cloud and sun,
informed that one of the poor fellows there or later. The school in this village is
Flit o’er the summer grass,
bad been the possessor of a hundred thou- taught by a Santal young man, who bas
So, in thy sight, Almighty One!
been in the service of the Mission for more
sand dollars, in his day.
;
Earth’s generations pass,
But all this is only a beginning. You than ten years. He is, perhaps, the- best
And while the years, an endless host,
county.
Come pressing swiftly on,
remember Mr. Gibbs, the veteran temper- teacher we have in the Santal
The brightest names that earth can boast
ance hotel keeper, who some two years ago Full 3 dozen lads bave been graduated from
Just glisten, and are gone.
How I
initiated the ** Dairy” lunch rooms which bis school, and become teachers
for,

of benefit to mankind. "*¢ Yes, I hope so,”
said the departing professor, *‘ but, were I

er, ** chief rooms” in these dormitories also,

3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newgpapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or

~

literature of Homer, and had for a specialty
the Greek particle. A colleague stood by,
admivistering words'of consolation and remarked that he might well survey his career
with satisfacti>n as having been productive

its bottom fact, I find some patient Teuton

the office or not.

removing
and leaving them unecdlled
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

and, in a twinkle,

his

He bad been a teacher of the gether, who might help each other.

of his life.

to keep the floor from soiling the garments, aiding in the formation of clubs, meeting
has leng ago-been before me and dug out
or the garments from soiling the floor, I everywhere with marked favor and sucthe precious ingots in readiness for coining.
am nol certain which. There are, howey- cess. —J. F.
.
— Christian Union.

2.
If a person orders his fares discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until
payment is made, and collect

the whole amount, whether the paper is taken

baths, news-

man with

confine my attention to the dative case!”
Events of the Week.
But what a debt all. of us owe to these
T—
E—
tireless specialists! - We could never have
RESIGNATION OF TREASURER SPINNKR.
read our Hebrew Bibles or known the gene- | Mr. Spinner, the faithful and irreproachno ten cents, isin bul a sorry ten-cent con- 300, and the Auburn nearly 200, and the
alogy of the Pharaohs unless Gesenius and
dition; be will have to go to Offord’s in circle is widening. Delegations from these ‘| Lepsiué had been hobby-riders. Whatever able United States treasurer for the last
fourteen years, whose puzzling autograph
Chatham street. There, the beds consist of clubs are visiting the villages in the region
realm of knowledge I wish to explore tor has ornamented all our greenback curréncy,
a newspaper spread on the bare floor, either round about, holding public meetings, and

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office—~whether directed to his name or
responsible for the

point. A learned professor in these parts
lay upon his death-bed, reviewing the work

we caught the
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in
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THE

|

|
| hot against Israel.” Anger is here likened
|
But
man.
to a fire, and God to an angered

"wi

not depend on’ the conduct of men, since |
bis ownown ho holiness infizite, |
supreme, bis
"GodGodisis supreme,

Ariel
T ce or
Ro ot
ab!
—Apr 11: rigs
School Lesson. —April
Sabbath

(For

Questions

Papers.)

x

grace, but his conspiousness of love gre
God 8 hatred of sin is the
his Lim happiness.

his counsel, | negative side of his "love of holiness, and
Moral beings
1s Qoyg« | therelore yields. happiness.
blessed. God
ever
are
mind
of
lin that state

wr
y
01 JOT

oad d
GOLDEN
WARleE,
they
et
iY
gh ul

for whom he gives his mercies disregard his

|
forgat

JUDGES 2:11—16,
soon
i— They
TEX?

|

:

bool

The

: i8

2g.

se

8

d

|| judgment,

ave

Lohave | \0 uy,

(2)

by

and

law

of

| penalties

Che book of Judges.is supposed

b

by the

natugal

special

acts of

has judgments for sin, both

Notes and Hints.
\

Men |

nite ; a state of feeling thatis blissful.

BROKEN.

PROMISE

THE

.

see Lesson

a blissful as. bond:

| less love. But the sympathy of God wiih | |
men, his desires for their holiness, and his |
¢ffots to induce them to be holy are infi- |

J. A, HOWE,

NOTES BY EROF.

AND

: QUESTIONS

does |

bappiness

His

angered.

not

is

God

tment,

(pal

were visited
See what evils
.
-

specially

yet nomore

specially;

i8

E

fifty to | «« pe delivered

d
this book, is from three hundreand

!

@ ommunications., «

selyes perpetually, and the answer

it, nationdl | {hat “he sold them” to their enemies. Their

During

years,

hundred

four

and

them unto the spoilers”

but

the defense of God,

vic chiaracter of the histories has never been | might have had

less,—in

the

ocean,

and

book in the presentdorm.

patience, to courteousness, to be

and

| that

the

(dark,

so far away,

mists

and

it seems

which

lie

some

Jlight,—obscure

Properly, the

through.
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them,

for evil; against

them

as it was an- | against

Ruth belongs to the appendix,

| ble by

his | that

the

“when

way,

and

he

has

many a fall so

struggled-to

Yet how often

they really are.

of fe Soon gg

ig ha Yorere | devote

Our lessons |
Joshua.
ceded the death of
omit ‘the account of the angel at Bochim, Sorow

and the death of Joshya.

inka
10 the Wicked, Js

and

it brings

weariness

even

* The children of

and

hopelessness?

- And

MERCLES.

Shechem; _ said, | all combined in the

thats gat

generation

office here

designated.

al-

feet

such a

but the

consequen-

fall, is stiil

more a

| token of our royalty and a eoming re«Therefore we will algo serve the Lord; for | (3) The events and experiences of the Jews, demptjon.
The bird within the coppice
to
ascribed
* All that generation were | whether natural or moral, are
he is our God.”
sings gaily ever, because he has no aspiraunto their fathers;

gathered

-

and

Siu is their own,

there arose | God.

It is our duty to trace the
ces from him.
another generation after them which knew
s and expot the Lord, nor yet the works which he | hand of God in all our allotment

| tions disappointed nor hopes unfuifilled. A
human soul as empty could not be otherwise

than gay. As says the Dreamer, but witha
different meaning,
*‘ He that is down need
up of God Fiiton
with wdiich Joshua served the Lordi failed
fear no fall,” so he that bath no hopes
men are now called to preach Christ.
It|
in the religious education of their children.
can not be saddened with hopes unrealized.
|
was
of
God’s'mercy
that
deliverers
were
|
warnsolemn,
efforts,
Only by strenuous
So though despair may make a man inings, threatenings.and exhortations: could | provided. The tribes had no right to look Isensible,—or, as being intolerable, goad
the fathers be restrained from idolatry. for help trom Jehovah whom they had re- him te an unnatural fierceness,—it can not

(2) The

bad done for Israel.”

’

:

They

The judges were not all raised

generation | periences.

e

but much

way,

same

their children | Let the, lesson

to impress

failed

vah, and

are

what

us to

teach

remember (1)

sins, and

our besetting

as

are great.

love
were not alive to devotion unto Jeho- | secten, but his patience and
Hence,

is God.

to with-

time | Lord Jesus Chuist.

To the

Num. 22:41, 25:3; Dan. 3:4.

vation by the only

antiquity.

remote

very

of

is

worship

sinners, our

Saviour of

| character,
tegced) by a

and
But

the:

entire

we

recognize

master

hopelessness

hand,

of’

in it at once,

the

lineaments

MoRE BisLE StuDY WANTED. The Rev. | of a mighty, though fallen man, gathering
After that prophet, for two centuries, the | yw ‘Ff, H. Marsh says,in the Sunday School | about him the shreds, tattered and filthy,
god is not mentioned in connection With | 7yes that something more is needed for of his inherent dignity, and setting out
the Jews, though of his continued worship | the adult members ofour churches and con- with a heaven-born aspiration toward a
there can be no doubt. He was honored with | gregations than the usual Bible-class, taught better life. Then, and only then, ean there
11:18) ; altars were ercct-

(2.Kings

temples

by the ‘pastor, deacon

or other competent

edto him, especially on eminences and on
person. The body of the membership,he inroofs of houses (Jer. 32:20) ;" incense’ was
sists, is not reached by this means, and nevWhat we ought to have he thus
barned, and sacrifices of beasts and some- | er can be,
explains
times of human beings were made lo him
We must go beyond this.
We do not
(Jet. 7:9; 19:5). Some of the rites of idolatry were of a most revolting and immoral here propose tg suggest a way by which the
We only assert iis
Coupled with the worship of thing may be attained.
character.
-% _ Baal was the worship of Ashtaroth, the pluor of Astarte, the
of Ashtoreth
ral form
eians.,

The

Pheni-

and

chief gdddess of the Cavaan‘tes

Astarte, is only used

singular,

in

The
1 Kings 11:5, 31, and 2 Kings 23:13.
moon typified this goddess; the sun was the
Baal was regarded as the
symbol of ‘Saul.

‘generative, Astarte as the productive, powthat led the

reasons

The

(4)

er of nature.

Israelites to the worship

of these

idols were

that, to their gross minds, an outward, visible image gave reality to the god which an

W

divinity did not
unseen, unsymbolized
have ; and also, the license to corrupt manners, encouraged by

idolatry, enticed them

from the strict morality of God's pure law.
(4) The

worship

the, true

to

motives

of

God sank before the temptations to idolatry. Where was the influence of all God's
wonders ? where the powérof God’s mira: cles from Egypt

to

Canaan?

~ straining remembrance”
counsels: and

warnings

of

where

the re-

angel

visits,

? where

the

awe

imperative necessity.

class.is a benefit to ‘a few members, then
otlier classes, taught hy competent men and
women, would be similarly beneficial to all.

We must take higher ground. We must go
on towards perfection. Bible study isthe
duty.of

church members,

iw;

rejected.

** They forsook the Lord God of

their fathers,”

J

JUDGMENTS.
14, 15,

(1)

* The auger of the Lord was

and

be majesty in the midst of ruin.
And when the Christ, only source ofa
hope which yieldeth not, the bounteous
Life-giver, breathes on the chords that vibrate to the emotions of the soul,be not discouraged if, perchance, some minor strains

keeping
so much

do

echo of the battle cry, which,

in

the

midst

of danger, heralds forth our victory.
Warren,

Ill.

he

failed

in

meckness

and

once,

his lips,’ calling

It is
but

true

God

this
had

was

called

be that

BY QELIA SANFORD.

of alltruly evan-

dience to his call ; do what he indicates,and

look to him in prayer and faith, and he will
call out from among his people the reserve
force he has been marshaling for this very
thing.
4
—

The mind of Christ is the mindof the Fu-

He
on,
Christ, was the basis of our sal
/hope, ” and,
¢ For we are saved by
said,

through faith, ”
«For by grace are ye saved
than
yet, he said that charity was\ greater
even these. Greater, and mode to/be desired and cultivated than all for.

wuld

he, “Though I speak with the tongues of
in the Scriptures. Whoever, then, wishes . men and angels and have not charity, I am
to know the mind of Christ need not climb | become as sounding brass, or a tinkling
on high and seek it from afar, but let him
‘And though I have the gift of
hold fast to the revealed Word,
There he cyiba).
ther and of the Holy Ghost, and is revealed

will

learn

what God

intends to do with us.

means, and what he

i

La)

‘Christ,

and is most

lovely

proph

cy, and understand all mysteries and

and

all knowledge;
t

though

I

have

with

ed are the peace-makers; ” and
| tones

** Neither do

of melting

pity,

I

sensuality.

Smith.

/

A few facts in the life of this great and
zood man are worth recording. . He was a,
life-long opposer of slavery.

He generously

used

assist

his

ample

means

to

fugitive

slaves to sppedfoos doves workers, and
to save Kansas
§om the clutch of the slave-

holders, He was an earnest
former and ajlife-long

temperance

re-

opposer
of ; secret

so-

cietics, espeeially Freemasonry.

He

if

was a

man of decp religious feeling and unfeigned
piety. The inconsistent course of pro-slavery
churches shook his faith for a time in Evangelical Christianity,dnd.
led him to say many.
things that he regretted in the later years

D.@S8-

sin said,

and

Ten

who, when

a great

selfishness

Gerrit

OR)

are the meck:

“of all

But. before we are fitted for a life of blessedness and immortality we must have more of
this * soul culture ” on earth. We must
become more like those whose society we
expé¢t’ to enjoy above, More like our
Saviour! Ob, glorious thought! “I shall be
satisfied, when I awake in thy likeness,”
Shelby, N. Y.
fo

sinners, no, not

| called upon to rebuke

in

Christian

character,and that minister is most success-

ful in his labors, who has most of love in his
heart,

who has best learned the

sweet

les-

sons of charity.
:
And then again, it is never safe for us to
think that we are strong in anything.
“T.et him that thinketh he standeth, take
héed lest he fall.” When the rch man
said, ¢ I am rich,

and

have

much

goods

laid up for, many years, ” the answer was,
“ Thou fool ; ¥ and when one of ,the seven

to them, “Thou knowest not that thou art
poor, and wretched, and miserable, and

:

earnest

Christian,

who have advanced highest
if

“And ahove all things have fervent charity
among yourselves: for charity shall zover
gelical churches. The necessity is upon us,
5
and God is preparing the way to meet it. a multitude of sins.”
The apostles were very careful in their
We never bad so many persons fitted to
teach if they but gave themselves to it, as writings and public teachings lo inculcate
we now have in our churches, and God has the doctrine of Christian love and charity.
not given such persons to his churches in They dwelt mutch upou this, and placed it
vaiun.. He has a purpose.
The Bible must
be more generally and more thoroughly in the front ranks of the Christian graces.
studied by his people, and he is preparing Yea, above all things, as the text indicates.
the way, and calling us (0 move bn in obe- St. Paul taught,~that hope, and faith in
persyaded, soon

no company
as to eat.”

| the merciful ; blessed

That Christian comessnearest to perfection, follows closest in the footsteps of

blind, and naked.”

So

+ Charity.

profit, for the good of the church, and for
the interests of intelligent, vital piety. All
the members of our churches in adult Bibleclasses must be our motto—and will,we are

selves

| your “zeal is uccording to kndwledge ; " —

to condemn or think hardy of those who
can not see just as we see, or who judge it
their duty to differ from usm grem things
or small—to give way to a spirit of towehiness or testiness—not bearing to be spoken

The most

for their

the

| It is so hard sometimes to understand the
is contrary to
| workings of our own hearts.
See to it that

be mingled with the music; only thus the churches to which John delivered his messong may become a song of triumph; only |'sage had come to “think that they were
thus our life’s refrain may'be the vanishing + pich,and had’need of nothing,”it was said

their attend-

ance upon it should be insisted on

that Moses and Joshua,the law: 6n the stone

tablets, and the mystery of the holy of holies ought to ‘inspire? All forgotten and

If the pastor's Bible-

plan of salvation. And why is this? Simply
because we have not yet learned to rid our-

light

in
con-

Moses to be a leader of the people —not to
¥
an
<1 sin no
20,
and
more.ro? * Doubtdemn thee;
upbraid them in public for their sins, and | less the person thus forgiven, and excul- of his life. He sent his sermons
and
¢it in judgment upon them for the same—
pated from sin, was ever aller an :wrdent religious writings to Chief Justice Chase, by
this.prerogative God had reserved to him- follower in the footsteps of the Master.
request, but advised him not to read them.
self—and
though he spoke the truth, it was |
“And
fervent In conversation with his pastor,Rev. David
above all
things
have
not,for once, spoken in meekness and love, { charity among yourselves,” " “ And whatKeppel, near the close of his life, he said:
and he suffered for it, and if such a one as | soever ye do in word or deed, do all -in the +My old, skeptica! views trouble me sadly.” :
Moses, God's chosen, faithful servant,could | nanre of the Lord Jesus.” “And the Lord A visit from Gen, O.0: Howard was greatly
not escape, how shall we ? If his one sin, make you to increase and abound in love: blessed to him, in removing his doubts and
"committed under such great provocation,
toward
one
another,
and
toward
all bringing him into full accord with evangelwas punished so severely, what shall we men,”
fli
ical Christianity. The following confession
receive for our manifold transgressions? |
of the great philanthropist should be known
Soul Culture.
St. Paul, in writing to his Corinthian brethto all who have admired his whole life but
—l
@
n
ren said, *“ 1 fear lest when I come, I shall
BY REV. W. H. PECK.
¥
regretted the theological aberrations of his
not find you such as I would—lest I find
While we are bestowing so much time and earlier years:
** The great mistake of my
amoung
you
debates, envyings, wraths,
attention upon our mental and physical or- life has been that I have tried to be moral
strifes, backbitings,
whisperings,
and ganizations, ought we not, as Christians, to without faith in Jesus,but 1 have learned that
temults. ” . And this among Christians?
stady the dwell-being of our souls? Oar true morality can only keep pace with trust
Oh, that were sad! What hope that among
mental capacities, to be sure, need .enlitiva- in Jesus as my Saviour.”
Thus the sweetsuch things should be found fruit to the tion and growth to fit us to labor efficiently tempered, large-hearted, man-loving stateshonor and glory of God? What hope that in any field of life. The physician must man, at last comes to the feet of Jesus,
the church should
he found in growing,
havg a correct understanding of the physical like Thomas exclaiming: “My Lord and
prosperous condition ; helping forward the organization of man. This is essential to my God!” No doubt the Divine Spirit
great work of evangelism? What hope that his success in that calling. And he must wrought in bis heart, nerving him for the
with such an example sinners should be also know what kind of medicine will pro- noble acts which he performed during his
found rallying w the standard, and bowing
duce the best effect upon different diseases. long and useful life. We rejoice over the
in meekness to thewyle of Christ ?
But, as all his patients will not possess the good confession, and the happy. close of
It is contrary to the syirit of Christianity same physical constitution and tempera- this great man’s life, not ouly because it

produce in him this feeling, which has in
it, after all, a sort of divine sweetness,—

| his future.

Israelites coptinued to worJudges 10:10; 1 Sam. 7:4.

of Samuel the
ship this idol.

ira

than once of the benevolence of Godin his

remain hidden, which I have the power to
expose.
1 shall withdraw myself from
every brother that walketh disorderly ;

to—to be differed from — starting at the
least word—flying from those who do not
implicity believe, and receive every saying
(3) * They serv- | (3) that the wages of sin is death,” from
or belief of ours. All this tends to divisin the commonwealth.
¢‘ Upon whose front engraven,
one
ion; and by everything of this kind we
Baalim is the plural of Baal, the full payment of which there is but
Deliberation sat and public care,
ed Baalim.”
renunAnd princely counsel in his face yet shone,
are teaching an evil lesson. - We are grievand denotes the idols or the forms of that escape,—by immediate and pevitent
Majestic, though in ruin,”’—
ing, and crippling the efforis of the faithful
Baal was the supreme divinity of ciation of sin before the Lamb of God who
god.
that
(©)
world;
the
of
sin
the
away
taketh
their
|
pais
for us a picture universally acknowl’ “laborer; discouraging
was
the
weak,
and
_ Pheenicia and Canaan; Ashtgroth
Jel i: the Babylonian | the mercies ol God are shown to us in send- edzed to be unfitting the * father of lies,” hedging up the way of those whom
othersupreme goddess.
saland
His ing his ministers to declare pardon
name of Baal, 1s. 46:1; Jer. 50:2.
| with his
cowplete
subversion of moral wise we might lead to the Saviour.
the truth that he alone

wr

is too

andcust theni out.” No sin nor heresy shall

the answering of hunger with the Bread
of
after the death of the contemporaries of | stand them; (2) that the sure judgments ; of Life, and Milton, when he describes the
them
indulge
we
if
Joshua, idolatry broke out, hike a plague, God will overtake us
Arch Apostate as one
.
with

= My

hydra-headed monster. I propose to hunt
up the evils that are lavking id the ¢hurch

and

grievously

Whatsoever

their real eharacter,.

then, and does ndbt natare, sad, experienced

though a token of our

how

« spake unadvisedly with

(2) The office of nature, lead us to the saddest music upon
in the sight of the Lord.” (1) The subject first mention of judges.
earth,—the wailing of the pines and the
of this lesson carries the implication that the judges was not judicial merely, but ad- moaning of the sea,—as more in harmony
performgoverned,and
They
those who, ‘in the last lesson, promised | ministrative.
A | with ourselves than any other?
Joshua to serve Jehovah, violated their cov- | ed the office of leaders and chieftains.
Thus the very cloud upon cur brows, alwere
leader
a
executive,
an
judge,
general,
|
enant and became icolaters. This is not
the

and

the people “rebels.”

fall has added another furrow to the brow,
already rough with them,and another shade
to its shadowy gloom. And has not the
music of the soul been sadder than ever

16. ** Nevertheless the
Lord raised up
{ judges Which delivered them out.of the hand
Israel did evil ot those that spoiled them.” (1) This is the

SINS.

11—13.

themselves to evil,

Surat

province

sir! there

sin, by whomsoever committed, is offensive |
that your judgment is unbiased—your mo“to
God,
and
merits his just
displeas| tives pure--your love unfeigned, ardemt
‘ure,
2
| and sincere, aud without a taint of bitterIt is said that ¢* Mosgs was meek above
“Study to know thyself; * and study
| NESS,
all the men on the face of the carth,
yet
| the example of Ilim who said, “Biessed are

-

ciently part of Judges. The events of the |,
co, people; asainst them just as he had | again, the difficulties of the way loom up
verse, and ; { said it would be. It is against all who now
first chapter, save of the opening
.
| before him, plainly insurmountable
in his

f

clamor,

the tedchings and spiritof Christ is sin, and

hard

his

and

No,

| My brother, befofe you center upon the
we [iil in these things; we are not apt to
Awoik of a reformer, study diligently the
cultivate,as we ought, thiese Christian gfac| motives of your heart, to see if nothing ol
es. And we are not apt to consider our
l.self or self-exaltation is prompting you.
failures here. as. such an offense to God nas

the preface, Chap. 1to 3:6; the main nar- | (4) Tie Word of God can not fail, does not { most hide its outline of ‘glory. And who
of blessings nor of lis not conscious of many a slip and stumrative, Chap. 3:7-to 16:31; the appendix, | gi: yeither the ‘wordband
of the Lord was
(¢) ** The
book of | cursings.
Chap.

anger,

to Christ.

—some

and

and

as true
yoke-fellows, names
and orders
souls |
aside, in the great work of winning

sometimes,

between,

wrath,

sin?

shall be'to expdse and bring to

evil-speaking, and all malice, and everything that is contrary to the spirit of ‘love,
and that hinders us from working together

between himselt

and the brute creation,or between
and inanimate nature. The autumn

his curse?

under

ai

and two put ten thou-

much of that done already.

fectioned one to another in brotherly Jove.
We are exhotted to lay asifle all bitterness,

er-embrowned moss,—than

| fore them,

have us cloak

kindly af-

and

Josh. 8:3 Ls 93.

sin now

all

not

1s

The book is divided into three parts: | 13.

Ezra.

i

BE

receive,” we know but little of the comfort~ '
ing influence to be derived from a life of
devotion to the salvation of the children of |
sand to flight.”
ie
“* For charity shall cover a multitude of men. - We are more apt to speak twice of
sins.” ** What,” says one, * would you our deeds of charity to the poor of earth

chase
a thousand,

the bare gray rock, or its half-tint of weath-

their idolatry we

studied.’

previously

* has been ascribed to Samuel, Hezekiah and | 4 v0

oh

love as

to

as children,

forgiving one another -even as God for
Christ's sake forgives. We ave exhorted
to meeknessto humility, to gentleness, to

The word of God 15, at
periad ; the former, due to original papers | tinctly declared.
The | still unattained?
written at or near the time of the events; | ot any time, as certain ‘as his oath.
| 1 think every true man and woman will
What
this,
the latter, to the hand of thé compiler of the | wor + sworn” here implies
| respond to the latter, There is a goal be-

on

SALW

Until we can realize the" trath’of the assertion *‘It 1s more blessed‘to give than to

loving spirit

of Christ; be clothed with humility and
gentleness, and, thus equipped, * One shall

brethren, to esteem others as better than
ourselves, to be kind and tendér-hearted,

these
, ~ impeached, though the final compilation did | epose to pray to Baal, Their faint-heaytwind
in peace,
not take place until after Isragl bad a king," edness in battle, and pusillanimigy
can not beat drearily emough along the
but probably before the expulsion of the | were accurately foretold as unavailing them || waste of rocks, or fling the cold spray high
This
Lev. 26:17.
Compare] chapter 1: if they forsook God.
Jebusites by David.
enough upon the beach, to drive away the
what
to
opposed
exactly
also
was
one who seeks a deeper communion than
21 with 2 Samuel 5:6; also Judges 9:53 | cowardice
.
obedience
to
promised
Others think" :Y he date | was
Lev. 26:7, 8. | can
with 2 Sam. 11:21.
be found inthe circle of his ac(3) Judgments overtook them in every un-|
of the compilation belongs to the “latter
quaintances.
The wild birds seek the
times of the Jewish monarchy. Judges 18: | qeriaking. ** Whithsoever they went out, | changing shadows and the freer air of the
30, 31 is supposed to refer to the captivity | the hand of the Lord was against them for | deciduous forests, while we trace a pathway
mentioned in 2 Kings 15:29; 17:6, 23. All evil.” That is, in every expedition ahd through the pines and let our thoughts
agree that the exact date of the book, as it 'attack on their enemies they were over- chime with their sobbing, and the sighing
appéare] in its present shape, is uncertain. | howered. " * As the Lord bad said, and as | of the wind.
Was this beart-tone of sadIt is composed on the same plan as the books | he Lord had sworn unto them.” (a) We | ness our inherilanee as a race, anticipative
of Kings, with them having this peculiarity, have no account of a formal oath of God to | of straggle and defeat, ov are these strains
viz., marks of antiquity of narrative,in con~| inflict these judgments, byt his purpose | unconscious
dirges over hopes already
nection with other marks of a much later | to send them in case of idolatry was dis-|
| dead,—perpetual reminders of perfection

The compilation | God had threatened

love

to.

another,

comes

the” wood,

drink deeply into the tender,

We are exhorted in Scripture to love one

There is more of harmony between man
and nature, in the lifeless and the passion-

and as a punishment for sin. The Israel
| jes became slaves to their enemies, paid
| yyibute on all they possessed, and held their
| pigperty at the merey of cruel foes. They

hand, recognized enough to secure a central government for the tribes, The historical fragments incorporated into this book
are therefore of different age. The authen-

ROR

faith, so that T could remove mountains,
And}
and have not charity, I am nothing.
though I bestow all wy goods to feed the
poor, avd though I" give my body to be

not from the mind, but from the heart.

anity was not disowned, nor, on the other | yjistortanes came from their loss of bis aid,

TE

right hand and on the left erying out in a ahead and gee the contrast between what
‘and the magnitude of what we
trumpet voice against sin, and essaying to we do kn
correct the abuses which they allege hdve do not know, it is sufficient to keep us low
pp
—
RT
epee
crept into the church; and they ‘wonder and very humble at the fect of our Instruoterowned or, anxious to eatch the words of wisdom as
Sadness in Aspiration.
bucned, and have not charity, it’ profiteth Fthat there labors are not oftener
they fall from his lips. A false pride will". .
with
success.
¢
:
—
me nothing.”
do us an untold amount of injury. I mean
This
is
the
reason.
Their
zeal
is
not
our
‘to
itself
d
BY A, CH
commen
not
it
does
And
v
Is it a mere chance, this great contrast hearts as the sweetest and loveliest of tempered with knowledge, and with the by this, seeming to know what we do not
And perhaps, rather than to confess our ignorance, and
between our moods of mind and their Christian graces; so different from that sweet spivit of the Gospel,
characteristic - expression, and
those of spirit that is easily provoked, that is en- while they essay to work in the vineyard, geek for that knowledge which is from
above.
If we do this, humility will be one
our less honored neighbors,—the. birds and vious—that vaunteth itself and is puffed up, their own heart's vineyard is undressed and
of
our
characteristies.
upkept.
While
they
would
tend
and
keep
think
to
beasts ? Our canary sings, and its note is that seeketh its own, and is ready
Another necessary qualification is benevoalways cheery and joyful, whether it be all manner of evil, and believe all manner the garden of the Lord, their own garden
lence,
This is an attributeof God, and is
fails to be properly laid out, worked, and
storm or sunshine,—and whether the brok- of ill, that is ready to pounce upon. every
found
in
the heart” of every true believer,
enriched;
and
here
and
there
are
clusen ray just touching and gilding the floor. fault or failing of its fiiend, and, after
And
when
we add to this, impartial benevo~
ters
of
rank,
unsightly
weeds,
and
briers
hundred
ora
sixty,
of his cage be the fiist warm welcome of magnifying it ‘thirty,
lence; we reach a chord “of angelic beauty
and
thorns
*
whose
end
is
to
be
burned;
”
condemna
and
gaze
the
to
up
hold4t
the
or
fold,”
day,
the generous bringer of the
last arrow shot despitefully from behind his tion of the beholder; forgetting the admo- marring all beauty and proving them to be without which we ‘are “both dumb and
unskilled workmen, unfit to be trusted blind. I mean by this we fail to speak forth
rampart of storm-clouds at evening. But its Aition,—*¢ Brethren, if a man be taken in a
the glory of God to’ our fellow-creaturés,
with
the ¢* Master's *basiness, ”
of
spirit
the
in
—as
s,
one
a
child mistress,
thoughtles
you would fault, restore such
and in ourselves we fail to see the beauty
Brother,—sister,—if
you
would
be
a
usesay, and as happy as the bird,—adjusts meekness; considering thysell, Test thou althere is in the religion of Jesus Christ.
ful
laborer
iu
the.
glorious
harvest
feld,
theufrills of dolly’s best dress, and arranges so be tempted. ™.

|

attend our
"been compiled, from writen fragments of | yp. the jadgments that now
the hands ‘her hair by the aid of a miniature ** switch,”
into
them
delivered
fg
prepared at the time the events 0C- | Gu
history,
curred, and preserved by the judges or the | op oijors that spoiled them.” These were dnd does it all to the humming of a tune
priesthood. ‘The custom of making a rec- | v4 ray ders, robbers, plundering Canaanites, plaintive as the melody of an Zolian barp.
ord of notable incidents was already estab- | (yo spoiled the Jews of their fruits, flocks,
Those minor chords, why are they always
lished. The time included in the history of | jqyvesis and other property. It says that sweeter ? is the question we put to ours

|
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nb eh

all

and

those

in *the divine
Even Paul,

the apostles, and who said that he could do
all, things through Christ strengthening

him * felt that he was servant of all, the
Test of all, nol worthy to be called an
apostle;

and he said to his

brethren, *‘ I

ment, he must have experience to teach him

will be a light in the path of many others,
but because it solves the mystery of an oth-

the method of adaptation. For what may
“be beneficial to one, will prove detrimental
to another,
So, also, with the successful minister.

erwise paradoxical career.
ye shall know them.”
Austin Academy.

He

should labor to cultivate and discipline his
menial capacities. And although he spends
years of earnest study, toiling early and late

Sick Ministers.
—l
@

for its-accomplishment, yet the reward will
be certain to follow in the tearing down of
Satan's strongholds, such as infidelity, superstition aud ignorance, and the substitution
in their places of knowledge, zeal and holi-

“Iiear ye one another's
wise Scripture rule should
sympathizing
with and
clergymen. Living often
salary,loss of time and the

ness;

sickness are no small calamity and source
of anxiety,
Clerks, soldiers, sailors, congressmen and thosé of many other callings,
are paid for full time for which they were

and

zeal according

to knowledge,

ac-

companied with time: holiness of heart, will
effect a great purpose in building up Christ's

kingdom upon the earth.
But there are some things we must not
forgét in ‘the caitivation
of our moral
natures.
In order to possess true soul cults
ure,

we

must

not

omit

to devote

of our time to the cultivation

a portion

of love.

Tris

is essential to our well being.

It is a tender

plant, and unless it can derive

nourishment

suitable fo its nature, it will wither and die.
As well

might

the

hushandman

well-filled granary without

fallow ground, and

tearing

thistles

place

from

their

rexpect

a

breaking ufy his

the
in

reeds and

the

soil, and

laboring early and late in sowing, cultivating
and

harvesting,

as

for a Christian

pect a large growth

of grace

without

and

cultivating

to

in his heart,

disciplining

the power of the Almighty.

exit by

Christ has rep-

resented himselt as the vine and we as his
branches, andwe can no more bear fruit
except

we

abide

in him,

than a branch

heavy except it abide in the tree.
is all love, we must be in him

can

And as he
rooted and

grounded in order to grow in this divinelyappointed manner.
:
Another requisition necessary is humility.
When the great Teacher was introducing the
Gospel to the minds of his disciples, they

was with you in weakness, and fear, and
much trembling. ”
.
O Christian! if you would be happy, if
you would reach the altitude of Christian
enjoyment, ahd dwell in the peace that
flows like a river, if you would be a useful
worker in the vineyard of the Lord, turn-

seemed hard of comprehension, they ratlier
sought a kingdom having the -houvor of men
in its constitution.
Hence, we hear them
disputing one with another, who would be
the greatest in the kingdom of heaven.

ing many

cept ye become as little. children, ye can in

ness and

to righteousness,
gentleness,

above all let your
Christian charity.
Many covet

and

heart
:

to work

study meekhumility;

and

be imbued
for the

doubtless’ they are ‘honest. in
sires and intentions, and when

with
]

all opposition, cultivgand

Christ, in order to teach them its nature, set
a little child in their midst
no

wise

enter

(he

and

kingdom

said, “Ex-

of heaven’—

Lord,

and

thus teaching true humiiity.
Man may be great in knowledge, yet
humble in mind. No one by searching can

their

de-

find out God, and

there

is an

opening they enter the field, and right
manfully they go to work, bearing down

dashing

on the

** By their fruits
S. C.K
:
.

the

more we

move we find to leatn that
beneficial

to

our

natures,

learn,

the

is pleasing and
The

school

of

life is open to all, and success attends the
efforts of the diligent.
But as we look

burdens.” "This
be observed by
aiding disabled
on a very small
extra expenses of

emgloyed, though months of sickness inservene. Why should not disabled ministers
be as well cared for? Surely, as a class,
they need and deserve it.
Strong churches usually do provide amply for their disabled pastors.
Dut how are
smaller societies to help their ‘minister’
through months of illness?
:

A good illustration ana example is at
lfgnd,4dn the case of a clerggmun who was
recently sick and upgble to preach for several mont#s. - His church was not able te furnish a supply for the

pulpit

and

continue

his salary at the same time during bis sickness,

So the pastors

in the

Q.

M.,

aided

by the other ministers living near, arranged to alternate in preaching for him; and
these churches gave up one service each
Sabbath; or secured a sermorfas they could,

and sent us to supply the afflicted brother's
pulpit.
:
So the churches and ministers of the Conference shared the burdens of the sick pastor and his people ; they paying his full salary, and in various other ways expressing
warm

sympathy and affection for their faith-

fu! shepherd. Meanwhile they maintained
a commendable interest in public worship.
How worthy of imitation their course.
So different from some societies which give
invalid pastors to understand that their illness has hurt their parishes, and

throw

out

hints that they better resign, and go off an
invalid, if so they would get out of the way

This adds cruelty to a want of sympathy,
and is sorely trying to a minister who has
become disabled in efforts to'build:
an ungrateful

up such

people.

Many clergymen, doubtless, have recoyered from illness much sooner by kind and
tender treatment,as in the case above cited,
and so

perhaps

many

years

of usefulness

have been added to a valuable pastes life.
fos

[=

©

Selections.
The

the mecting.
A hundred such occurred
that same hour on that same train of cars.
Thetrumbling of the wheels seems to have
more meaning in it. But the momentary

junction

Peaceful Mind.

5

-

—

Dear Lord and Father of mankind
Gh

Ib deeper reverence, praise.
O Sabbath rest by Galilee !
« O calm of hills'above!
J
Where Jesus knelt to share with thee
The silence of eternity

+ Interpreted by love!

With that deep hush subduing all

Our words and works that drown
The tender Whisper of Thy call

As noiseless let

hy. blessing fal

a life often appears.

still dews of quietness

leged to do the work of angels, Why art
thou cast down, O_my Ey and why art
thou disquieted within me? What if the
whole visible universe be closed to our slow
feet and trembling bands, if the invisible is
opén to wings of prayer P—Prof. Austin

Till all our strivings cease;
Take from our souls thie strain and stress,
© And let our ordered lives confess
The beauty of Thy peace.

Breathe through the

pulses of desire

Thy coolness and
Thy balm ;
Lét sense be dumb=—its heats expire;
Speak through the eartiquake, wind and fire,

©

0 still, small voice of calm !
.

—Whittier,

Yet it may be privi-

Phelps, in Independent.

3

Critical

Worshipers.

STAR,

APRIL.

7, 1875...

philosopher was compelled, amidst great
cheering, to allow that, somehow or other,

reewill Baptist

RAILWAY.
This great corporation now owns and operates
over two thousand miles
of road. With one branch
it reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the
Souniry north thereof; with ‘another line it pushes
through Janesville, Watertown Oshkosh, Fond du
Lac, Green Bay, Escanaba, to Negaunee and Mar.
uette ; with another line it passes
through Madison,
Iroy. and for St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching
westward from Elroy, it runs
and througn
Winona, Owatonna, St. Peter, Mankato, New Ul m,
and stops not until
Lake Kampeska, Dakota, is
reached; another line starts from Chicago and runs
through Klgmn and Rockford to Freeport, and, via
the Illinois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
éountry beyond. Still another
Dubuque, and the
line runs almost due westward from Chicago, and
sses through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton
Iowa), Cedar Rapids Marshall wn, Grand JancMissouriV ey Junction, to Council Bluffs and
tion,
Omaha. This last-named is the ‘ GREAT TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer overland line
for NEBRASKA, COLORADO, ram, IDAHO, MONTANA, NEVADA,

Truth-Telling:,

your fatal eagernessto criticise, A devotional congregation led-by a devoted pastor,

107

Chicago and North - Westrn

credit and discredit for past actions must be
granted even by Materialists.”

prayerful attentidh ; do not lead him to sin by

But who shall

lid, life is prolonged.
ery useless, and
worse than that to the sufferer’s view, such

As fell Thy manna down.

Drop Thy

God's

say that it was not that woman's secret intercession which turned the tide of conflict
lor that soul's deliverance? May it not
have been her mission to stretch forth over
that scene of spiritual contest the scepter
of a prince who had power with
God,
and to
beckou” invisible forces to the
rescue?
;
|
May not thousands of utwritten Christian
biographies at last disclose such divine
“coincidences P* Possibl such results may
reveal the chief reason why "many dn inva-

In purer lives Thy service find,

MORNI NG

maust.remove the temptation. There will be
uo stumbling when the stumbling-block is
‘taken out of the way. Let the house of God be:
a temple for worship, not a school for eriticis. Help the preacher to preach, by your

They may never be known

| to each «other in this world.

:

Reelothe us in our rightful mind;

of those two lives enclosed

hidden decree,

—

Forgive our feverish ways;

THE

is

Gn

its highest sense, requires a well-balanced
wind. > For instance, much exaggeration,
perhaps
the most, is occasioned’ by an im-

** In 1657, Robert Hodgson,a Quaker from

Plattville,

ubuque, Waterloo,

Fort

Dodge,

half-hour

at

a social

whom

she entertains

whose

countenance

gathering,

for a day,
impresses

a

guest

a person
her

in

the

street, a traveler in the cars whose conver
sation attracts her—in brief, anybody to
whom, for any reason,
her. attention is

‘* In 1702,Samuel Bownas, from England,

class is one composed of ciilies, or, rather,
of ‘men imbued, often unansciously, with

the critical spirit.
God

hall.

child

of God

interests

him as her

Father,

what they arb in the concert or Tecture

Their minds do not fasten upon God

as an object of worship,

often

hourly.

Communiorr

with

God

ex-

presses it as artlessly as conversation would

to an earthly

friend.

Her daily life, there-

the

appearance

trusts it implicitly,

she uses it expectantly.

The

of the minister,

tations

tion.

In the remarks

of

one of

them she

once

the

verse with

‘subject

of

God.

her intercessory

When

she

con-

left the cars,

that face, so full of the suffering of a turbulent spirit, remained with her. ~ For weeks
afterward something moved he: to pray for
_ that stranger, that he might find peace in
{ Christ. As time passed ov, her special interest in him gave place to more recent ob-

that life has for

Jost state, but blind 10 the gift of a Saviour;

whirled in the great crisis of his moral des.
tiny, which comes but once to any man, yet
without God and having no hope; both
worlds shrouded by the very blackness of
darkness.
Few men bave ever needed
prayers more sorely than he did in that juncture.
It was one of those emergencies _ of

their
L

and indulge it, but to the aggressive power
of religion upon ‘the unsaved world—it
reacts most disastrously upon those who

are called to discharge the special offices of
moral conflict in which itis like God to worship. Instead of finding themselves
reinterpose.with a singular rescue. The ap- garded as the teachers of Divine truth, and

pearance of the stranger row in-a Christian

esteemed

for their

devotion

and

spiritual

pulpit tells the issue. His conversion had power, they realize that literary excellence
followed within the year his proximicy and elegance of manner are move reputable,
‘to his praying fellow-traveler in the cars.
‘| even among Christians,
Their position beThis narrative iMustrates the way
in
which God often entertwines ‘his sovereign
providence with human
sympathies and
“believing prayers in the network of instiu-

segtalities
The

death

for the
of

a

conversion

friend

breaks

of a soul.
down

the

strong man in his career of weordly success.
The inherited faith of his youth, represent-

ing who can say how many or how mighty
prayers of a godly ancestry, is set on fire in

his heart by the breath of ‘God. "Then fol,
low months of impenitent remorse, and
when the conflict is deepening into despair
there glides in among the spiritual forces a

gentle stranger
und at noonday

knows not whoni.
We can not say

praying
and at

in the morning
eventide for she

what precisely was

the
assigned to that stranger's iniercesSion in the plan of God.
We coolly propounce the event a coincidence.
Yes but
18 that all?
Unwrigen religiou history is
100 fu of such coimcidence to s allow
us to
eave

office

1

there,

ust

we not

believe

{hat

WOMANS prayers to have been one link in
#4" the
A chain of Spiritual causes?
Why not a

+ v

I

comes

that

of orators, whose

efforts

are

subject to criticism, rather thau that of
preachers
whose expositions
of truth
should be weighed, and whese exhortations
should be heeded. The critics are to be
pleased, though the hungry starve,
Theve isan uneasiness in the minds
many

concerning

this tendency of

of

the mod-,

ern ministry,
Why do we not have more
of the plain, simple, unctuous preaching of

early days; or rather, why is there any
preaching that does not bear that character?
Doubtless the-filse spirit and mijust expectations of Cliristian hearers will not embrace all the causes, bat surely indicate
large part of

them.

Whey

every ministsr

is expected to be an orator, and is judged
by rhetorical standards chiefly, not many
will redist the impulse to try to meet the
demand, and the

result will

be a

large in-

crease of very poor orators, and a corresponding decrease of first-rate preachers.
To check this evil, ministers and people
must combine. their efforts.
The former
must

learn

the

power

of

“foolishness

of

‘learn
moral

movement

the minds of
disclose to us
the

that no man is
experience,—that

more

peculiar in
beneath the

|
LH

.

g

As we pay postage on

Pullman
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lications exert themselves ta increase their circu-

thought of the

HOME

are

common

are

incident

to

to

man,

pers hereafter, will not the friends of these pub:

the
in

there

tation, God will support us, as, in

has supported

outselves.— J.

heavily

laden

as

Clubs of six or

Ya

Pp

»

s

But we may give to religion a broader
meaning.
We may look upon it as a force
controlling the whole of life to noble ends.
In this view, it is a disposition which impels a man to the highest and best action in
whatever place he stands.
It is a conception of and effort toward the noblest form

|eof manhood.

Ttis the art of right

what-

of God.”

“With

good

will

Ten copies
be

as

broad as human life. And it is of the highest importance that (he professional mioisters and teachers of religion should give to

preacher should so

gnforce religion

shall come home to

the merchant

when

it

has

an

he

IFE AND
| V

By

In

—

Spectator

the

story:

discuss the question of Fésponsibility.

from

‘Then rose the city
have

the

new

nS

™r

0
This

Chambliss.

ERTURES

he won,

been

missionary,
lively,

and

,

cussion with a man of questionable

wrath, the Materialist,

“Sir,

charac-

this i¢ shame-

substintiate
to my wife

twenty years ago and we have lived happily together ever sinee, This is a mere attempt at evading the force of my argument.’
* Ou the contrary,’ replied the city mission-

ary, ‘I reaffirm my charge.
You were
never married to the,person with whom you
are living. Twenty years’ ago two other

66

aut]

as also

he

met,

the

ly

¢
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TRAINS FOR BOSTON,
,
PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., and 8.15, r. M

Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, p. M.

Leave DOVER
and 5.15, P.M.

at

6.50,

TRAINS

FOR

7.55,

and

11.00,

A.

M.;

DOVER.

Leave Boston at 8.00, p. M., 12.00, M. 3. 15. and 3 P.M.
Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, P.M.

Leave
“Wolleborough—
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tultonbo ough,
oultonborough,
~~? | Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

for Laconia.
RETURNING,~ Leave Laconia Mondays,
Wednes:
days and Pridags for Alton,
in season to connect
with trains for
Boston
and
Portlan
d.
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JAMES T,

FURBER,

of the Free Baptists
the rise and progress of this body of Chris-

Gen. Supt,

denominational

his

Memorials

Sabbath

School

Question

the

Books

are for adults and children.
Threeor four different books have been pifblished,
and jhave me
with a large sale,

The

Biographies

of. .

‘

—~ DAVID
BURR
are

MARKS, MARTIN CHENEY and WILLIA
M
extensively read by ther friends, and
several copies are still on hand.

is a valuable

-

)

i

Church

Member's
little

Book

work,

and

every

would be benefited by reading it,

Christian

Thoughts

upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 pages from an English
edition, and considers the responsibility of man
in relation
to his thoughts;
the government
of the
thoughts; and the influence of thought
on the formation of character.
Almost gratuitously distrib-

uted ;—five cents per copy.
Close

Communion,

”

or Open

Ne

r

Communion

is an experience and an argument, in which the
folly of close communion is cléarly and ably
exposed. A bookof 175 pages, by a Bapeist clergyman,
Lectures

"ON THE TRUTH OF THE
BIBLE;
an excellen
book for al who would
*‘ search the Seriptures.’
Twenty-two lectures on the most
important pointe

of Bible study.
Dialogues

and

-

Recitations

for Sabbath School Concerts;—32
a few-copies

RAILROAD

EMENT,

The

of our

every session, and the bound volum®
embraces
proceedings of the first sixteen sessions,

2.09

100.10

SE

early events

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet formal the close of

aa
02

100...

tail, the
tory.

1.09 | The
1.10

85

1.60
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WINTER

Head,

well

Commentary

Postage. ‘Total.

Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, A. M., 3.50, P. M.
with a preparation of Cannabis
Indica,
€ now
o
iS
1
TLAN
gives this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.
expenses.
There isnot a single symptom
of Con: | Leave
BOSTON
at 8.00, A. M., 12.00, and 3.15, P. M,
sumption that
it does not dissipate—Night Sweats,
*
DOVER at 10.42, ‘A. M., and 2.48, 6.13, and
Irritation of the Nerves) Difliculy expectoration,
8.25, P. M,
Sharp
Painsin the, Lungs, Nausea at the Stomach.
~
.
x
y
Inaction of the Bowels, and Wasting of the Muscles
STAGE CONNECTIONS,
Address Craddock & Co. 1032 Race Street, PhilaStages
lbave
Center
Harbor
for Conway and ‘White
delphia, Pa., giving name of this paper.
- 206t42
Mountains, at 2, P.M., or on the arrival of the
boat
;
that runs in connection with the 8.15 train from
POSTERS

more

It is

tians in New York, till the time of their union with
the Freewill Bapiists.

$9 and

( 5

Butler's Commentary,
Vol, 1. The Gospel.
2.00
ol, 1.
e Gospel,
<
Vol. 2, The Acts,Rom.&Cor. do
Treatise,
’
. o5

BOSTON

Cured.

contains

tunes.

Theology

denomination,

give

Books,

p

Pasteboard

Church Member's Book,

When death was hourly expected from Consump“tion, all remedies having failed.accident led to a discovery whereby Dr. H. James cured pl on] y child

different

covers the first half century of our existence
,
from 1780 to 1830.
It describes with considerable de-

and
splenis sent free

2.00

| Butler’s Theology,

Open

OF A THOUSAND.

by the

PATTERNS

JTS

Real Thoughts upon Thought,
Ref- | Tracts, 4 pages, dozen

;
Sixtieth Thousand in Press.
One agent sold ib one month, 501 copies of the

and 250

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines

This department

1.00
1.10

do Gilt,

’

t36

itself felt

:

Psalmody, [8 mo. in Sheep,
do
Morocco,

.

4, 85 Devonshire Street, Boston.

Worship

Acts, Rom. and Cor. It is an excellent
Sabbath schools and family reading.

it con-

I. D. STEWART

Price.

Life of Marks,

Loans Negotiated and Investments made,
Estate Purchased and Sold for Nou-residents.

the

and

at 20 per cent. discout.

'

Register,

3

than the

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, nowe
Hillsdale College, Theological department,—contai
ns
two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on

- OF

CoO

.

tunes

singicg.

Butler's

by which we
can
“Morring Star,”
one of the above

Baptist

Life of Burr
Chicago. | ie
of cheney.
hl

and

discusses briefly, but clearly all the questions
o
doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are
those generally accepted by the denomination.

a-year is the
price of “ARTHURS
ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE,”

History,

BLOCK,

of

than 600 hymns

§ forladies’ and children’s
special arrangement every
:
.

Memorial of Free Baptists, :
Minutes of Conference,(Bound,)
* | Les. for ev'ry Sum. Ques, Bk,
Story of Jesus, Ques. Book,
AGENTS,
Wonderful Wks of Jesus,Q. B.,
&

of hymns

is still larger than the Choralist,

story by T.S. Ar-

but arrangements have been made
furnish the Magazine at $2.00; The
and Magazine at $4.00, and give
name1
eagravings,
Sead your orders, and'money to

author | o
grand

Choralist

The. Book

of Tem-

°
0
:
e Lion
in
Love,”

2

E

gifted

8 gifted

tunes

ing.

ia January.

INTERRUPTED READER.” two large
did premium gneravings,
One of these
to every subscriber.

do

N

said:

ful, and I repudiate your insolent attack on
1 defy you to
I was married

&

y

whose

ter—with one, who is living with a woman
to whom he is not married, *Up rose in

.

e of his lifc-work,

PERRY

ROOM

matter,

‘Ladies and gentlemen:
It is a matter ol
regret (0 me that [ have to engace in a dis-

my character.
your.charge.

THRILLING

LOAN

The

has passed out of existence.
must

T

’

responsible for the gins of the old man, who

wits

Ch

E.

GRAHAM

A

as all the matter of the body changes every
few years, and it is unjust to hold the new
is formed

J.

S

som St., Phila., Pa.

lecturer's main point was the judgment to
come for deeds done in the body, inasmuch
who

J. E.

ev.

G

The

theday.

is on

makes

Teller.

Butterick
given by
dresses are
month,

1

Everywhere

Materialistic lecturer and a city missionary met before an intelligenty audience (o

man,

R

N

Story

will

OF

and several

Sacred Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
though: sometimes used for congregational simg-

will be unusually ri. 3: [Besides an' abundance of
short stories, two or three serils will be given during the year.

cents

hymns

The History of the Freewill Baptists

be commenced

The

packages

at Once for the ONLY cheap COMPLETE WORK.
Over 800 pages (includes his ‘* LAST JOURNALS").
100 SPLENDID illustrations, &c., &c., only $3.00.
IT WILL SELL. Millions want .it. For proof and
terms, address HUBBARD BROS, Pubs., 728 San-

Argument.
a good

all

LABORS

—

tells

address,

while

is a small book of 225

is a larger book

Norman, voi:

A new serial

the CURIOSITIES
A
SF rrchi
WONDERS and WEALTH of that marve’ou
s country, | BOOK of Worship,
Wide
Awake
Agents Wanted

itself felt.— Christian Union.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

a word, just where the stress and strain
comesgthat is where religion ought to make

Application of an

to one

extensively

and her reward.

having free access to the personal writings of ‘Living- | Sacred Melody Cloth,
stone, unfolds clearly the magnitud

igno-

rant and annoying servant to deal with.

sent
each,

Book,

chureh-building. It is published by authority
of the
General Conference.

the coupdry

:
‘JUST READY.-ENTIRELY NEW.-AUTHENTIC,-COMPLETE

is driving a bargain,and his religion show itself at just that point. A mechanic needs to
be religious when he is doing a job and has
a chance to pat in bad work. The mistress’
religion is wanted when she

more,

Hymn

ministers

ho
d ly 1dontified with the People in their
Home and Social Life than any other periodical in
the country,
)

thar, will

The pastor
way of get-

containing less than ten will be thirty
each.
Address, I. ID, Stewart, Dover, N. IH.

The

that

or

twenty-five cents

Magazine of America,

of our liter

of deceased
!

selected especially for prayer meetings, Itis
an ex
cellent book; bound both in paper-board and
cloth
covers.
z

Houseis more thorough-

©

same

for each
Sample

The Sacred Melody

and

to Society

and

‘the

See price lis or F. Baptist books.

true Christian

is hurtful

Deborah

NEW

has been published at so low a price as the Little Star and Myrtle,and we. can-not furnish them
at the old price and pay the postage in addition.

doing

"it this universal and vital significance.

BEING

Whatever

The

at $2.00 each,

No other Sabbath school paper in

the issue is victory.
Ibis such a sense of
God present, always and everywhere, that
men are inspired to the best things.
It
says to men,“ Whatever‘ye do, do all to the
service, as to the Lord and not to men.”
In the best sense, then, religion is

the Star

takes

for

used, printed on both white and tinted
paper, Isme,
and 32mo. and bound in various styles,

in the Homes of the People as a power for good,

ting up the clubs, and so make the generous offer available.

ever may be the outward happenings of lifé

glory

ONE-THIRD

have

copies of the Star are now taken.
and friends will choose their own

living.

It is such a carriage of one’s self that

more,

can

It

side

societies, an account

obituaries

The Psalmody'
is the denominational

influen-

perance

demns without fear or favor,

strictly in advance.
;
:
No commission can be allowed on either of the
above offers,and every subscriber will see the desirableness of obtafhing a new one, or of looking
after the formation of a club in every place where

A Living Gospel.
Sst

AZINE

strictly in advance.
SUBSCRIBERS,

ary institutions,
&c., &e.

Fotis

calsof

the

also

100 copies to one

per year, 50 or more,at

of our benevolent

Butler's

tial

MAG-

morality.

Any subscriber to the Morning Star, who will
furnish the name of a NEw ONE, can have the
two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,

the past

others «s
H. Thom.

«

‘We continue our offer to clubs as follows:

is

fidelityof his providence, he

times

for adults,

The Register
has made its annual appearance for more
than
forty years, and contains, in addition to
the usua
Calendar, the names of all Freewill Baptist
church.
€s, arranged in their appropriate Quarter
ly and
Yearly meetings; with their statistics; the
names o
all ministers and their post-office addresses,
officers

rank with the

vancing

-

.

We have but the trials
humanity;

.

International Series,

gregational

most

[up tothe ad-

2B cents, .
commission

adapted to either social or public worship,with con-

leading

always

+
no

rate. Any number less than 50, 12 gents
copy per year.
Payment in advance,
copies sent free.
pr

Gen'l Passenger Agent.
eow20t9

Progres-

3o ceuts,

Papers

address, $9.00

Illustrated Home Magazine,
sive.

.
and

children, are issued every month.

ARTHUR'S

other pa- | ful,

TLE.
Terms: single copy, each,
.
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

Valley Junction.

Bright, Cheer.

the Star and

$4.50

sub- $200

Both papers are of the same
size, but the LirrLe
STAR is for an older class of reader
s than the Myg-

trains daily.

3

subscriber,.

The Little Star and Myrt
le
are Sabbath School papers,
printed alternate
weeks, on superior paper, beaucifuly
illustrated,

of the

W.H.STENN ETT,

Gen’l Supermtendent,

One old and one new

Clubs of six or more, one-third new
scribers, each
.
Postage is paid by the publisher.
’

Lesson

ten trams daily.

lation.

that

Cars to Missouri

Phe Morning Star '
:
‘is a large religions paper of eight pages,
now'in
its fiftieth volume. It is able, literary and
progress
ive. The principle offices are to be
in Boston, bug
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT has
recently
been opened in Chicago, and the
manager there
gives his entire time to the work.
Terms peryear .
.
.
.'
.
$3.00
#.
Juadvahce,.
+.
-.
250
Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid:

allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free,

For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.
For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, Jamesville, and other points, you can have from two to

existence of which others as little <uspect

preaching;” that it is infinitely preferable people may haye gone
bearing
link as ‘necessary ag {he bereavement to to say a good thing with earnest inelegance your names, but there isto notchurch,
one atom in
that soul's salvation?
Were not both the’¢ than to utter a poor thing with all the charms your bodies remaining of those which were
yorking ou o Se hurpose?
He and she, of rhetorical skil'; that the inspiration of
Just thor ied Sach Other, met for an hour the Holy Ghost is a far greater power than then married. It follows inevitably that
‘you are living in concubinage, unless’ you
i
re; and parted. No word the wisdom of the schools and the tricks of “will admit that you are the same man who,
‘
elween them, [How insignif
icant elgeution.. On the otber hand the people was married twenty years gince? , The
4

goed.

nothing peculiar in our case; and we must
take up our burdens in faith of heart that,
if we are earnest. and trifle not with temp-

w

daily.

still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and
wish to place them where they will be doing

do

Cars on night trains.

smoothest surface of outward life lie deep
cares of the heart,—and that, if we fall under our burdens, we fall beneath the temp-

that

obligaticns are discharged.

of gene-

are

But the more

consciousness,

us asjwe do in them.

the doxology, return to their homes under
the casy impression that they bave done the
respectible thing, and. that their relizious

so prevalent in the age

we
his

secret

tatious

but, on the whole, quite a creditable production.” . And thus these so-called wor-shipers, having attended Divine service,
admired the appointments of the edifice,
-citicised the singing, found fault with the
orga, listened to a *‘most beautiful prayer,”
commended or condemned duly the rhetoriheal qualities of tne sermon, and hammed

becoming

freer

we know of what passes in
others, the'more our friends

is really a (air effort—really quite good, now.
Some po ints not as well put as might be,

ral literary culture and refinement—is very
pernicious, not only te those who acquire

a

and a less embarrassed way.

Divine aid, no selt-application of reproof or
exhortation, but rather a calm and cold

And while the effect of this false spirit—

others

Offers.

offers wilt Be met in the same spirit of
and enterprise in which they are made,
willa greatly increased patronage be
The price of our books is twenty per
cent. lower than similar books can be purchased
elsewhere, but some of them are now put ata

that our temp-

that other hearts

Four through

i“

dress, each,
oh.
Payment always in advance,

For Wimona ahd points in Minnesota, One
through train daily.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton, |
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
night train,
For Sioux City and Yankton, Twotrains

that these
liberality
and thus
secured.

free from secret burdens that oppress our
energies, and cast a cloud upon our joy;

the delicacy of his hands, ave objects of
praise or ridicule; his prayers are heard

jects of supplication, and she thought no
Where ave such hearers to be found?
In
more uboul him,
She had dropped the your congregation, Mr. Preacher; in the
tribute, of. her prayers into the troubled next pew if not in your own, Mr.
Church
current of his lite, and left both it and him
We
Member.
Nor are they strangers.
with God,
| have no right to deny unconverted men the
Some years afterward she visited, hun| privilege of candid criticism upon our veliodreds of miles distant from her home,
The men I mean are Chrisa, ious service.
friend,
who invited her to co and hear a tian men—who are pledged to the service
: celebrated preacher who had been laboring of God —who have the interest of religion
- there with success,
She went.
When the at heart;and support the gospel liberally.
preacher rose in the pulpit she, instantly
Whatever its cause, this substitution of
recognized the face of the stranger who had the critical for the devotional spirit 1s workyears before so deeply moved her sympathy
ing very serious/injury to the cause of
in the ears—a [ace now no longer clouded Christ among us. / li degrades religious exby the disquict of an impenitent spirit, but ercises to the leyel of literary or musicaky
radiant with the joy of one who knew the .performances; it engenders—especially in
peace of Christ, and was striving to impart
the young—a disrespect for the sacredil to other souls.
:
ness of the services of God’s house ; it Jeads
:
At the time of their first meeting he was,
ungodly men to place a Christian’s respect
indeed, of all men one of the most miserand love for God and his worship upon the
able—crushed by affliction, but not subdusame ground with their own allegiance to
ed in heart; quickened by the spirit of God, secular societies or gratification of their
Jet resolute in sin, wtih eyes opened to his asthetical tastes.
:

are peculiar;

‘| Pullman

v

he Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,
went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go in wisdom or safety, Andave have reason to believe

IN
iid

Po

”

Liberal

Lot,

—

We are prone (o imagine

Does God then disappoint her in the resuli ?
The following is believed to be one of many analysis of the discourse, a regret
incidents in ker experience which answers ficiencies, a condescending approval at its deof well“the question,
conceived arguments and nicely rounded
A few years ago two strangers entered
periods, and, in general, a connoisseur-like
the car in which she was a traveler, aud air, as who should say, “I
am an expertin
seated themselves so near her that she sermons ; I'might have
done
could not avoid overhearing their conversa- it myself if it had come in my something at
way.
That
soon became intensely interested. She inferred from them that he was an impenitent
man, and for some reason supremely unhappy.
This was sufficient to enlist her prayerful desires in his behalf. He became nt

Common
—

the set of his coat, the whiteness of his linen,

fore, is a live of telegraphic correspondence with a critical eagerness that
would combetween this world and heaven, through mend the elegance of his phraseology
or
ber habit of devout intercession. Such is detect the faults of his rhetoric;
but that
the simplicity of her faithin prayer as a has little reference to the
dépth of his: despecific
power for specific effects that she «votion and the real supplication he makes,
accepts it as a oA
and perbaps the and whed the sermon is reached, there is no
chief method of her own usefulness. She Lheartly prager that the p
3
:
reacher may receive

—-—————————

to find the bill against him, notwith&tanding
the threats of tue: judge to imprison and
fine them.”

of the singers attract greater attention than
does the idea that they are offering praises

to God;

For Milwaukee,

ty, ‘were armed with
guns, pitchforks,
swords, and clubs.” Twice his case was
submitted to thg Grand Jury, who refused

drawn with special regard—she remembers those who are trying to but stop short with
conduct that worin special prayer,
ship.
The architectural beauties of the
Probably, without having ever defined a i
are a source of greater interest than ‘is
theory about it to her own mind, she has She fact that the Almighty is there
worshipthe theory that whatever interests her as a ed; the quality of voice,
and the artistic skill
Prayer becomes, then, her natural method
of expressing that interest 46 God daily, and

eines.

while attending a meeting at Flashing, was
arrested by the Sheriff, who, with his par-

They are in the house of

»

Sioux

City, Yankton,
Connecil Bluffs, Omaha, Lincoln,
England, arrived at New Awsterdam, and
Denver, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, San Francisco,
—
Ps
Intercessory Prayer.
proceed
or
a
hundred
ing
“to
other "northern,
Long Island, appointed a
, or
To worship God and to criticise<God’s
patient gnd easily-moved temperament, western. points, this line is the onenorth-western
yon should take.
%
—t—
worship are two essentially different kinds religious meeting at Hempstead. He was ar- which longs to convey .its own vivid
The track is of the best steel rail, and all the Appoint:
rested, tied to the hinder part of a cart taken
im- ments are first-slass in every respect. The trains
Is it} a ving power in Christian expe- of ‘mental uaction,- The former
pressio
involves
made up of elegant new
Pullman Palace Drawrience? The following fragment of relig- bumiiity, the latter excludes it; the one over had roads to the city, was imprisoned, piifyingns to other minds; and secks by am- are
to
giin
the full measure of their ing Room and Sleeping Coaches, luxurious Day
beaten till he fainted, and finally, released
ious liistory gives answer:
Coaches, and pleasant Lounging and smoking
necessitates devotion, the other has no place from
sympath
cars,
y.
But a true man does not think The cars are all equipped
his sufferings, through the entreaties
A lady, residing not a thousand
wii the celebrated
Miller
miles for it. To worship is to center the mind
what
his
hearers
Safety
are
Platform,
feeling,
and
patent
but
of
Buffers
what
the
and
Governo
he
Couplings,
r's sister.
from Richmond, Va., has been for many ‘and heart upon God ; to criticise
Westinghouse Safety Air Brakes, and every other
is
sayi
worship
ng.
is
—
Arthur
Helps,
John
Tilton, of Gravesend, Henry Town’
years an invalid. She is a woman of rare to fix the attention chiefly upon
appliance that has been devised for the safety of
hb
men.
Jassenger trains, All trains are run by telegraph.
character,
ssessing more than the usual
Among professing Christians there ure send, ol Jamaica, Tobias Trask ‘and Ed0 a word, this GREAT LINE has the best and
culture of educated minds, keen in her judg- doubtless very many who go up to the tem- ward Hart;of Flushing, “were subjected to
smoothest
track, and the most elegant and comfortFor
all
Fema
le
Comp
lain
ts.
sufferin
g
for
their
religiou
able
equipment of any road in the West, and has no
Jment, self-contained in her impulses, and
s views and pracle to worship. They pray before they
onipe
itor
in the country. It is eminently the faRB
OO
tices.
Tilton
was arrested and fined £12°
“very far from being, either“by nature or re their homes, they pray while they
route with Chicagoans traveling west, north,
are for having ‘dared to provide
In young or old, married or single, at orvorite
a Quaker
north-west, and is acknowledged by the traveltraining, a fanatic.
:
in God's house, their whole mental attitude
ing publie to be the
popular line for all points in:
Being debarred by the state of her health is one of receptive attention. Their thoughts » Woman with lodging, who was banished the dawn of womanhood or the change of Northern
lite, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription man- Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Northern
from some of the common forms of Chris- are occupied with the consciousness of un- out of the province of New Netherlands.’
Dakota, Western Iowa, Nebraska, Wyo“In 1663, John Siddal, cn his way lo ifests such a positively remedial influence as ming, Colorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Nevada,
tian service, she has adopted the habit of numbered needs which human
weakness
and the Pacific Slope.
silent intercession as a means of usefulness. forces them to feel, with the sense of guilt, Gravesend, felt constrained to “exhort the to’call forth the loudest praise from all who California,
On the arrival of the trains from the East or South,
With a woman's faith in God as the hearer with the yearning for knowledge of God inhabigants’at Flatbush. He was arrested use it.
the trains of the Chicago and North-Western Rail.
¥eot under escort of soldiers to New
of prayer, she has been wont to pray for and for communion wiih him. Ina w ord, and
Mr JonN A Krvzey, druggist, of Knob way leave CHICAGO as follows:
:
For Council Bluffs, Omaha and California,
everybady who has conde within her reach they are devotional. In the hymns they Amsterdam, in obedience to instructions Noster, Mo., writes as follows :
with any special claim to her interest. praise God; in the prayers, they seek his of the Governor to seize and place in irons
through traigg
daily, with Pullman Palace
“Dr. Pierce, Buffilo, N. Y. Dear Sir— Two
Drawing: Room
a
Sleeping Cars through to
Friends, acquaintances, strangers, persons
presence; in the Scripture they, look care- all Quakers who should preach among, Your medicines sell better than any other
Council
Bluffs.
I
them.
The officer in charge of the prison- keep,
* Whom she meets for an hour only and has fully for the needed sthuth; in the sermon,
and
give
univers
al
satisfac
For
St.
tion.
Paul
and
The
Minneapolis,
Two
no prospect of meeting again, she quietly they find instruction and inspiration. These ers (nine of them) apologized for the treats people are especially
fhrpuga trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars atpresents before God in prayer for whatever are real worshipers; Would Gold all were ment of them, saying ‘that they did not Favorite Prescription, delighted with your tached on both trains.
and it seems to be a
bang thew, as their countrymen in New
For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two
they seem to Ler to “nd most urgently. A such,
favorite among all that have ever used it." trains
y
England did.’
daily, with
Palace Cars attached,
stranger with whom she cobverses for a
5
It
is sold by druggists and dealers in medi- and running throughPullman
Bat all are not. In distinction from this
to Marquette.

ATIONS

PUBLIC

however uncultured both may be, is a far
He has gone butm little way in this
greater religious
power thau a critical ter who supposes that it is an easy thing matfor
people with a criticised minister, be they, a man to speak the truth,
‘‘the thing he
oth never so intelligent and refined.
froweth™; and that it
Who is witkout sin in this thing ? If any- which may be fulfilled,is ata casual function
after any
one,
let him throw his whole influence lapse of exercise. But, in, once,
«
the first place
against an evil whith, checked now, may do the man who would speak the
truth must
little damage, but which allowed to grow
know what he troweth.
To do that he
will produce a church undevout and a must have an uncorrupted
judgment. But
ministry unspivitual.—2%he Methodist.
some people's judgments are so entirely
gained over by vanity, selfishness, passion,
or inflated
ces, and fancies long inPersecution on Long Island. dulgedin ; prejudi
or they have the habit of looking
at everything so carelessly, that they see OALIFORNIA and the PAOIFIO
COAST.
Judge
Farman's dntiquties of Long nothing truly. Again, to speak truth, a man It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is
the
best,
must
safest,
not
shortest,
only
and
quickest
have
route for
that
martial
Isla
courage OMAHA, LINCOLN,
says that ‘‘The
bapishment of
other points in NEBRASKA ;
John Bowne, the Quaker, to Holland, for which goes out with sound of drum and and for CHRYENNE,and DENVER,
SALT
LAKE CITY,
his religious ‘opinions, is the only notable trumpet, to do and suffér great things, but VIRGINIA CITY, CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRAN.
and all other points west of the Missouri
instance of the exercise of religious intul- that domestic courage which compels him ¢1800,
ver,
to utter small-sounding truths in spite of
erance in the history of Long Island.”
If you want to go to Milwaukee, Mamtowoc,
present
Sheboygan,
inconve
De Pere, Ri on, Baraboo, Eau Claire,
nience
and
outrage
d senWilliam Wood furnishes the Evening Post
Stillwater, St. aul, Minneapolig, Duluth,
sitiveness or sensibility. Truth-telling, in Hudson,
the following additional instances:
reckenridge,
Morehead, Fort Garry,
Winona,
Sl

pieces ;—only

left.

Tracts

were not stereotyped till within the last
few
years, and we can furnish only the following:
BD

suinugional,
which contains a historical statement,
and a
brief noticedof our doctrinal basis, church
polity
and institutions,

Doctrinal,

5
or Scripture quotations
doctrimes.

'

in

'

proof

of importam

Our

Faith and Covenant
is a confessioh of 17 articles of faith and
sirable ehurch covenant.

a dee

Printing Establishment

is a brief historical

statement, the amount of

donations and a list of our publications.
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Spiritualism Good
—

and Bad.

—

y

"™

region of

the

fife, survive, the soundest, in

:

of animal

. “Xf the fittest, in the kingdom

opinion and belief, certainly do not.
For
proof we need only refer to the Spiritualist
Judged by
meeting in Boston last week.
‘almost any sound principles, that belief
should have perished long ago.
We mean,
of éourse, the particular phase of it represented at the Boston meeting.
The Katie
King humbug seems hardly to have crippled it.
Perhaps we may be pardoned for dealing
avith this matter here, and for quoting _ this
paragraph, to show its spirit, from one of
the chief speakers at the Boston meeting :—
«« The effects of Christianity upon the
most

been

eworld,” said the speaker, ‘have

. . . Ifall priests and mindeplorable.
isters, from the Pope down to the preacher

of damnation

coofer a

would

it

were

Dbethel,

little

in some

swept {from the land,

great blessing upon the world.”

Now we do not introduce ‘this matter,
from a feeling that Christianity needs any
defense against such language as tha, or
that the doctrine of spiritualism, as proclaimed at-this meeting, is at all likely to
proselyte the world. Its weakness and
folly, as shown inthe lives and professions
of its followers, are too apparent to be very

(hat men have within themselves their
oveatest foe. But this is no excuse for intemperande. It is moreover a sad warning
God is also looking to see if we furnish it.
The answer to the first question "is So against the indulgence of a hot temper:
|
Let us disappoint neither.
| nearly. selt-evident that we need n't express Men ought especially to learn by this time
it. It would be difficult to conceive of that they only lower themselves when they
Reading.
modifying circumstances that would make notice such personal and scurrilous news;
a
—
paper attacks as those which provoked
‘such conduct right.
“ Reading is to the mind, ” it=was said to
In reply to the second question we should Landis to his deed. They will always be
Louis X1V, *¢ what your partridges are to say that a minister would deserve great made, so long as the editorial profession is
my chaps. ”4
:
»
consideration who* should: find himself in chosen by such persons as at present disThe figure, though homely, suggests two the condition alluded to, but that would grace it. Shooting only brings them: into
The first effect pot constitute a sufficient reason why he wider and undue publie notice.
prominent considerations.
and gratify should not pay his honest debts. At (he
Please
to
is
of delicious food
Sob it should be with reading. same time great forbearance should be ex- —
the taste.
PRINCETON'S MAYOR AND, 178 COLLEGE.
Multitudes read with no figher aim than ercised, for his failure to pay would seem The Mayor of Princeton, N.\I., must be a
that of the man who thinks only of gratify- to be an honest one, and to be owing to rare specimen of that class of public. men.
ing a morbid a ppetite} without any regard causes over which he had no control, All A bill providing for the taxation of Prince"to futuré consequences. Such readers will fair-minded persons would stand by such a ton College having come before the New
devour with avidity excitable works of fic minister in his efforts to pay the debt us Jersey legislature, Pres. McCosh- appeared
tion for present effect, just as the glutton soon as practicable,
before the proper committee to oppose it.
gormandizes dainty, high-seasoned food
The third question is of a more serious He took the ground that the attempt to tax
because it pleases the palate, though it import. To disfellowship a church or a the College property; and at the same time
militates against the vital interests of the member should be a last resort. The allow exemption to similar iwstitutions in
body ; or just as the inebriate attempts to ours rule would be, we believe, to for- the State, was unjust, and that the law
gratify his insatiable thirst with the fiery IVE
at least seventy times seven. After would subject the College to great difficultdraught because he loves it. Such reading that, and if the ** minister, church or socie- ies in regard to its endowments.
Dr, Mcis simply dissipation.
deliberately ignoring Cosh was opposed by the Mayor of Princety” seemed to be
second consideration is y that
of honest debts, it might be well to take some ton, who asserted that the College was but
The
By appropriate réidimg the pretty long and firm preliminary steps. little benefitto the town, and that its atnourishment.
mind is developed and strengthened, as But even then we should wish to personally tempt to evade taxation was ‘‘an indignity
suitable food develops and strengthens the know of the circumstances, before we could to the people and an insult to Jerseymen.”
body. Rightly used, it is a prolific source recommend disfellowship. There are most This is anew way of stating the matter.
[t-stores the mind with always two sides to such cases.
of “instruction.
We already have among us quite a number
knowledge, brings out its powers, and
As to the fourth question, the answer de- of’ people who are advocating taxation of
gives tone and character to its actions, pends upon what our correspondent means this class of property.
Do they feel like
it for usefulness. As Lord by keeping silenge. If he means it in the calling the Mayor of Princeton to order?
qualifying
said, ‘ Reading makes the full sense of concealing a wrong that ought to He might at least have offered a more creditBacon
But he added," ¢* Speaking makes be Jevenled, we should say at once that it able objection than that,
man.”
oe
and writing the exact would not be right. But even then
the ready man,
a—
he
man: ”
They should all' go together. should be discreet in his action, and never ——FORFIGN LANGUAGES IN THE COMMON
Reading furnishes material for - thought, tell to ten men what could as well and pér- ScrooLs. The New York Observer is conwriting gives the idea a definite, tangible haps better be settled by telling it to five. vineed that our education boards *‘have no

that

spiritualism

ing

the world.

For instance,

some

of

the

most trustworthy personsamgpng us,—men
eminent for Christian
piety and mental
soundness,—hold

to

the

belie!

visitations.
In their exalted
claim to have received visits

works, which are te be carefully distinguished from tke skeptical and corrupting
productions around us.

moments they
from departed

frienfls, and to have been greatly comforted
thereby. However much other persons, of
just as excellent Christian character and
just as sound-minds, may disbelieve in such
manifestations, they still feel compelled to
ailow that the former are sincere, and that
they state gply

they

what

In almost every
there

matters of belief and expe-.
sl to admit that they are in-

sincere.
“All this may of course not

be

proof that

sound, acthe opinions held are perfectly
But so
‘.gording as we judge of soundness.
belief
their
goes
experience
far as their

must be true,

and our

the

Dideretion is to be

brought into

It

exercise.

becomes

us

Many

read

to

To this end we should

without any object, and,

every. minister

becomes

aiming

Current

the

Topics. .

|

.

| —A

CHarGE

OF

Heresy.

The

|| ——A
re-| say.

Chronicle reports *“ some facts To

worth

is

First, then, read the Bible,
or deleterious.
| snfferings and death as not necessary
to
as the true standard | man’s salvation.”
much,
how
no matter
The Chronicle objects,

of moral character and of religious faith. jad proceeds to ask :—* Is it customary for
Add to this
It is liable to. be neglected.
Congregational Councils in Connecticut,
such works on art, science and literature,
called to ordain miristers, to hold so lightly
historical and religious; as will develop the themselves by the Scriptures, and by the
there is

For all practical purposes, then,
-@ phase of spiritualism that is worthy of the

practical acceptance of
tis this very fact that
of by such persons as
in Boston, and Dy the
they aim to hoist their

mind, confirm the character, and improve
the heart.
Cnr
The great use of reading is *to assist in
thinking. Whatever we read,unlest we think,

doctrines

© of

the

cross,

or”

so

far

to forget their
duty to sustain
the
faith of the church, that they lay hands
{upon, and so accredit to the churches,
it amounts to little or nothing,or that whith
men who reject these fandameuntal doctrines?
is worse than nothing.
It is mental food to
We hope not. We believe: not.” Perhaps
be digested, and thinking digests it. Not
¢ This
the example set by the so-called eminent
strange beliefs into respectability.
only must the food be good, but also by
say, * whom all
leaders in several of the orthodox
deand that vecson, ” they
digestion it must be assimilated—it must
Would
nominations encouraged if it did not warfrost and esteem, are spiritualists.
become a part of our minds very much as
| rant the young man in holding these views.
they hoid a folly or practice a lie?” And in
wholesome, literal food becomes a’ part of |
A
of
allegiance
the
communities
many
the bones,
.muscles and tissues of our
thoughtless persons is gained, and the
| —Tug CONSTITUTION AND SUFFRAGE.

woufidence and the
the best persons.
is taken advantage
gathered last week
force of which

fraud is enabled to keep. its place in the
nothing¥but a
This may prove
sworld.
painful lack of discriminacion on the part
+ it the perverts, but that doesn’t alter the
facts nor prevent the practical consequenor

:

lence the. importance of the greatest
eaution in embracing any so-called spiritmalistic belief, outside of Christianity, "es
by its plain
called
pecially if it is The

For the name has
mame of spiritualism,
/beroms in a sense disreputable. The minds

that can embrace it with
safety to themselves owe it to those who could embrace
it only to their ruin, either 10 hold the. be-

“Befin

secret and

remain

content

guard and define themselves that delusion
and fanaticism, like those represented at
1he Boston meeting, shall not be able thereBy to lead the thoughtless into the ways of
heir own foolishness.

Perhaps the facility with which the pubdie draws inferences ought to bg so far
recognized as to say that this is neither a
aomidssion of nor a defense of spiritualism,
only sg far as it enters dnto the character
It is
and nature of the Christian religion.
difference
wide
the
suggest
to
rather meant
Between the true and the . false in spiritual
Welief, and to urge every person to sinof the

evidence

wwhich each phase brings forward in its supPort, and above all things, to let the proKession of ro person, however eminent for

goodness and piety, lead them to make any
#isk of their faith,

Even to these very

per-

+ sions, that of all consequences would be the
camost painful,
hd

to ‘read

much

in the

South,

| Chief Justice Waite has affirmed
lion of the

supreme

court

of

decis-

the

Missouri,

to

instead of many thiggs;” 4. ec, make a
of the United
wise selection of the” best books from. the | the effect that the Constitution
of suffrage
right
the
confér
not
does
| States
by repeated, critical perusal
and
many,

| upon any one, and that the constitutions of
States which commit that trust
with all you can find and laying up the several

through
nothing
exactly

to define

the

comprehending

pause,

reflect,

attention,

with

¢ To read

author, never to admit

out

distinguished Ito

A

them.

from

author has said:

FpRing

of

instead

yours,

these

make

expressions
a

conclusion

its reason,

and

of the

interrogate

with-

often

to

ourselves,

these are so many advices which it is easy to

Neverthe-

men

There

alone

ig nothing

not

are

void.

necessarily

essentially

wew

this,

in

if they possibly

recorded

could,

but

they

have

EDUCATION

of avriters,

suffrage that here is an open opportunity to
thrust in an amendment. - Moreover, what
now becomes of negro suffrage and the

fifteenth amendment ?

Hundreds of young

——LABOR-SEEKERS.

now

for the

third

share?

Whose

| would be accepted as one. Reader,
von not ask God and your conscience
[ore you put away this paper, it it is
your duty to send ip your name for
| share of this stock ? - It is hoped that
| next week's Star will

Es-

under examina-

tion, lead the committee to hope for a work
of value commensurate with the great cause

it is expected to promote. The Committee
is now able to announce two prizes for Part
1I,—the Historical, Statistical, Economical,
and Political’; and two prizes for Part III,
embracing “The Social, Educatioual, and
Religious relations of .Temperance;” viz:

For the best essay, for each of these Parts,

adjudged satisfactory; the sum of £500 will
be paid ; for the second best essay, the sum
of $300 will be paid; accepted manuscripts
to become the property of the National
Temperance Society. The offers for Part
Il. and

Pmt

III. will

remain

competitors till July 1, 1876.

open

to all

Manuscripts

(with the names and addresses of the writers by whom they are forwarded for competition, enclosed in separate sealed envelopes,

not

edto A. M.

to

be

opened

till

after

more

the ten who accept

the

been made) should be forwardPowgLL, 58 READE STREET,

NEw York, who will also furnish, _information relative to the scope of the work, &e.

Denominational Notes and News.

from.

N.

H., April.2,

will

benot
one
the

degree of intelligence

this will

A

eager-

“Is It Right?”
- —

Under

the

above

® O—

title

a

c rrespgndent

asks the following questions:
1.
is right for a church

i
or society,

having agreed to pay its workman

a

given

{hey have a prospect of a place on reaching
the city, or have sufficient energy,character

he expendad wholly tor our missions in the
South.”
I will take the second share of this

and stability, to make a place for themselves, then they might do worse than to
come to the city. Otherwise let them stay
in the country, where they may find easier

stock, and pay one hundred dollars belor2
the first day of May, provided that eight
other persons will do the same,
:

diminish

good, safe and profitable investment.
Who
‘will take the other eight shares in this
stock compaity ? You may be sure of good

sum for a certain work for a given time,
after the work is done ‘and the time long
expired,not only to fail of making good their
agreement, but to make no effort to do so?

work for better pay, and greatly
the risk of losing their souls.

qlebt for the necessaries of life

while

the

society,

perimegt at Vineland is not going

to

fail

simply because its founder has shot

its

lo-

"2.

—

Ts it right for a minister to contraé! ——TuE

said

work

of

church

or

doing
and

then being unable to pay bzeause of the
failure of said churchtor society, to leave
his debt just in the same position said
church or society

have left theirs?

8. Is it right
to fellowship
who contract
church or socie
:
leave it as described ?
Itisright

to keep

silence,

edncealing parties guilty of such
and leave the trap set for others to
it?
5. Ts it right, for a ministr
the property of sail chareh ‘or

minister,
debt and
ey
thereby

conduct,
step into
to seize
society,

VINELAND TRAGEDY.

The ex-

It has indeed shocked the
cal editor.
country. It has shown that even in a community where the use of intoxicating li
quors is interdicted the most intemperate
and frenzied exhibitions of passion may be

. Now, friends, here is a grand chance for a

security, large intevest, promptly paid, a
check on the bank of heaven, which will
never tail, drawing eternal interest, which
will be paid according to. promise, and the

principal: will forever be insured against
fire, freshets, burglars; thieves, pickpockets,
knaves, sheriffs, or uny danger “whatever.
No loss or discorht will evex occur on principal or interest.
This is the time to send
vour pame for a shave of this valuable
stock, beforeit is all taken up.
There are

Mr. Landis, having achieved
winessed,
the reputation of successfully establishing a
peaceful, prosperous and temperance community, has in a moment of anger shawn only about three weeks, before the tima in.
us that passion is as deadly as “wine, anc cluded in the “offer” will expire, an’! our
8

Su

compre-

the Red Seca,
They

them.

and virtue, that will

enable them to use their privileges with
profit to themselves and safety to the public
welfare, Steady and, I think,sure progress
is being made in the right direction, but
bearers, the contributors to
{ the barden
| this cause must not grow. weary in well
|
The work so important is just well
0
doing.
|
Large sums for the endowment of
| begun.

| institutions of learning in the South, should

The duty of this sort of el

| be forthcoming.

| fort, can not, with safety be ignored by
| those -.who would give where their gifts
will do the greatest good.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars are
|

Will

not

needy

and

poor

some of the lovers of the

needy) of the South, immediately
to the aid of the young institution
Oh, thatave could open your cyes,
great necessity.

(most
come
here ?
to this

been

of old

info the treasuries

of learning North.

institutions

general

has

best

in bearing testi.
of teachers and
for the masses
i

must liave intelligent and honest leaders
to conduct them to the promised land of
their possessions, And their rights can be
made secure to them only as they ‘rise toa

pursued here for ‘several years, but the
Theological Department was not opened until Sept., 1873. It has three professorships,—
one of Systematic and Pastoral Theology,
one of Sacred Literature, one of Homiletics
and Ecclesiastical History.

Statesmen, ministers and

trial is before

“dernest.of

for

statements may be made lor the benefit of
those interested. A course of study for
those haviifg the ministry in view

of

an enlightened Christianity

| freely poured

few

us

importunce

— (even red with blood!) ‘and now the wil-

THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
As inquiries are frequently recéived rea

4

impress

THE WILDERNESS,

1875.

department,

the

The freedmen have crossed

Hillsdale Ccllege.

this

with

hend the situation, unite
mony to the great need
preachers of intelligence
Somh.

te

specting

and

AND RELIGION.

our friends everywhere, who

SiAs Curtis, Treas.

Ceneord,

more

for this people.

contain the names of

ihe “offer,” and

and

education

GIRL'S BOARDING HALL.
‘This building,connected with Storer. Col-

lege,ought by all means to go up this year.
But the death of

full course of

one of

its

liberal donors,

Gerrit Smith, has checked its progIt will not do for us to go in debt.

Hon.
ress.

study throughout is furnished, occupying
Who will come to our aid, in this braneh
three years. Prof. DUNN, in Systematic
A. H. MORRELL.
of the work?
Theology, is too well known as a minister
He has a |
ard-teacher to need comment.
full course of written lectures. Prof. Bur-

Ridgeville College, Indiana.

|

LER, in Sacred Literature, labored until 1873

—em—

I

The writer] as been requestedto furnish

in the Theological School at the East. Prol.

relating to this

Corp, in Ecclesiastical History and Homilet-

a brief statement, of facts

ics,is a graduate of Hillsdale College and Andover Theological Seminary and is now engaged in his third year of successful labor

institution for publication in the Star.

In addition to-their own

here.

studies

‘‘devoted

It is

1. The school is a college.

to the use of students who are aquiring the
languages and sciences.” It has graduated

the

a number who have completed a three ov
It has
scientitic and other lectures in the College. | four years’ course of instruction.
The Literary Societies of Hillsdale Col- others in the different college classes in-

theological students have [ree

access to the

lege are not surpassed in energy and interest
by those of any other college in the country. The Thological Society is ably sustained, with a well selected Library, largely increasing every vear. The other societies

tending
although,
dents are
2. It
rules of

have

of the

good

libraries,

also the

college,

free

of access to all.

and

No charge is made for tuition or library.
Board can be obtained in the college hall,
or in families for from two to three dollars
per week. « Pecuniary aid is furnished to
the students as the means will allow.
For

several years this has been about one hundred dollars a year to those in the Theological

Department

proper,

and

less

complete their studies here;
as yet, the majority of the stupreparatory and nermal.
Ove of the
is denominational.
its organization is that two thirds
to

trustees

shall be

Freewill Baptists,

But it is free

this rule is adhered to.

from

‘‘parrow

has

the nucleus

to those

in the preparatory departments. This aid
will be continued.
tr
The list of students numbers 23, of whom
13 belong to the Theological Department
proper, and 10 to the preparatory departments of the college.” The prospects for
next class are quite favorable; that it will
be the best in numbers and ability of any
hitherto.
:
We are aware that these statements are

not very imposing, but they show at least
a beginning in meeting the demands of

of a library to which

encouraging

to note

the

ready

re-

gponse of numerous churches at the East
in helping the young men: Let the good
work go on until the needs of beneficiaries
at Bates, Hillsdale,

and

the other

ries shall be supplied.

The

dially join with the East

Semina-

West will cor-

in this

undertak-

addi-

tions are being made; a small bat valu:
able collection of specimens illustrative of
the natural sciences taught here ; and 3
limited supply of philosophical apparatus
entirely

new.

These will

as fast as possible.

be increased

all

are

Donations to them
:

:

solicited,

the
4. The great need of the coileze in
yeh
is
extent
great
a
to
and
been,
has
past
a [sustaining endowment. Within the past
year, at a sacrifice of much time and labor

gratuitously devoted to the work, Rev. Ss
D. Bates, president, raised ten thousand
This

ships.

1 iertmmical~eduentionju—tho-Wost,—
We 1 fuifilled
dollars bythe the. condition
sile of on scholar
schol
a
which

It is

has

and

sectarianism,”

drawn a large part of its pecuniary resourc
es from persons outside the denomination.
8. It is furnishing itself with the necessary
appliances for successful college work. It

Our Home Missions.
the Provinces and from the adjoining counneed not say how urgent these demands are,
true
doubtless
is
That
labor.
g
and how great the inducements offered.
try,’seekin
ly embraced whenever and
wherever
it is
A RESPONSE,
The times are bard, they’
The churche$ on every side ave calling for
found ; and he who does Tiot read with this ‘of other cities.
hard
In the last week's Star an offer was made more ministers
and pastors. Promising
definite object, und with a mature plan, say, and they wish to mend a_winter’s
Many of by onr Cor. Sec. that he “would be one of | fields of usefulness are open to us in the
fare by a summer's hard work.
fails to accomplish what he might.
If ten persons to pay one thousand dollars to cities, villages and country as never before,
them are tlius making a fatal mistake,

carefully eliminated from error, and

.

experiences

month's

Every

not

the fourth, and soon until the ten are taken?
Aman and his wife, at fifty dollars each,

year ago prizes of £500 and $300 for accepted manuscripts for Part I, and the
responses

HILLSDALE.

upon our friends, for their aid in sastaining
the school,

the means.
In this case God will accept
the will for the deed, if they do what they
can. I also fear there are others who have
the ability but have not the disposition, to
make the right use of what God has put into their hands. I would greatly prefer to
have the disposition to give, without the
ability, than the ability without” the disposition. ‘He that soweth sparingly shall
reap also sparingly, and he which soweth
bountifully shall reap bountifally.”
. Now in conclusion, whose name shall be

nomical.and Political ; 3. The Social, Educational, and Religious.
The fund at command enabled the Committee to offer one

but it may re mind the friends of universal ‘award has

Tinen are coming -inte-Boston-—weekly,

4,

———l
OO
ele,

“Here toe Home
Mission. We have
weceived from a colored friendin Virginia
a graphic presentation of the religious and
+ meducational needs of his race’

was

to be

&nown only by that best of distinctions,
Believers in the Christian religion; or to so

eerely examine {he nature

bodies.
The advice of Pliny

I believe

suffering poor in this world.

make

Prize

if ade-

Its appeal

STORER COLLEGE,

there are many noble,generous hearted persons who on reading this article would
most cheerfully respond, by taking a share

reading.
Itis not necessary to read all
man is to degide for himself what is ~true, open to all writers who choose té' complele
that an author has written or even through and is at liberty to reject all that does not therefor, in this and other countries. These
one work, to find out this, any more than | meet some sense of need which he feels;” divisions are, 1. The Scientific, embracing
it ismecessary to drink a whole barrel of and who said that be did not believe in the thé Chemical, Puysiological, and Medical
whiskey to ascertain whether it is beneficial | vicarious death of Christ, but regarded ‘¢ his aspects; 2. The Historical, Statistical, Eco-

menunce it false is nearly as likely to be becanse we have not attained as because we

have surpassed that experience.

TEMPERANCE

inereased,

and requests made for more shares, the
The winter term of this Institution closed
capital can, very easily be enlarged, and on the 26th of March.” The eXamination of
new shares nade so all can be accommo- | classes‘was very satisfactory. A vacation of
dated.
oné week and the Spring term opens: Not[ am really anxious to know who are to withstanding the bard tinies, the prospect
be our companions and fellow stockholders for numbers is cheering. It would be more
in this company. God has a great blessing, so, financially, could all pay tuitions. Our
1 have no doubt, to each one who will be- rule is, ** Pay all who can, but let none stay
come a member, and we trust that all of us away who are too poor to pay.” The
will live together in *“‘that beautiful world,” fact that so many fall under this rule, is one
where we make the deposit by aiding God's of the strongest reasons we have to urge

——

STANDARD

greatly

r—

And should this stock be all taken this week

The Committee appointed by the
ordination in. Connecticut National Temperance Convention, held at
little surprising.” It is the Saratoga, in 1873, on the subject of a Standman ordained by a Congre- ard Temperance Work, decided to divide
who *‘ avowed his belief the work into three parts, and to offer two
that the Bible was not all true ;” that *¢ each prizes for each of the three essays, to be

mon

aim and without thought we can not expect | gard to a recent
it to amount to much uuless it be to glut and q which are not a
destroy the energies of mind whichit ought case of a young
to strengthen.
;
| gational council,
Then see to it that what is read

selves have no right” to. primarliy
such appropriations.

be

are ex-

Our numbers

‘Freedmen’s Mission Items.

men, and we hopé te have several of them.

name,

——

|

Without

dissipating.

enervating,

tory,

desul-

superficial,

of

promising

creasing efficiency.

their names for one hundred «dollars each to

make up this thousand ? The names of ladies
will be quiteas acceptable as the names of

Certainly the “‘right” ought not io be
the pretended church and go to work by the | so.
| denied them.
Of course the Boards themday to cancel his debt.

at nothing it is not strange that they hit it. §
They are sure to kill time if nothing else.
Their reading

worthy

equally

laid upon

be found in our whole denomination ten therefore is justly made to the benevolent
persons who will within one week send in keverywhere to provide liberally for its in-

we do not know why a minister should not | perhaps the Observer is not far out of the
use the law to protect himself as well as I'way; but the benefits of such instruction,
other people.
But we must confess to a | and its value to those who are favored by
greater admiration of a minister who would, | it, opcht at least to justify a State, city or
in such a case, quietly turn his back upon town in providing for it if it choosesto do

have method and purpose in all our studies.

pro-

to

readiness

reading

bad instead of the good.

formed into poison.

may not be able to agree that their validity
is really proven, but that may be because
sufficient evidence of it has not entered inMany of us can
fo our own experience.
have knowledge
already
or
recall
doubtless
of persons that firmly believe in these and
similar spiritual manifestations, whose emineaut personal character, and whose position on most
rience, fornid

for

to select,

see to it that the moral and intellectual nu-

we

Personally,

ivhich

triment placed within our reach is not trans-

actually true. All men are ready to admit that theve is less reason to doubt the
walidity of such beliefs now than there was
any number of years ago.

from

would soon

earvestly

demands

quate aid could be furnished.

there not

Can.

Others

the

cluded from lack of means,

thousand dollars gave one thou-

feels much the richer for it.

nor place” in our school system for another
{
would give those circumstances their due languaize. There are two sides to this quesweight. Ifthe latter were the case,—really [tion. As a mere matter of expediency,

course

department of literature,

is an abundance

so that we have no excuse

be

to

believe.

worth five

them,

rr ———

of excellent. men,

struggling to meet

| send a thrill of joy to the hearts of all tive
| lovers of our Home Mission cause, especially
| to our self-sacrificing laborers among the
| Freedmen of the South,
When ten names
{it
calls
the
evil
consequences
of
teaching
untoward circumstances, or else be without
|
are
received,
as
Bro.
Chase
proposed, I will
German,
for
instance,
in
the
Pennsylvania
a proper sense of honor.
Ir the former
were the case, every honorable man, and of | schools, and adds that we have “no time notify each person.

miscellaneous

and

literary

historical,

in spiritual

As I'mentioned in my
one man who is not

sand dollars last« year to this cause, and he

If, on the other hand, .he means a wrong right to expend a cent” in providing for inresulting only from the negligence of the struction in foreign languages in our public
*‘ The system of public educaparties who ‘commit if* an exposure. of it, schools.
especially if it were’allowed to go beyond tion,” it says, *‘rests on the right and duty
the church, would be quite as blameworthy | of the State to develop good citizens, Wits
ever lies beyond this province is out of the
as the conduct to which he refers.
is such a variety of books'that it requires
The 1£8t question involves a point of legal | reach of the State, and the money needed
some discgimination to make the best se| justice move than one of moral rectitude. | to secure it can not rightfully be raised by
lections. First, and towering far above At the same time a church that would sub- | taxation.” Besides, we are Americans, it
all the rest, stands the Book of books, but- ject its minister tp such “action must be | says, and “one of our strongest bonds is our
tressed, as it is, by a multitude of scientific, | either pressed to the wall and held there by | sommon language.”
kt then refers to what

fas the elemeuts-of truth and soundness in
it, and it is because this isso that- the spu'_ rious quality canhave any chance of harnt-

-

mission cause at the South is daily suffering. composed.
for the want of aid,
“appeal” last week,

form,and speaking gecures ease of communjcation and makes one “apt to teach.”
Toa great extent, for what we know of
God and his work, of ourselves and our
diities, and of our fellow men and their
rights, we are indebted to reading.
There

generally misappreciated.

But there is a phase of

i

Find recover the amount due therefrom, so
They are looking to our Home Mission to that he may be able tb pdy his debt and
need.
furnish a part of the help that they
g
live honestly among men?

Morning Star.
ttf

7, 1875.
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the Tolow="

college:
ing property was deeded to the
Town lots in‘ Ridgeville valued at five thou

sand dollars; the gift of Arthur M. Kew.
The deed for these lots has but lately been

faelved: “Yhey ‘are yet

unsold,

but will

bring the/money. Real estate,
farm lands, at Jordan, Jay Co., Ind,

improv

ued at nine

thousand

one hundred

ed

val-

dollars,

the gift of Ezekiél C. Clough. Mr. ¢
increased this by \cash to ten thousand
Jars. The Jand is deeded to the college
will remain in the donor's possession

hus
dol
but
dur

ing. No more important or essential work ing his life.
local
is now before us.
5. The college has been built by
ul
orgetf
self-f
The plan inaugurated in the Education capital, the fruit of generous,
came
funds
the
all
y
Society at the last General Conference seli-sacrifice. Nearl
peo
commends itself to all. So far it has met a from Randolph and Jay counties. The
schoe
sing
promi
a
generous response, and -we have no doubt ple who have thus built
it ©
but it will in the churches generally East in their midst will not readily allow
in
line,
and ‘West. This benefit is of great impor: fail. Ridgeville is near the’ Ohio
in
ly
rapid
and
tance to Hillsdale Theological a
the midst of a populous
The lossol the coliege buildings, apparsfus proving country, at the crossing of (WO
miles of three
&e., so recently, has required the utfost
ratlroads, and within twenty
The
ions.
junct
oad
of its friends in tha wark of- other important railr
exertions
The Theological Department’
must suffer
seriously unless it
therefore
receive special attention.
Its classes are
restoration,

¥

it is located:
needs of the region in which
demand such a school as it is proposed
J. M.D.
minke this.

or

"THE
*-

“i

blications.

Pu

“1

went.

ist, has held interesting meetings the past

the Foreign
monthly, and the Reporter,
ther. They
toge
us
h
reac
y,
terl
Mission quar

I]
.

and an-

swers it by saying that progress is the
watchword of the Foreign Mission Society.
—The Evangelist presents numerous original contributions on practical questions,
and shows a good degree of enterprise,

however, remains, at this writing, undecided, but will be adjusted in a satisfactory

manner,

Baptists
will be

menced.

.

Department.

Rev. A. H. Huling,

on Current

Events,

Tue PriviLEGEs OF JOURNALISM.

The

editor and proprietor of the Chicago Z'imes,
Mr. Wilbur’F. Story, has been in jail. He
was sent there by Judge Williams for ‘‘constructive contempt of court” on the 29th
and
preestiand

alt., and after ten- hours imprisonment, was
Y

S308

Sea,
wilhey
ders

have, in self-defense, finally adopted a low

tariff of rates

toa

will
with
iblie
TESS

but
Lo

well
well
nt ol

but the

end

served,

the

Faust has

ould
by

gifts
are

of creating

usual

a

sensation

course

been to

of this

once

modern

compromise with the in-

from their families,

"old

and

wished

adequate means of teaching

not

decency.

1¢

for

its proprietor

The opportunity has at last come,

and whatever may be the truth or falsehood

ately

of some of the assertions

made, and which

furnish ground for libel, all good men agree
in hoping the law may teach Mr. Story

ition
eyes

that thére is a limit, even

year.

ments, serious doubts

in the exercise of

DOrs,

as

‘lo

the wisdom, at least, in committing him for
contempt.
Some of the papers deny tne
right, while nearly all-dery the expediency
of this action of the court, for it is considered a bad precedent and also quite likely to
make a “‘martyr” of the culprit and divert
attention from the weightier offense. The

rogdebt.
1

aneh

are expressed

LL.

Supreme Court.

REV. E. G.

voted

subject of making

g the

sti

hirds

tists,
has
source:
ssalry

dt

the pupils.
We regard the action of the
Detroit authorities as the only stricily just
and proper course in the premises. The
optional plan is doubtless free from any se-

addivalu:

a

rious objections,
but impolitic in that it really

rats,

provides for the perpetuation, by the State,
of a foreign language, when all its {raining
should be in the direction of -unifying the
people by fostering only the language and

eased

Aare

in the
5 yet,

institutions of the country. German speak“ing children are doubtless benefited by the

past

study of their own language,

labor
ev.

usand

HITOW="

lege:
thou:
Kew.
heen

will
roved

val
yllars,
‘, has

hn
tee

Revival WORK

IN CHICAGO.

in

true, but

seated:

name

does

understand,

Ld

"has

thus

works.

no general,

far

been

concerted

made

on

movement

the

Murs, Van Cott spent some

the

famous

—8 M Haggett—A A Hulett—I Huckins—1

9

which will

—dJ

8

REV. B. A. SHERWOOD

in the

work,

their

of

but

mentioned, Danville,

By

the

Laonia,

be

house of worship has
indebtedness,

been

conipleted
last

which was dedicated

~

of Rockford, Ill,

Decem-

severe

accident which befell him last January.

and we are receiving

new

subscribers

one

enemy’s

Wis,

presents from

last

deleg
gates...

Welton

R. Cooley.

with

the

Welton, Clinton
2 o'clock. M.

Co.,

commencing June 4, at
D.-C. Curtis, Clerk;

at

Anson Q. M.—Held its last term at the appointed time, and was quite interesting.
Good
public.

there.

exercises.

It

was

good

and
to

be

;

Next session at Anson Village, June 11—13.
Evias Hurcuins, Clerk.

of

In

Ministers and Churches.

season was enjoyed.

I have been spending a few days with our
church at Newfield, Me, There seems in progress now a very quiet yet hopeful work of
grace. They would like, could it be obtained,
some evangelistic help; and they wish also to
settle a pastor after Bro. Merrill leaves, the last
of ‘April. "A faithful and devoted pastor’ would

Next session with the St. Jo River church,
April 23—25;
Friends and delegates will be
met at Homer Station, Air Line depot, en the

find this a hopeful field,

being an unfavorable scagon of

C. C. FoSTER,

Rev. G. Wi Kxare,

of the Cowlesville

and

Folsomdale churches, N: Yi; goes to Attica, N.
without
churches are now
former
The
Y.

somewhat overconfident prophecies made in
advance,
Henry Morehouse tarvied with i | pastors.
R]
%
S%

’

23d, from the West, at 9: 30, A. M.; from the
East at 2:15, P. M.
D. P. Haren, Clerk.

CPrusworti Q. M.—Held

its last session with

the 2d Haneoek church, March 19-21.
attendance was not large, in consequefice

“the

year.

The
of its

social meetings quite interesting.

‘T'here was no

special religious interest reported in any
Bro. I. Saunders'was chosen
churches,

Me,

per G

S Gerry,
Jenkins, Boston

Seripturale

school

B.

Hill,

X
we most
nc
Bi
Jc Essay;
Re lation of Christian Vo
—H.
Gifford,
Es
h
ect of Temper
ing,—J. J. fran, Essay; Is
vs. Philosophy in Pr
y to church membership ?
Baptism in v ater nec
What vital Principles un-

position;

of the
dcle-

Relation of 8.8.

Quench

1

3:1

to the

Essay; What is Man?-N,
What is the Penal

World

—R. Nov

31], Exposition
=A. Palmer,

OnPaave
ESsiyT Regeneration, —t-Pioree, Sketch; Pa
aay |

er.
Pray without ceasing, 1 Thess. 5:7
Smith,
Sketch; Relation of Partor and People,—S. F.
Essay; Relation of the 8. 8. to the Church,—S.Sum*
11:39,
John
stone,
the
away
y
e
Ta
Kasay:
merlin,
—R.T. Valentine. Sketch; Most successfel Method
Ministers
of preaching the Gospel,—J. J. Wilkine,
of Root River Q. M. choose their own themes.
Sec.
BIXBY,
W.
N.
“
2014

BELKNAP. Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE Will be
kX
held at Alton, commencing May 11, ar 1, P.M.
ercises: Butler’s Theology, Lect. 23, Teacher, 1,
Reprobation,—A. »argent;
and
Lyford; Election
SupWritten Sermons,—M. A. Quimby; The Lora’s
per.—dJ. Davis: Preparation for Pulpit Discourse,—
KE, W. Ricker; Moral State of Infants at Birth. —J.

L. Sinclair: Exegesis of Matt. 18:10,—J, M. Durgin;—

—G. W. Richardson; Amusements,
Consecration,
E. Maxfield; Exegesis of Mal, 4:1—3,—D. L. Edger~F. E. Daerly; low Secure Sabbath Observance,
Prayer
Lyford;
Finance,—F.
vison; Church
—dJ.
Integrity,
Christian
Higgins;
B.
Meetings —J.
Heb. 1, teacher, A. D.
@G. Munsey; Bible Exercise,
Each
Davison.
HK.
F.
by
sermon
Smith; Opening
brother will be prepared to presenta plan of ser
H, S. KiaBALL, Clerk.
mon, and to preach.

KANSAS Y. M. will be held with the Spring Hill
church, Friday, May 28. Let the 10 cent tax tor exstatis'ics of the
and the
penses be remembered
ehurches furnished for publication in the Register.
The ehuyeh is 5 miles east of Spring Ill, Johnson
Co., Kansas, and accessible by R. R.
MW. CAMPBELL, Clerk,
3th
=

S71. JoOSEMI'S

VALLEY

Y. M. will be held with

the

Burlington ¢hureh, €glhoun and North Branch QQ.
M.; commencing Friday," May 28, at 2 clock, P.M
Carringes willbe in waiting'for the conveyance of

friends of arrival of trainsg at Burlington

Thursdayfafternogn

Std

aid

Fuiday.

D. P. Hatcn,

Mrs

Treas.

!

MARYLAND FARMS mi,

station,
Clert,

Acres.

Agents Wanted

“OUR
Singmg

ments—don’t waste time—Send for

100

Lini

Family

and

Panacea

Household

FOG oe

»

era, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
WNhroat, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,

YOUR

turn

of 23 cts.

Purely Vegetable and All-healing.
Chills and Fever.
Prepared by CURTIS
For Internal and External use
& BROWN, No. 215 Fulton street, New York, and for
13t27ed4thw
druggists,
all
by
sale

ORGANS

CHURCH

At the lowest price constant with the qualtiy give

3wildef's of nearly 800 organs, including the Six
largest and most complete in the country.
Estab
lished 1827.
lyeow2

The

1v20

k.C.

500

induced

to

ABBEY,

A YEAR.
it,

and

150
DISTINCT
wanted everywhere.
It is the
tried.
fail.

Buffalo, N. ¥

AGENTS WANTED.

Owing to the onder success
Book Combination, we have been

enlarge

Combination

now

offer

Prospectus

Sales made from this
Also Agents
Wanted

a

grand

répresenting

biggest

when all
on
our

thing ever

other books
Magnificent

Family Bibles. Superior to all others. Full particulars free. Address JOHN E. POTTER & Eo.
Publishers, Philadelphia.
13t9

Specimen, copy mailed ' postpaid, upon
30.cenls by the Publishers.
receipt of

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,

FOWLE’S

Pile

and

Humor

Cure.

I WARRANT
ONE
BOTTLE a perfect
cure in all the worst forms of PILES, also two
to five in
LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RHEUMATISM, SALT ROEUM,

4t12

26440

Prize Picture sent free! An ine
! genious gem! 50 objects to

Address, with stamp.

$
’
of our” great 50

BY H. R. PALMER.
Price $3.60
per Dozen.

Charges for obtainin
ARAEAPIRNRA NO
Patent:
le
pssful,
TO INVENTORS pamphlet
sree.Street,
C. A. Boston.
Sua,
110
Tremont
PIRES

?
TOLL-GATE

2

recommending

O.

1

find!

LOVE

| ‘CINCINNATI,

Hook & Hastings,Boston

G

G.

E.&

BUYING

OF

Send Stamp for catalogues.

en and guaranteed.”

this, his best work, most heartily.

:

Address Hudson River Wire

os
UniUwawy ase
Cees

The

LOVE

in

nteed.

gua

Lane, N. Y., or En= i8 pnClark
128 Maiden
Co. on
ve
Jn ~ TY

MENT is the best remedy in the world for the follow ing complaints, viz.: Cramp in the Limbs and Stoms=
ach, Pain in the Stomach, Bowels or Side, Rheumatism in all its forms, Bilious Colic, Neuralgia, Chol-

OF LOVE.

justice

to

represent our firm. Merchants, ftinmers,
ministers, teachers, &e.. &e. Good wages

TE

Has given the utmost satisfaction in all in‘The author is one of our most
stances,
popular composers, as well as one of our
best, and we feel that we shall .but do him
public

everywhere

reliablepersons

N[ to employ

217A

For the Sabbath-School.

the

or13

N.Y.

Lane,

or LADY AGENTS for a
SALESMEN
WANTE
\
new and popular work, and an experienced canvasser as general agent for a large
work. Apply personally, or address, stating age and
HOUSE,
9, CONGREGATIONAL
RooM
experience,
3teowl0
BOSTON.

“Tried and Proved.”

and

3mb

Sample free. Address the Hlud-

Lines,

Clothes

~ PALMER'S

OF

P.O. Box

-y

son Wire Mills, 128 Maiden
Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

tri2

IN

induce-

Circular to

WELLS, 43 Vesey Street, N. Y.

per mouth guaranteed
to Agents everywhere,
to 200
$100
Wire
White
to sell our Emdestructible

and

in

clouds-

increasing—best

pleases everybody—trade

Biglow
& Main, “Station
D,” NewYork,
on |
St, Chicago.
O01 Washingt
—

EXPERIMENT

Rolling

1287

per

$30

palms,

Mountains, Delightful rivers

choicest in the world—Importers’- prices—
largest Company in America—staple article—

A

T

Doane,

SEND

Waving

HOUSE,”

its Blooming flowers,

Po: ZIEGLER & Co. 518 Arch St., Pnilad’a Pa.
t7
:
?
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.—The

IN APRIL.

Covers.

for Dr. March’s Great Work

Beautiful bow, Sacred

BE

Orders filled
ORDERS AT ONCE,
as received.
One copy. in paper cover, sent on recipt
Address,
when ready.

Titles

Attorney,
13t11

Mighty oceans, Blazing heavens and countless beings in millions of worlds.
We wanta live young
marr or lady in each town and ccunty.
Good pay.
Send for circular and full particulars.

“Brightest and Best”

SONGS

birds,

Healthy.

RIDGELY,

With its riches and Leauties,

NEW

GOLD

Location
S.

FATHER’S

ROBERT

will be sold at the old popular price,

SONGS

Near railroad.

good.
Address, WM.
Denton, Maryland.

for
and W. Howard

Philadelphia.

Chance for Agents.
Scrap Pictures Decalcomanie, Noveltios, oto,
ete. “A nice present to Agents.
64 page cataivgue
;
13t

Miss Ella I.

and

Chestnut Street,

922

J. JAY GOULD Gf 2 Be

5.50

F P Eaton,

E.,

ISSUED.

12t8

22.34

It will contain 150 pages of new and valuable Sunday School Songs, by the authors, and other well
nown Composers.

NO

0

Bample copy, by mail, 35 cts

Walker,

&

Lee

“BRIGHTEST & BEST"

SONGS

jas

JUST

Society.

The well known authors of PURE
ROYAL DIADEM.

Board

home, male or
No capitdl re-

$30 per 100 copies.

“Brightest 2 Best"

in

MASS.”

68.53

SUNDAY SCHOOL SONGBOOK

Copies,

»

>

‘ait
Rev. Robert Lowry

in

PHILIP PHILLIPS.
The Singing Book for all Sabbath Schools.

7.60

L. A. DEMERITTE,

OUR

unrivaled

2.00
1.00

Mission

ing, Mr. Alonzo A. Avery,of
Fales,of Ramney, N. H

Arabes

Gospel
Singer.
pet qiny

28.63
2.80
5.00

In North Weare, by Rev. J. Granville, Feb. 20,
or
i G. Gregg and Miss Mary L. Towns, both
of
W-.
:
In Lebanon, Me., Feb. 6, Mr. A. J. Storer and Miss
H. A. Webber, both of L.
In Nassau,at the residence of the bride, March
24, by Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr. Nelson
B. Dunham,
of East Glenville, and Mrs. Cynthia White, of N.
At the Free Baptist parsonagé, in Honey
Creek,
Wis., Feb. 22, by Rev. G. H. Hubbard,
r. Isaac
Mitchell and Miss Katie Broyley, both of East
Troy, Wis.
:
In Ellsworth, Me., March 25, by Rev. W. Down-

to the

those

Mass,

Vt, per

Dover, N. H.

and

d valuable sample sent free.
tgturn stamp, C. ROSS, Wil-

cfnt

liamsburg, N. Y

15.50

B

des

for invalids, and

ONSTANT EMPLOYMENT.—At
female, $30 a week warranted.

27.84

.

Cocoa

DORCHESTER,

»

2d ch, Cormth,

all

13t9

5.00
1.00

Woman's Miss. ¥oc., Wash. St, ¢h, Dover, N H, per
A J Littlefie!d,
do

food

quired.
Particul
Address with 6

A

Woman’s

over

Walter Baker & Co.,

47.98
Treas.

CURTIS,

Dover. N. H.
¥.

and at all

World,

"All the above are for sale by Grocers and

5.35

4 D Knowles,

READY

ton,
Heb

28.63

Mission,

WILL

not the
h
pentance,—L. Inman, Ske
necessary to Salvation ?—J.
Christ hath also, &e.,1 Pever

H. Lea-

?

H

the

Spice Dealers throughout
the country.

C. O. LIBBY, Treas.

All brethren
Bradley.
of Moral Depravity,—G. S.
who hive not assignments, are expected to furnish
sketches of sermons for criticism.

ond;

delicacy.

~ MARRIED

in the Christian Church,—

Relation of the Sunday

Racahout
is an excellent

per Marion

Highlands,

Enosburg Q M, Vt, per

the Institute. Tne Tendencies of the Age,—E. D.
Lewis. Woman’s Sphere in the Church,—A. B. Taylor. The Duty of Parents as to the moral Training

The

business was transacted with an unusual spirit
The preaching was good, and the
of harmony.

’

Wm

Sermon,—G. H.
of their Children,—J. M. Kayser.
Recitation in ButHubbard. O. H. True, alternate.
ler’s Theology ; Liasson 16th chapter,—E. D. Lewis,
The HOly Spirit and its Ofiice Woik,—W.
| teacher.
Recitation in Haven’s Moral Philoso
D. Moulton.
A phy; Lesson, 4th and 5th chapters, G. S. Bradley,
The Intermediate State,—J. W. Westlake.
teacher.
Church DisIinmortality of thé Soul,—O. H. True.

cliurch,
Clerk.

attendance and good interest in the social

Buxton,

of

Breakfast

S 8, Roger Williams, R I, per M H Leavens,
New Durham, N H, per C C Foster, _
S Keith, Mechanicsville, Iowa,
& H Ela and Lydia Greenleaf, Abbott, Me, per

cipline,—J. C. Gifford. "Tendency of Modern Theology,—L. A. Crandall. The Nature and Tendency

session

more

West

Expositions,

Exhibitions

afllicted with weak nerves.

“Lydia Owen, Fairfield, Me,
A clergyman, Iowa,

Church in its Work and Worship,—H. J. Brown.
Recitation in Haven’s Intellectual Philosophy, Les«
son on the Sensibilities,—J. M. Kayser, teacher.
Reading of Scripture and Hymns by ‘he members of

session

church,

J. C. Gifford, alternate.

Condition of Membership

\

Ind.

STLAS

Foreign

BEST’

BAKER & CO. began the manufacture
of their celebrated

at the Paris and Vienna

N, H.

-

Is ProKidder’s Homiletics,—R. Gooley, teacher.
What
bation a Scripture Doctrine >=J. R. Pope.
&ermon
Constitutes a Christian ?-F. B. Moulton,

WapsipiNicoN (Iowa) Q. M.—Held its last
In consession with the church at Waubeek.
sequence of the storm, there was but a small at.

Next

Concord,

THE

WORLD.

competitors.
They. now make the FINEST VANILLA Chocolate and the German Sweet Chocolate.
Their

Mission.

-

AND

IN THE

J the Principal

Cooks Prairie ch, Mich, per H B Hayes,
!

OLDEST

is the great desideratum of Dyspeptics

Rensselaer,

RI,

GOD.

Its standard of excellence and purity has won for
it a world-wide reputation, and their various preparations have received the MIGHEST MEDALS

8.00
3.00

;

—A. B. Taylor.

Co,

3.00

Kinney. ‘He was Tempted in all Points, like as we
are, yet without Sin,—J. Parkyn. Recitation in

Owing

and the prospect is encouraging.
Next session with the Winnebago.
J. B GIDNEY,
May 28-30.

Rodgers,

OF

Chocolate, Cocoa,
and Broma.

LD

z

1.25

Ad-

Meigs Co., 0.

100 YEARS AGO

.

M P Root, DeKa b, 111,
Roger Williams $ ¥, Prov,
vens,

23,at 10 o'clock, a.

church,June

Buren

Van Buren Q M, Io, per D K Helterbran,
A F Bennett Manchester, Mass,

The following are tlie assignments: The Defects
and Excellence of the Modern Pulpit,—B. F. Mc

Lyndon, ‘Concord, Burke,

its

S E

Home

WISCONSIN Y. M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE will meet

M.

Van

M Fish, Mapleton Station, Min,
Walrod, Milton, Iowa. (2)
Scovil, Hamburg, N Y.
KE Keyes, Mattinsburg,
W Va,
(2)
A Martin, Seuyler, Neb.

Fev

NEw HAMPSHIRE YEARLY
MEETING will be held
with the church in Farmington, June 8—10,
3u2
:
PER ORDER.

with the Johnstown

THE

EXPRESS.

G. Broadfoot
—~Pastoral Power in the Pulpit; by D.
G. Holmes, —Efliciency of Churches.
2t12
J. S. DINSMORE, Sec.

tendance was small and but few of the churches
were represented. Several of the brethren were
present from the Fond du Lac Q. M,, and
added much to the interest of the occasion.
The social meetings were good and the preaching practical and earnest. Revival meetings in
many of the churches had begun with much
interest, but were broken up by the drifting
storms and but few conversions were reported,
Deep religious feeling exists in many localities!

tendanci eof

IL.
N
P
H
It

By J. Thayer,—Ministerial
Reputation; by J.
Overocker,—Growth in Grace; by P. W. Belknap,—
Backsliding; by S. H. Crowse —Training the young
Convert : by Canney,—Degradation in our Cities; by
L. E. Bixby,—Pastoral Visits; by E. M. Baxter,—
Vital Piety; by D.C. Mi'ler,—Financial Relations
of Ministers; by C.M. Sawel,—The Pastor in the
Sick-room; by 8. T. Dodge,~Giving
up
all for
Christ; by IL. Day,—Christian Conversation; by R.

and wife acknowledge

Q. M.=—Held

Rob-

3

‘J B Higgins, Canterbury, N H.
W F Dow, Burlington, Vt.
Johu 8 McClain, Clam Lake, Mich,
I P Andrews, Bingham, Me,
°*

ten minute speeches:

Caruoun and Nort Brancn Q. 'M.—IHeld
its last session with the East Union church,
Feb. 26—28. The attendance was small, owing
to a severe storm, yet a very good and profitable

weeks

liere, but only worked ii a narrow channel,
and did not realize the fulfillment of the

of

to the state of the weather and the roads, the at-

without

is"recoving from a

Wauvpu~N

VOICE

Lyme, O,

“(OB Mills, New Haven, Mich,

Huling; Subject, Tbe Freewill Baptists.
Assignments of subjects for discussion opened by

with the Waupun church, Feb. 26—28.

ber. Fifteen have lately been added to the
church, and the prospect is encouraging.
We are glad to learn that Bro. P. 8. Doolittle,

Me,

evening

BOOKS!!!

BY REV. ALFRED NEVIN, D.D.
A new and valuable Book of absorbi
interest containing
all the HISTORIX
and LEGENDARY
Lore of the BIBLE,
with accounts of its Fatriarchs, Prophets, Priests, King and Heroes.
Royal Octavo Pages with
numerous handsome engravings.
AGENTS WANTED.
ers’ Bible and Ptfblishing House,
1102 & 1104 Sansom St, Philadelphia,

MAIL.

3B rons, Pine Grove Mills,"
Mich.
S Savage, N Anson, Me.

¢

PP P. M., Sermon by J.C. Gifford; Subject, optional.
FRIDAY, 912, A. M. Criticisms. Essay,by A. H.

Quarterly Meetings.

new

A

church.

Illinois,

Buxton,

the

BOOKS!!

BARK, Rutland,

WALTER
‘

“FL Wiley, Bath, Me.
He
“ R A Gaure, Effingham, 8 C. {@

7, P. M., Sermon, by D. D. Tibbets; Subject, 0ptional.
THURSDAY, 91-2, A. M. Criticisms, on exercises
for previous P.M. and evening.
Essay, by A.D.
Sandborn; Subject, Experimental Religion.
2, P. M., Criticisms.
Discussion of S. 8. Interests.

Sutton, Barton, Charleston, Derby and Newport. It is hoped that this glorious work is
only just begun, for the harvest is plenteous and
the laborers are not few. - Ifiteral showers of
rain have been long and ardently desired in this
region, but God in his love has sent what is
better—an extensive shower of grace—a spiritual refreshing from his presence. >
L.BY.

:
have not been informed.”
Rev. J. C. Grrrorp informs us that marked
prosperity, both spiritual and temporal, is "attending

Subject; Nature and Extent of Inspiration,

:

St. Johnsbury, Vt.
The great revival in St. Johnsbury,
Vt, is
still progressing with unabated interest. The
gracious work is now spreading, and many of
the towns and villages in Caledonia and Orleans
counties are aflame with the spirit of reformation.
large numbers have betome obedient to the
faith, and God's people are greatly encouraged.
Among the towns which have felt this awakening power, outside of St. Johnsbury, may be

we

suceess

West

dress 3H

Forwarded.

4111

Programme of exércises for the ILLINOIS Y. M.
MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE, commencing June 1, 1875,
at Kewanee, Il).
TUESDAY EVENING, opening sermon by Rev. W.
H. Harris,
WEDNESDAY, 912, A. M. Criticisms.
Essay vf
.J. Malvern; Subject, Christian Union.
2, P. M., Criticisms.
Esssy by J. 8, Dinsmore;

+
DAVIS extend

the gift of $130 in cash and other
friends in Winnegance, Me."

the

to

¥

site American
sy MASS,

Sent prepaid by mail; also, Agents wanted.

G Hasel-

Zeigler.

"Books

Notices and Appointments.

its

D. M.

Warehouse,

Memoirs of Eminent F'. Baptist Preachers.....

t—-D L

Hatch—I

D Palmer—J Runnells—J E Rend—Mrs F Rogers—dJ

Centaur Liniments

zeal are not of the
a

L doward—A

Rev J M Crandall, S New

of

enjoying

rd—R

tine—dJ Hodgdon—C Hodgdon—8
Hodgdon—A ¥ Hutehinson—M
CHenderson—
Fm b
Jennings—Mrs A
Jobst—8 Irish—A F Hutchinson—M CHenderson—>Mrs R
T Kellpy—Mrs A Holbrook—=B Kenyon—U Lamprey—F
Lockwood: E R Littlefield=F H Lyford—) Lougee =J M
Lamprey—D T Lewis—E Morrison—-M H Lane~L W
Matterson—8 M Mariner—A Munn—8 Mount~S P Morrill—G Moore—I#McKenney—J H Mandeville—L Morse
—( Mayberry—dJ J Meader—N A Nichols—=P Newman—
W L Noyes—J H Martin—Mrs N M Marston—K Morison—Mrs E A Mudgett—FE McIntire~1, Owen—C_D Oliver—C F Penney—B
B LaDow—E Purinton—F A Palmer
—NMrs L L Prescott—J Pratt—J M Plummer -Pownal,
Mé—W H Pike—S Paine—B G Prescott—S Phillips—D
Plerce—8 Pugsley—N K Paine—N Pettit—W A Potter—
H Perry—M A Quimby—J M Quimby.—-E M Pickering—R

Misses.

PYLE, Manufacturer.

our

Hanover Street,
*
House, BOST

BOOKS!

acknowledges its superiority in all respects. It i
always put up in pound packages under my name,
and sold by first-class Grocers. Beware that yeit
are
not deceived by the misrepresentations of*crafity

JAMES

at

Autobiography of Rev. 8. H. Barrett,..........$ 1.00

inson—C A Rider—G W Russell—H Risinger—M P Rool
~Mrs E G Stillman—D Y Smith—Mrs R Sargent—Mrs B
L Stearns—W H Sterling—L A Sewell-W Storer—Mrs
but real. See their advertisement in another column,
R Small-C C Steere—A Skinner—S8 W Schoonover—C F
Seavey IE Stone—B T Sanborn—M Trafton-E J Tucker
bhEa
—L B
Thompson—G Tripp—Mrs D Towne—L B Tasker—
TWENTIETH YEAR for PYLES SALER A J Tucker—L Wheeler—k M Warren—L Webster—O
Whitney—G Whaler—J-M Woodman—H F Wood—G H
ATUS and not one successful rival. Everybody
Wish Whipple—E G York—E F Young—C J Young

dealers.

TO ORDER.

seen

TN

Clerk.

SOZODONT,

be

Carpet Company,
85

The demand for Estey’s. Organs is astonishing.
The sales of Messrs. Esteg
& Co. are not imaginary

REV. J. RUNNELLS and wife gratefully acknowledge a donation, valued at $137.17, frum
their many friends in Tamworth, N. H.

church.
:
:
« These ministers are now engaged in holding
‘a meeting at Pageville, where good results may
be expected. Other ministers are diligently
engiged

Its faith and

thanks to their friends in

appoint-

added

been

have.

is

Teath that Rev.

and vicinity, for a donation,
March 10, amounting to §69.

REV. S. H. BARRETT writes as follows:i—
« During the past winter, Revs. I. Z. Hanno
and W. J. Furtox have held protracted meeting in several churches of the Athens and Megs
Quarterly Meetings, in Southern Ohio. Though
the state of the roads and weather has been unfavorable for such meetings, yet much good has
been done, and God's name glorified. Backsliders have been reclaimed, sinners converted,
and additions made to the churches.
« The church at_ Albany has recently been
greatly blessed under the labors of its pastor,
J. W. MarTIiN, and Rev. D. POWELL,
Rev.
agent of the State Association. Some twentyfive, we

church

We

Donations.
REV. and MRS. J. BURNHAM

as

others stand

MASTERS gave acceptable aid at all the
ments,

While Chi-

churches has been dene the past winter it is

(hree
The

His

to the Star. A good religious paper is
the best helps to converts.

to

y im{ {wo

good

Boston

of that sort.

candidates for baptism. A Freewill Baptist
church was organized at Wellston, the' 6th of
members.
eleven
It now numbers
March.
Others intend uniting at the next covenant
Rev. IL. J. Carr, State Missionary,
meeting.
rendered good service at Wellston? Bro. J.

additions

cago is becoming somewhat noted for furnishing some of the most celebrated revivalists for both England - and America,
strangely enough no very general revival
has taken’ place for some time in her own
borders, A good deak of quiet, and very
the various
among
work
satisfactory

Jocal
retful
came
e peo:
school

Jed
.D.

the idea

common schools.

dur~

e,

in

member

a

South

fictitious kind.

_entary time and imperfect methods given
We learn from Edgewood, Iowa, that there
to the study in common schools to gain any
has been an interesting revival in the vicinity of
most transparent. the Bear Creek church; the resutt-of -n—series—ef-ppaetient-advantages-is-thefiction.
meetings conducted by Mrg, N. W. Bixby.
If, as argued, justice to German
taxFor ten days a meeting has been in progress at
payers demands provision for a’ study of Gates’ Mills, where the Lord is also blessing the
reaching of his word in the salvation of souls.
their Iinguage, so does justice to Scandinavian, and Frencli and Italian tax-payers de- « The harvest is plentéous but the laborers are
j
mand facilities for the study of those lan- few.”
beprevails in Lisbon,
once
at
interest
system
revival
whole
A-good
the
and
guages,
comes destructive of the end sought by our Mich., from which the church is getting many

1 dolre but

it

but

that American children are able in the frag-

SN

This

the

course is pursued, neither making obligatory nor prohibiting the study, but leaving it
optional with the parents and guardians of

ion.

ol

consequence,

awakened, and at a full meeting, and after
lengthy consideration, the action was reversed, and a rule adopted prohibiting the
study altogether.
In Chicago a medium

free

ve

In

adopted a rule, making this language one of
the regular studies. Discussion was at once

the

ind

one of the

is

tism and one reclaimed,—three

recent action of the Board of Education at
Detroit on this subject is regarded with interest, It seems that not long since a minority meeting of the Board surreptitiously

here;

»

stu-

largely represented.

Ss in-

n

German

American

can

NEW ENGLAND

Bou

Oust 1 0 Clo

prevent and obviate all such difficulties,

A precious work of grace

ol

MANUFACTURED

Binisden J Blaisdell y Hake ~4 Burch—A J Bird—
=
acon
—
—
Buzzell-N Brooks—F Bixb a
ry

Miss Issippi and Miss ouriy are disfigured a good

Graham is supplying the desk for a few Sabbaths, and is encouraging the church and society, to continued and
faithful work: But the
church really needs no extra encouragement

The Lord has graciously revived his work in
the bounds of the Jackson, Ohio, Q. M., the
past winter. - Petrea has received twelve additions, eleven by baptism and one from the
Disciples, Campbellites ;) Milton, one by bap-

dies in the common schools is receiving a
good deal of attengion just now, and especially in the Wegflwhere this nationality is

nated
ee ov
has

ko

The

CILLEY

standing in the Tyron church.
not appear in the Register.

y this

Pusric Scaoors,

Tue

usual prosperity,

Lord's

the

and

Sinners have been converted
people greatly strengthened.

~~

GERMAN IN THE

Two

:

; Samples

A Besse—Mrs A Bartlett
reed—I_Blaisdell—-B Bean—

gelow—Mrs

SEND FOR TLLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CARPETS fir CHURCHES.

{

31

other Misses may avoid the like blemishes, they are

:

.

Butts—Brunswick—J Bradford—CG aa

Tue Springfield (Me.) Q. M. Domestic Mission Board have secured the services of Rev.

been in progress with the Mitchell church, Iowa.

case OW goes to the Septeniber term of the
rnish

—

He may be ad- ##¢al by the spags in their mouths. In order that all

already professed conversion,

Chicago church, has so far recovered from his
illness that he has returned: from the east and
partially resumed his work. All the indications
are thought to point to a full recovery at no distant day if the burden of labor can be kept within the Wounds of increasing strength.
Rev. C. PIERCE writes that a good work has

journalistic ,independence,beyond whichit is
unsafe to go. While all agree in sustaining
the court and jury in finding the indict

Col-

5

to

$19

York;

4d

: 13 B Atlon-M H Apdrews, -

now mem-

1. B. COLEMAN,

has commenced in Willett, N, Y., which promises to be quite extensive. The entire community seems moved,and the meetings are of marked power. Rev. W. R. Stone, the pastor, and
Rev. Ira Day, resident there, , with the little
church, have been toiling, praying and hoping
through the winter, and the 1st of March J,
Boyd, the Evangelist of the Central Association,
came to their aid and
the sheaves are being
gathered to God’s garner
wenty-seven have

to

Neenah, Wis.

=

—

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will cure rheumatism
®
spavin, and any flesh, boue or
Horace Graves; late of Dover, to labor as a miswf
muscle
ailment, The
White
sionary in its feeble churches and destitute
Wrapper is for family use, the
Ill., that the Lord is-working with the church
KENTAY POE
Yellow Wrapper is for animals.
there and already eight have been converted and places, for the ensuing year.” He will enter
Price
50
cents;
large bottles $1.
:
upon
his
labors
about
the
middle
of
April.
We
been
have
several backsliders reclaimed. ‘ Five
bespeak the prayers of all interested, that his
Children Cry for Castoria.—DPleasant to
received to membership and several are awaiting
labors may be blessed to the upbuilding of Zio ta ke—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more
baptism. The work is still progressing.
that
In behalf of the board.
>
\ efficacious in regulating the stomach and bowels.
announce
to
able
ly12
We are glad to be
os
M.
S.
ScriBNER,
Chairman.
REV. J. MALVERN, the beloved pasgor of the

some

ecuy

f

New

to

$15

dividual and publish a humble apology.
This saved money and did not spoil the
sensation. The public, or that portion of "it
blessed with some regard for the public
morals, have long since banished the paper

f ef-

p

Wisterr, N. Y.

J.Grifin,

VT.

|

4teowld

Vt.

Letters Received,

of the right of free communion, but never enjoying a personal acquaintance with us, till within the past year, The clerk was made. committee to locate next session.

advised to use

freight to all principal eastern points. The
fair is reduced, for instance, from $22 to

$12

scholar,

Mich,

BY

BRATTLEBORO,
ames

relationship from a long cherished convietion;

dressed for the present in care of this office.

and’

passengers

for both

accomplished

and loves the Master's work.

Philadelphia; $19 to 89 to Baltimore and
ton ; and to Boston and other New
one was for issuing an, obscene publica- Washing
points from $27 to $18.85. The
England
tion—a copy of the Sunday Times. This
on all but the Balt. & O. road are
paper has long been considered the Ishmael tickets
limited as to. their use to fortyhowever
of the press and has been notoriously con- |
It remains to be seen how
eight hours.
ducted on the anything-to-pay principle.
In’ the
long this competition can last.
Sensationalism has been its capital, and all
not
will
public
traveling
the
,
public questions and private reputations have meantime
complain,
been alike laid under tribute to feed the pru-.
>
i
—
‘rient appetite for scandal, or make the pubDenominational.
lic stare with wonder affd-—buy the paper.
Libel suits have heretofore'been numerous,
REV. E. M. BAXTER writes from Ohio Grove,

1 of

1

is a fervent Christian, an

other lines

the

cede'the points claimed,

*

ber of the Stephentown and Nassau church,
was examined and by appropriate services recognized as a member of this conference, and
minister of our denomination. He changed his

Rev. Dr. Cuarres McLean, late of the
Presbyterian church, and recently located in
Cleveland, Ohio, is at liberty to supply any of
our churches, or to engage in pastoral work if a

rival con-

or its

Ohio road will back down

H. Perry, Brampton

“ M. 0, Henderson, St. Johnsbury,

»e

.

J. ESTEY & CO.

i

x

receiv.

McLean

Tot

B. 8, GERRY, Clerk,

Collins, coming from the C. Baptists,

Mr.

Office Addresses.

»

hE

MANUFACTURED

Rey. 8, W. Schoonover, Gilberts Mills, Oswego Co.,

RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held its March session
with the Stephentown church, and was well at-

ed to the Phoenix, N. Y,, church,the last Sunday
in March.
Bro. Crowell closed his labors there
on that day.

favorable opportunity is offered.

be held au Pittsfield vilA. L. GEgRIsH, Clerk.

——

for the

statistics

the

Register,

4

FIVE persons, recently baptized, were

There being no
sengers the past month.
that the Baltimore &
good prospects

ments were for the libel of State's Attorney
Reed and other prominent citizens, while

1 be

5

released on a Supersedeas granted by Judge
McAllister of the Supreme Court.
The
ground of contempt was the publication of
certain articles,editorially,in the Times,abusive of the grand jury while in session and
which had just returned several indictments
against Mr. Story. Some of these indict-

with

ee
ie

54000
ESTEY ORGANS!

MIAMI Q.-M. will be held with the Pleas
Plain church, April 17, 18,
J
ait
*
.
T. E, WELLMAN, Clerk,
/
:

thurch,
Friday.

Charleston
with the
term
at > 1 o'clock,
© ‘Conference

June
18—20.

tended, It was a seasoh of very good interest
indeed, The preaching and social meetings were
attended with the Divine Spirit. Rev.
Elias B.

going on between the Baltimore & Ohio
and Pennsylvania Central railroads the
public is more or less familiar. The very
low rates fixed has stimulated travel eastward over these lines until it-is now stated
the other roads leading east have experienced a falling off of over 50 per cent. in pas-

will

Post

Rev. F. H. Lyrorp, late of Laconia, N. H,,
has accepted a call to Haverhill, Mass, and
commenced his labors there last Sabbath.

been

has

weeks

| the strife which for some

PENOBSCOT Y.M.
lage, Aug 1-10,

the

Clerks please remember

With

THE WAR OF “ThE. RAILROADS.

+P. S. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.

meetings

The

the second church in Weare, N. H., the last
Sabbath in April. He may be addressed at
North Weare, N, H.

tians pray.

Manager.

56 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.”
Notes

Chris-

for its sweeping success let all good

To'clock P.

0 We Ce
: Actual

MORE THAN

BOON Co. Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Cherry Valley church, commencing May 28, al

:

sion,

Rev. J. Granviree will close his labors

A genuine revival movement in

was never more needed here than now, and

———

Western

com-

work

and the

which all can and will co-operate heartily

:

found ipteresting.

doubtless,

with

session

an
In

Correction.
ds
Wis. Y. M, will commence June 25, instead of the
18th, as published in the Star.
.
2114
.
G. H, HUBBARD,

were interesting. Sermons were preached by
Banks,
Bradeen,
Bros, Palmer, Hathaway,
Bridges and Whitcomb, and listened to with
interest. A protracted meeting follows the ses-

His P. O. address is still Taunton,

Bangor, Me.
Mass.

church.

Foxcroft

and

Dover

last

its

SuBEC Q. M.—Held

cellent evangelistic work in the Central Association, N. Y., will clore his engagement April 1.
He will then spend a time with the church in

question of leadership,

The

movement.

Rev. James Boyp, who has been doing an ex-

to inaugurate the

reached

siibstantially

The portions of the discussion béaring on

certain relations between Freewill
and the Christian denomination

church desiring his services, and for the present
/
he may be addressed as above.

union revival meeting at Farwell Hall,placing him in charge. A large meeting has
been held, composed of representative ministers from all the churches, and a decision

view, The
Foreign interests, steadily’ in
discusses
rter
editorial leadgr in the Repo

ie Ll

session with the Mapleton church, It was well
attended, and an impression made on the hearts
of the unconverted that we hope will be lasting
and result in their good,
Next session with the Bass Lake church.
L. M. Fsu, Clerk,
.

pastorate of four years at East Williamstown,
Vt., and is now ready to correspond. with any

will be held wit
RAPIDSFIDS Q. M Conference
onfe
? somali § Tokay, Apel

{
|. GRAND

its last’

Q. M.—Held

BLUE EARTH VALLEY

has just closed a

Rev. Armox Smepmerp

week at one of the West Side Baptist
churches with some results, and a movement is now on foot to organize a grand

s its cenare both well edited, and each keep e and
Hom
the
n
of
otio
prom
tral object, the
the question, * Shall we go On?

Shapleigh.

Rev. Mr. Earle, the Baptist revival.

109

7, 187.

i
P
at No, |-gate. to Be Prospect.
for
Q. M. Collection.
Missions, $7.40. For Domestic Misof No, | Foreign
sions, $10.50,
0. W. Young, Clerk,

i
i
and didj some | Rey. To T. Kexistox is to be sucgeeded ded
was well received,
| usgooda while,
work, but felt drawn: elsewhere and | Lebanon, Me, by Rev, Samuel Aord,

Mission

Home

the

Evangelist,

The

:

nat

I
Our Mission

MORNING STAR, APRIL

CATARRH,

~~

KIDNEY

DISEASES, and all diseases of the

SKIN, and the greatest BLoOD PURIFIER ever dis
covered. Entirely vegtéipbhér Send to me aud take
back your money in ali ‘¢ages of failure. None for
16 years. MH. D. FOWLE, Chemist, Boston. Sold
everywhere.

Gmeow 1

#1 a bottle.

1

Send

for Cirenlars.

?
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Ifo

the Grand

‘way

of a gondola

other motion

Then began the process of division, with
such torrents of words, such * Dids” and

the

is unlike

world.

any

motion

Smooth,

swift,

effortless,

quiver,

without

apparent

“jar or
(for

the

oarsman

is

spell of silence

bebind

as

we

moved

on.

Lean-

I could

see his swaying figure reflected
blue canal, a distinet red and
shadow.

¢ What beautiful things, so golden-red And shining! Pray! are they gems?’ she said.

* * And why do you bury them underground

On the other hand

in the
yellow

was

the

sun,

a ball of fiery gold floating in an intense
pink sky. The
light was too vivid; I
could not look, and closed my eyes; but
still the color pursued me and danced in
almost painful brilliancy upon my brain. ,
Presently I was aware of cuol shadow.
We

‘Where never a sign of them may be found?
They’d be so pretty for dolly and me
To play with under the beechen-tree |”

had.

crossed

the

Giudecea,

and

Gia-

como was pushing the gondola in between
the shore—if shore a narrow marble jedge
should be called—and a large wooden pile

_* Now, Heaven forgive me!” the goer said;
‘¢ But, child, my little ones mystDE fed!
‘Why, this is corn, and I plant it here,
That I may have food for them all next year.
Should I see them starve instead?
Nay, but my little ones must have bread.”

used for the anchorage of boats.

Here

we

waited,

Giacomo

peeping

now

and

then

see

the

to

on.
In two

But still the child, with a wistful glance,
Kept watching the treasure half askance,
As it’dropped from his band like drops of gold,

how

or three

out

sun,

was

momenis

-

So he paused and gave to lier handfuls twain
Of his scarlet beans and his golden grain.

“ True, it js little the likes of me
Can nardon the children’s bread,” said he;
““ But God proyides for the sparrows even,
And I am on earth, and he in heaven;
He will send his sunshine, and dew, and rain,
And give me back of my own again.”

my

bard

to

follow;

as

ins.

full

and

as

rob-

What

were

their

names?

and

Oh, - Rosa,

Pepe and Lello; the baby was called
Anunziata. Was the lady English ? What,
no? An American! Dio! Dio! Never before had they seen an American

!

I asked,

would they go out with me in the gondola and take a little row while the sun set?
This proposal excited them greatly. They
laughed, chattered, their eyes danced, but
they shook their heads and moved a little

Sure, never was field so blest before
As this,” he said; *“ ’twas a scanty store
I gave the maiden; but who divides
‘With others, a blessing with him abides,”—
{And hig lips grew glad with a grateful tune

farther

away.

Explanation

was

made

through Giacomo.
They knew what the
signora wanted to do. She was going to
take them out on to the canal and then
fling them overboard! Horror at this idea
lent me words, and I grew so voluble in

In the hush of that autumn afternoon.
But, see! as he gathers his fruitful sheaves,
‘What treasure is this among the leaves?
A silken purse! in its lustrous hold
Ten shining pieces of solid gold!
How came it here, like a gift of God,
‘Where never a foot but his own had trod?

broken Italian that the

little

ones

laughed

more than ever and clapped their hands;
but they would not go.
We were still discussing and explaining,

Again a stir near the beechen trees!
But this time neither of bird nor breeze :(—
A lady! clad in a wondrous sheen
Of silk-and gems, like an Eastern Queen;
And close at her side, the little child
Sweet thoughts of whom had his toil beguiled.

when I noticed that my audience had increased.
I had not seen any children com-

ing, but where had.

been

four

were

now

twelve.
Two
"minutes
more
and
twelve bad become twenty.
Whether
en from the water or flown down from

“It is yours, my lady,”—he raised the gold—
** Nay, keep the treasure,” she said; * behold

God sends it you! It was surely he
your

seed
With one of his little ones at her need.

skies I know not, but there they were,
true water babies ; boys, girls, of all ages
with faces of the Venetian type, dark,
bright, low-browed,
lips, curved ready

“ And so, if He deigns to use my hand
In sowing his seed (you understand)—
Giving me all that I want, and more,
From out of the overflowing store,
Should I not scatter or here or there ?
Shall you bless:others and I forbzar?’

the
risthe

impress life and
stamp upon them.
Just able to walk,
babiesin the sacred
boy carried a green

with sweet, mobile
to receive whatever

(circumstances
should
Some of the little ones,
were beautiful as the
pictures. One pretty
branch over his shoul-

der like a young St. John. Another had
a rose, which, with a. great deal of shy
giggling, was dropped into my lap. When

O beautiful gospel of human need
And human sympathy! Here, indeed,

Together the rich and the poor may meet,

I thanked him and seemed to like it, a
rage for vegetable offerings seized the assembly. ‘By twos
and by trees
they
scampered away and. returned with hands
full of all kinds of leaves and flowers,

»

Union.

»

parsley, rosemary, lettuce, ivy, tansy, and
inks: These; one and all, were poked at

me by the droll little fingers, and for each

If there is in the world
which would seem set

Babies.
’

Oo

one special hour
apart for perfect

out-door enjoyment, it is the hour of the
summer sunset in Venice.
Yet, strange

to say,

most

strangers

spend

it

ic

hot,

gas-ht dining rooms, amid the fumes of
soup and gravy, the clink of glasses, and
the play of knives and

forks;

for

itis

the

hour chosen by the hotels for their fables
a hote, and when dinner and sunset swing
in balance
before the average AngloSaxon, we all know pretty well which of
the two is likely

to

kick

the

beam!

For

several evenings [ had done and dined
as others; then, unable longer to with.
stand the glimpses of glory which flashed
upon

ny

eyes

through

blinds, I deserted,

and

the

half-shut

leaving

the others

«to their fate, ordered a gondola,
off by myself

row.
Would

for

a solitary

i
you

know

how

and set
separate

and

gondolas

. *¢ ordered” in Venice? You

step out

' the balcony and call, ** Giacomo!”

ly from below comes response,
-

are

on

Instant-

‘* At your
eo

I was expected to bow and laugh and say
¢* thanks” to the special donor.
I bad been so diverted as to forget the
sunset, but now Giacomo leaned forward
and reminded me. I stayed his hand one

moment while I fumbled in my pocket for’
a partinge present for the little crowd.
Ten of those big copper two-sous pieces,

which are so prompt

American

in wearing holes

portemonvaies, presented

selves, and I banded

them

in

them-

to Lello

the understanding that they were to go

with
_jn

sweelmeats for the party. One of the
precious coins fell into the water during
the transfer, All the little brown faces
bent over the canal, with woe ‘in their
eyes, and a chorus of exclamation and regret arose as they gazed down into the
lapping green water, from whose depths

never sou-piece was known to return.
Giacomo pushed out from the shore.

not

Re-

Solomon John started up.
“Let us see if we are blocked up on
east side of the house !” he exclaimed.
“Of

what

use,”

asked”

Mr.

on

his clip off, and rubbed bis. bead,

principles and

their

present needs,

distant fu.
:
:

practical

application to its

v

“ For God 1s no less the author of nature

a- little

which

seemedto enjoy very much.

Peterkin,

of grace, of reason

he

than

than of faith,of this

than of heaven,

:

earth

\

“The Word by which all things were made

were made,and the Word which
is one and the same Word, The
lighteneth every man that cometh
and the lightof Chistian fuith,are

Mamma came out, and talked to the man ;
but be said, ‘Me no understand.” He came

“since we have no door on the east side ?”
“We would cut one!” said Solomon
John,
“Yes, we could cut
Agamemnon.

Jocke, the monkey, had

an religion at no
:

*“ But it is not so,” The principles already laid
down and proclatméd to the world by the church
answer satisfactorily thesa difficulties. What
the‘age demands, what society “is seeking for,
rightly interpreted, is the knowledge of these

red cap and a yellow frock, and Fanny took

the

that

was made flesh,
light wliich eninto this world,
although differ.

froin Italy, far away over the sea, and bad
only learned a few of our English words. i fug in degeé®,the same light. “There 1s therefore
nothing so foolish or absurd, to use the words of
He seemed to be as much pleased to have Pius IX.
on the same subject
us praise his monkey as manga is when theke can be any -opposition ,* as to suppose
between them.’
people admire our baby.
Their eonnection 13 intimate, their relation is
Bertie and I ran into the pantry, and primary ; they are, in essence, one. For what
found some sponge-cake, which; we gave else did Christ become man than to establish the
the little fellow; and it was funny to sce kingdom of God on earth,as the way to the king.
dom of God in heaven?
him sit up in Fanny's lap and eat it. Mamma
** It can not ba
gave bis kind mas{tr some coffee and cake, ol this generation, too often repeated to the mon
so many of whom are trying

a. door"! exclaimed

A

up

/

Peterkin awoke one! morning
to
heavy
suow-storm
raging.
The

all the family

was

early; for

:
wake

to

there

was

enough in the house for breakfast, and there

was no
anything
It was
So she

knowing when they would have
more to eat,
best to secure the breakfast first.
went from one room to the other,

as soon as it was light, waking

the

family,

and before long all were dressed and dow -

stairs

2

nd then all went round the house to see
oe had happened.
"All the water-pipes that there were,

were

frozen.
They could open the door into the wood-house, but the wood-house
door

into

the

yard

was

snow ; and the front door,

door, and the side door

banked

and

up

with

the

piazza’

stuck.

Nobody

could get in or out !
ry
Meanwhile, Amanda, the cook, had succeeded in making the kitchen fire, but ‘had
discovered there was no furnace coal,
“The furnace coal was to have come {oday,” said Mrs. Peterkin, apologetically.

had kept one in the house ever
adventure of the dumb waiter.

since

“What part of the wall had
attack ?” asked Mv. Peterkin:

we

“Nothing

“When

will

we

come

get a little

Peterkin, “we

to day,”

said

warm,”

ing man must snatch at a straw !”?

“It is better that he should find kis house

chopped a little ‘when the thaw comes,”
said Elizabeth Eliza, *“than that he should

find us lying about the house, dead of hunger, upon the floor.”

>

Mrs. Peterkin was partially convinced.
The little. boysscame in’ to warm their
hands.
They had not succeeded in opening
the side door, and were planning trying" to

open the door from the wood-house

to

garden.

the

.

“That would be of no use,” said Mrs.
Peterkin, “The butcher can not get into

the garden.”
“But we might shovel off the snow,” suggested one of the little boys, ‘‘and dig
down to some of last year's onions.”
Meanwhile, Mr. Peterkin, Agamemnon,

and Solomon John had been bringing

to-

gether their carpenter’s
Eliza proposed using a
choose the right spot to
The little ‘boys were

tools, and Elizabeth
gouge,ifthey would
begin.
:
charmed with the

plan, and hastened ‘to

fiud,—one,

hatchet,

and

the

other

a

a

little

gimlet,

Eyen

Amanda armed herself with a poker.

“It would be better to begin
ground floor,” said Mr. Peterkin.

on thé”

Mr.

is

was a great deal of noise.

The

little boys

Le | actually cut a bit out of the plastering with
{ thelr hatchet and gimlet. Solomon John

to

done.”
“Iam thankful I ordered the sausages .confided to Elizabeth Eliza that it reminded
yesterday,” said Mrs. Peterkin, ‘I was to him of stories of prisoners who cut themhave had a leg of mutton to-day.”
selves free, through stone walls, after days
“Nothing will come to-day,” said Aga- and days of secret labor,
‘memnon,

Mrs, Peterkin, even, had came.with

gloomily.

‘“‘Are these sausages the last meat in

the

house ?” asked Mr. Peterkin.
“Yes,” said Mrs. Peterkin.
The

potatoes

also were

gone,

the

bafrel

another sausage

had

stayed

in

bed,”

said Agamemnon.

I thought it best to make

sure

of our

breakfast first,” repeated Mrs. Peterkin.

‘Shall we literally have

nothing

left

to

eat?” asked Mr. Peterkin.
“There’s the pig!” suggested Solomon
John,
Yes, happily, the pig-sty was at the end
of the wood-house, and could be reached
under cover,
;

But some of the family|coujd not eat fresh’
pork.
i
ry
“We should have to ‘coin’ la part of him,”
said Agamemnon.
“My butcher bas always

told

me," ‘said

Mrs. Peterkin, “that if [ wanted a ham, 1
must keep a pig. Now we have the pig,

but have not the ham !”

“Perhaps we could ‘corn’ one or

on
two

of

‘At least, the pig wilh keep

us

his legs,” suggested one of the little boys.
**We need not settle that now,” said Mr.

Peterkin.

She

was

a

inter-

ruptedhy a voice behind her,

of apples empty,and she bad meant to order
more Hour that very day.
“Then we are eating our last provisions !”
said Solomon John, helping himself to
“I almost wish we

pair of tongs in her hand.

The last sun glint was just melting into from starving.”
oh
:
the liquid rose, now deepened ‘into soft
The little boys looked serious; they were
red. Small lilac clouds floated upward to fond of (heir pig.
where minute star.points had ‘begun to
“If we Lad only decided. to keep a cow,”
pierce the serene blue; ,a great gold moon ‘Mus. Peterkin.
.
was climbing the sky from behind the
“Alas! ves,” said Mr. Peterkin, ‘one
Lido jj the water reflected all.
learns a great many things too late 1”
It was an

“Iere’s your leg of mutton, marm !".
It was the butcher. How had he got in?
“Excuse me, marm, for coming in at the
side door, but the back gate is kinder blocked

up. You were making such a pounding, I
could not make anybody hear me knock at
side-depp-2
the-side-door:
“But how did you make a path to the
door ?” asked Mr. Peterkin.
‘You must
have been working at it a long time. Tt
must be near noon now ?”
‘I'm about on

regular

time,”

answered

thé butcher. *The town team has cleared
out the high-road, and the wind has been
down the
over.”

last

half-hour.

The

storm . is

{ eration,if it can

/

| stretched

The

Magazines,

.

*

thy of attention and thought.

“And we were all up an hour earlier than

the butcher

left. Te had not explained to the
why he had a pickax in his hand,

butcher

“If we had lain abed till the usual

said Solomon John, “we should have

all righty

time,”

been

:

“For here is the milkman!” said Elizabeth Eliza, a5 a knock was heard
at the
side coor,

luis a good thing

to learn,”

said

My,

Peterkin, “not to get up any earlier
than is

necessary,"—Lucretia P,
for dprit,

t

Hale, St. Nicholas

All men who do anything must endure

depreciation of their efforts.
It is the
which their chariot wheels throw up.

this out-

of all

different

races

of

Europe

and

the

telligent appreciatiorf of the divine

charicter of

the chureb, with their varied capacities ang the
great agencies at their disposal, would be the
providential means of rapidly spreading the lizht
of faith over the whole: world, and of oonstitut
inga more Christian state of society.”

Cousidering that the expression “the Church,”

in the above extracts, doubtless means
in each
case the Catholic Chureh, it may be readily
seen
how sanguine of ‘the future and how expectan
t
of theil mission are our Catholic brethren.

number, before the close of this century, all oth
“er Lielievers in Christianity put together in the
:
republic.
—
“ This is no fanciful statement, but one based
The publizhers of the International Revie
on a careful study of statistics, and the estimate
announce that by the range, variety and adaptais moderate.
Even
should
emigration
trom
tion of its topics, and by securing for it writers
Catholic countries to the United States cease als
of the first gifts and highest eminence, at home
together—which it will not—or even should it
| and abroad, it is their steady purpose, year by
greatly diminish, the supposed loss or diminuyear, to advanes it to the greatest attainable exA
:
:
q
:
tion,

in this source

of augmentation,

will

be fully

compensated by the relative increase of births
among the Catholics, as compared
with (hat {
among other portions of the population,
[
I" *“ The spirit, the tendencies, ani the form of |
| political government inherited Ly the people
of |
| the United States are strongly and distin tively
|
| Saxon; yet there are no more patriotic or better
|
| citizens in the republic than the Roman Catho{
lies, and

no

more

intelligent,

piuctical,

and

de-

|

voted Catholics in the chareh than the seven
|
millions of Catholic
,
i s in this fame
and vig- |{
ame young
]
orous
republic.

persistently

The Catholic faith is the oniy |
progressive religious element, com!

pared with the increase of population, in
the
United States,
A striking proof that the Catholic Chureh flourishes wherever there is honest
freedom and wherever human néiture has its full
share of liberty!
Give
the Catholic
Church
equal rights and fair play,and she will again win
Europe, and with Europe the world.
** Now, who will. venture to assert that these
two mixed Saxon nations,of England aud the
United States; are not, in the order of divine
Providence, the appointed leaders of the great
movement of the return of all the Saxons to the
holy Catholic Chureh? . . + .
‘* Strange action of divine Providence in rul-

ing the nations of this earth! While

the Saxons

are about to pass from a natural to a supernatural career, the Latin-Cells are impatient for, and
have already entered upon, a natural one. What
does this mean?
Are these races to change their
relative positions before the face of the world?

“ The present movement of transition began.on
the part of the Latin-Celtic nations
century among the French people,
these nations stand geographically
and whose blood is most mingled
That transition began
the Saxons.

in the lust
who of all
the nearest,
with that of
in violence,

| celience,

They

make

to both the Old

World

and

the New an earnest but confident appeal to suse
tain them in their efforts.
They also announce
more specifically, that,in the ffrst’three numbers
for 1875, will be contributions from Prof. August
Vogel, successor to Baron Liebig in the chair of

Agricultural

Chemistry,

Munich;

Prof.

T. M.

Cooley,University of Michigan; the Hon. George
P. Marsh, Ambassador at Rome; The Dean of
Canterbury; the Princess Dora &' Istria, Flor
ence, Italy ; Dr. Philip Sehaff; Prof. A. I. Peabody, D. D.;"Baron Von Holtzendortt, Munich;
Dr: Noah Porter, of Yale College; and other
writers of the highest distinction.
During the
coming year articles may also be expécted from
Philip Gubert Hamérton; Edward A. Freeman,
LL. D., the English Historian; Prof. Bonghi, of
the Italian Parliament: Dr. Pressense, of the
French National Assembly ; und writers at home
of equal merit and promiggnce.
There'is reason
to hope that contribution
nay
s be secured from

the Right “Hon. Mr. Glgdstone,
Hon. Charles Francis A Joins,

and

from

the

It is rarely the case tha ti¥hame and mission
of a magazine are more in harmony than are those
of The Sanitarian.
By showing the amount of
ill-health and mortality from preventable
es
of disease; by pointing out the nature orf tbe
causes, and the way in which they operate, by
showing that such causes are removable; and by
exhibiting improved health, longevity and happiness us the fruits of their removal, it hims to
muke its mission both high and practical.
[iis
published at 234 Broadway, ESN TaeY-a

:

SE

St. Nicholas presents a variety of contents
that will interest both old and young.
Excel

lence and

beauty, and

its adaptation

make this magazine a monthly

-

to its aim,

wonder.

because it was provoked to a premature birth by
The Nursery keeps its old place as one of the
the circumstance that the control exercised by, | best periodicals for youngest readers. Its con-

natural moderator of the Tents are always choice, and it is manufactured
the church as the
Christian republic of Europe was set uside by
in exceilent style. Boston: John L. Shorey,
Protestantism, particularly so in France, in con-

from this salutary

control, kings and the aristoc-

in their might, and cut off, at their own will and
plea-ure, the heads of the kings and aristocrats,
Louis XIV., in his pride, suid, ¢ L’Etat ¢est
moi? * The people replied, in their passion,
¢ L'Etat ¢’est nous

Potter’s American

Monthly, devoted

to His-

tory, Science, Literature and Art.
Contents:
The "Historie Buildings of America; Hon, Gulian Crummelin Verplanck, LL, D.; Lexington
and Concord ; Picture of Thedoesin Burr; Joarly

Time

Western

Wistory;

connected

with the

Memorable

Facts

Valuable

Documents

Early History of « Virgitin;

in the

Lives

of Memorable

Americans ; Party Spirit Three-score-nd-gicven

years ago;

The

Latest News;

A Valuable O0)e

lection; Memorials of our Country's

Young Life;

‘ Under the guidance of. the church the transformation from feudalism to.all thatis included
under the title of modern citizenship was effected with opder, peace and benefit to all class
es concerned.
Apart from this aid, society pen
dulates from despotism to anarchy, and from anarchy to despotism.
The French people at the
present moment are groping about, and earnestly seeking after the true path of progress,which
they lost some time back by their departure
from the Christian order of society,
“The true movement of Christian progress

Conlents:
Arthur's Illustrated Magazine.
Frontispiece; History, Biography and General,
and
Literature; The Story-Teller; Home-Life
Boys' and
Character; Mothers’ Department;

this movement,
becoming
revolutionary, has
passed in our day to the Italian and Spanish nations, J
ae

Department ;
Housekeepers’
with the Poets;
Fashion Department; New Publications; Edi
tors’ Department ; Publishers’ Department.

a ‘Was turned uside into destructive channels, and
dir
™

see

the path

The ove excited antagonism ; the other will

“ These

Catholies will out-

racy oppressed
the people at their own will and
pleasure 5 and the people, fu turn, wildly rose up

usual,” said Mr, Peterkin, when

led to

United States, constituting the body of the most
civilized natlons of the world, united in an in-

whole population of the s American Republic.
The ratio of Catholics now is one to six or sey-

been

had

lar.

The author, bay-

The

be

to follow

attract sympathy and cheerful co-operation. The
former restrajnt was exercised, not against human activity, but against the exaggeration of
that activity, The future will be the solicitation
of the same activity towards its elevation and
divine expat sion, enhancing its fruitfulness and
glory,

* The Catholics, in the beginning of .this ten-

inhabitants,

only

and

completion’of her external organization, will be

tury, stood as one to every two hundred of the
en of the

hand,

exerted on the.side of soliciting increased action.
The first was necessarily
repressive and unpopular; the second will be expansive and
popu-

ing referred to the alleged movement in England
towards the Catholic faith, proceeds as follows :
“The evidences of a movement towards the
Catholic Chureh are still clearer and more general in the United States. There is less prejudice and hostility against,the church in the United States than in England, and hence her progress i2 much greater,

80 busy inside the house, they had
not
noticed the ceasing of the storm outside.

The Peterkins

The

| true progress, whieh it so clearly points out!
* During the last. three centuries, from the
|
nature of the work the church had to do, the
|
weight of her influence had to be mainly exert=
| ed on
side of restraining haman activ ity.
er
5 ht. and future influence, due to the

The
Catholic
World, noticeable among all
the mouthly
magazines . for the ability with
which it is conducted, has in the current number an article entitled, * An Exposition to
the
Church.”
It contaits some very striking passages, especially so because they picture a cortain drift of Catholic’ thought and purpose concerning the condition
and interests of their
church.
[Iere are some extracts which are wor-

sequence of a diluted dose of the same Protestantism under the name of Gallicanism, Exempt

True enough!

of God."
It is this

band of God is the church.

Literary Review.

Mrs, Peterkin wus alarmed.
“What will Mr. Mudge, the owner of the
house, thiuk of it ?” she exclaimed. “Havel

My.

said

will consider what

shows himselfas an enemy,

better
:

we a right to injure the wall of the house ?”
““Itisright to preserve ourselves from
starving,” said Mr. Peterkin. “The drown-

—

hand he is
The faithful servant shows himselfat once | extending, in a
more distinctive and attractive
as a friend, while one who serves from fear form, to this present geueration, Blessed gene

the

“Except that we may meet with a stone
| foundation,” said Solomon John.
“If the wall is’ thinner up stairs,” said
Peterkin, shivering.
Batu fire could be made in a stove in the Agamemnon, “it will do as well to cut a
window as a door, and haul up anything
dining-room.
E
All were glad to sit down to breakfast the butcher may bring below in his cart.”
Everybody began to pound a little on the
and hot coffe, The little boys were much
wall to find a favorable place, and there
pleased to have ‘‘ice-cream” for breakfast.

7

a

“We could open a way to the butcher,”
suid Mr. Peterkin, promptly.
Agamemnon went for bis pickax. He

Peterkins Snowed-up.

man !”
J
The first thing tobe done

When I looked and spoke, their dark

eyes smiled; they showed white teeth
fluttered a little, but did not fly away.

.do

Romulus,

wind bad flung the snow against the windows, had heaped it up around the house,
and thrown it into huge ‘white drifts over
the fields, covering hedges apd fences. [
Mrs. Peterkin went from one window to
the other to look out, bat nothing could be
seen but the driving storm and. the deep
white snow.
Even Mr. Bromwick’s house
on the opposite side of the street was hidden
by the swift-falling flakes.
.
“What shall I do about it ®” thought Mrs,
Peterkin,
“No roads cleared
out! Of
course, there'll be no butcher and no milk-

parasol,

of merry

moments

—
Mrs.
find a

getting

unconscious

much-al ease as a nest

choicest

ad

The

a twittering

in under

which

hot.”

ture,

“But how can we tell whether there is
any snow there,” asked Eljgabeth Eliza,
mus, the whole injured Sabine people, .**for there is no window
?”
can scarcely have expended in their disIn fact, the east side of the Peterkin’ Y)
pute more vehemence of tone and action house formed
a blauk wall.
The owner
than’ was squandered in that brief ten min- had originally
planned a little block of two
utes by the papas and mammas of the water semi-deta
ched houses, Ile had completed too. «
to banish. and forget God, that God, and
balies in distributing my centesimi.
God
.
only one, very semi and very detached.
Jocko
did
not
leave
his
nice
bed
at all: alone, is the Creator and Renewer of the world,
* Do those children all live there close by
“Itis not necessary to see,” said Aga- and when the man pulled the chain tied
to The same God who made all things, and who
the water ?” 1 asked of Giacomo,
memnon, profoundly; “of course, if the him, he would scold, and refuse to go. His became man, and began the work of regeneras
‘Ab, Signora, who knows?
Dy the storm blows against this'side
of the house, master was obliged to take him after the tion, is (he same who really acts in the church
water, in the water, it is all one in VenHOW upon men and society, und who has pledgthe house itself must keep the snow from tunes were all played out; but he did
not ed his word to continue to do so until tlre end
:
.
| ice.”
of
the other side.” . whip or scold him, and halt an hour after- the world. To be guided by God’s
ot
So we rowed under the pink and silver
church is to be
“Yes,” said Solomon John, *‘there must be " wards I saw hin: sitting down under
guided
by
Gol.
Itis in vain to look elsewhere.
a tree,
sky, while the moon climbed rapidly up |
a space clear of snow on the east side of the ‘with cunning Jocko asl ep
in his boson .— ‘ Seciety,” as the present pontiff has observed,
and took possession of the dreamy shadows.
* has been enclosed in a labyrinth, out of which
house, and if we could open a way to The Nursery.
=Christian Union.
#| it will never issue save by the hand
that—"

chattering to each other softly in the pietty, clicking Venetian dialect, whieh is so

Months passed; God's beautiful sun and rain
Their yearly miracle wrought ; again
Tbe farmer stood in his field, but now
With a grateful heart and reverent brow.
For a plentiful harvest round him smiled
And his thoughts went back to the little child.

Water

ture,

evoke from colder races.

| lour children—a little boy, a pretty girl
with a baby in her arms, and a .arger boy
with beautiful dusky eyes, and limbs flexible and instinct with lile as those of a
classic faun. They were crouched on the
marble and peeping

A rustle, as if of a silken gown!
Or was it a bird’s wing sweeping down
From yonder thicket of beechen trees,
Or a mad-cap freak of the soft spring breeze?
‘What mattered it? So, with a glad content,
Again to his toil the sower bent.
-

—-

saucepan, the
buying of a cabbage, an
amount nf eloquence, of imperious. ges-

sound, as of birds, close to my ear, attracted my attention.
I looked up and saw

And buried itself in the silent mold;

Venice

‘* Diavolos,” such flashings of eyes and
energy
of gesticulation, The Italian is
by nature dramatic. He puts into the
small affairs of life, into the choosing of a

|

results to the Chri

He turned his little pug nose around, and
winked his saucy black eyes as he looked
up in ber face; and once in a while he
would give a queer sound, between By pyr
and a bark,
}
Bertie asked the organ-man
“if the monkey was sick, and be said, ‘No; too much

J

doors,”

|they | ts,
fone error
het
hymn nature, gun,
and. If I.5 natura:
De

for

talked te him very kindly.

The boys came back. Such a wind at the
front door, they are going to try the side
:
door.
“Another thing I have learned te-duy,”
said Mr. Peterkin, “is not to have all the
doors on one side of the house, because the
storm blows the snow against all the

it. He

The

ing over the side of the gondola,

his

sweets; far from

| stroggle. The destructive work of crushing out
| Christianity by means of these hostile tendencies

thought Fanny would be afraid of the mon- possible atthe sacrifice of the Christian futh A
key. No, indeed! She liked the poor fcl- | requires no prophetic oye
to foresee the ‘sud
low, and

orphan | it oftin the cellar.”

of all the Venetian canals.

by volition, turning, swerving to right or
left by the power of thought.
Giacomo
has poetry
in
his nature.
Ie rowed
softly, and did not speak to break
the

“

‘When a city maiden chanced that way;
A sweet, wee maiden, with just a trace
Of lingering babyhood in her face,
And she paused where the farmer sowed
\
grain,
v
And uttered a cry half joy, half pain—

My

gone after the

and out of view), it is a very bliss of
movement;
like a bird's flight, like a
darting fish, or, better still, like progres¢

and Reaping,

No

was gone to change the money, which he
did, into centesimi, ninety minute coins,
which heaped his small brown hands full.

motive effort

— Selected.

"laughed.

a place,”
Pd
Another second and we were gliding
towards the Giudecca, which is the widest

without

Keep thy locks wet with morning dew,
And freely let thy graces flow;
For lite well spent is ever new,
And years anointed younger grow,
So work anew ;
:
Be young for aye;
From sunset breaking into day.

cushions and

| prescnt hour of the church, She feels the painfu

kT

red from the sun, as yet a good
above the horizon,
** Where will you go, Signora ?”

|my

asylum . board, met-over a fat bequest,
ever took fiercer views of duty, or made a
fannier to-do! At last my faun separated
himself from the group, and like a deer
ran down the quay. I supposed he was

all screamed;

Jeers on the Die aul ” being exter minateq
wh Tar
oA
Svcsss a, Ja
Latin-Colte. This is er
AL ARAL oF oi

ial

and

in

Still wait on Gad, and work and thrive.

—Christian

“ Looking at things in their broad features,
| Christianity is at this moment exposed to tne

be

Should’) thou arrive,

Each with his offering, belpful, sweet ;
Nor this too costly nor that too small
‘With bim who is Maker of us all.

Monkey,

PBC

Fly swifter ag you near the sun,
And brighter shine at eighty-four;
At ninety-five,
ey

Who led my steps by the heechentfee
That sweet spring morn when you shared

the

bo

of gold

‘ To the "sunset, Giacomo. Go to the
other side of the“Giudecca, and I'l! choose

At sixty-two is life begun;
At seventy-three begin once more;

N

J ocko,

a

A wedge of gold
a
Is never old;
Streams broader grow as downward rolled.

—S—

I was fain to | ‘‘Then we might have had fce-cream all
to watch the | the time I” exclaimed the little boys.
:

CL

Canal, which was all a dazzle

riper, more transcendent youth?

-
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"joy to see. This evening, my evening, | disputing, discussing—there they were. | off the water last night in the bath-room,
or
| we were without awning, and I was glad | Giacomo ceased ‘to row.
I lay back on | else I forgot to; and I'ought to have shut
of my parasol as we shot into

Tis yet high time ; thy staff resume,
And fight fresh battles for the truth:
For what is age but youth's full bloom,—

A sower went out to sow oue day,

ky

ken a connaton with bis brow ac, of doorways, fom,-chatteriog,
lind. lorsexclaiming,
Tekno | pipes,”
| oughtsaid toMr.KawPeterkin.
more vu“Now,the. Itrshut| | Bone
pan
The children

Clear og hy rust, and shine anew.

Sowing

STAR.

.

a vivid bit of moving color which ‘was a | from windows,”

At sixty-two”
Be strong and true;

-

A

i

ahs

Yahkeeisms Traced Home; Tidbits for Antjqua-

rian Epicures; Steam Fire-Engines and thei Inventor ; The First Armed Resistance; The Silent
Home! Sweet
Witness; The Fatal Meeting;
Home!” Agra; Current Memoranda; Literary
Memorahda; Literary and Art Memoranda 3-Sels
entific Memoranda ; Obituary.

Girls? Treasury;

The

Home

Circle;

Evenings

~

eh
owl a re
Soul tacks one hour 10 sunset yet.

v

aa

\
:
ARI
+
We were fond of your Giacomo, who | commotion going on there. My magnifi- | Indeed, the little boys, in spite
of | A hand-organ man with a monkey came.
| was a stout, handsome fellow, with face | cent dole of cighteen pence had been re- | {he prospect of starving, were
quite | into” our yard a fow days ago. Cousin
and arms dyedby the sun to a beautiful | ported, and the parents of. the water he pleasantly
excited
at: the
iden
umber brown. He affected bright colors, | bies had come to see it properly distrib- | being snowed-up, and hurried throughof | Fanny was visiting us. She kes all kinds
| of pets, and 1 think the monkey must have
and his orange and red awnings, his yel- | uted! Mysteriously, silently, as the little | their
breakfasts that they might go and try | known it, for he ran up on the piazza-steps
low shirt and scarlet sash, made, when | ones had come, they were collecting, out | to shovel out a path
from one of the doers. | where Fanny was sitting, and cuddled right

’
lS
—e——
oe
soba?

gp
:
Just sixty-two! T be b 1m Jy ig,

A

i ———a

service, Signora,” and ‘the gondola, your | enchantment of vision; but
little private cairiage, shoots to the doer. |turn my ‘eyes shoreward,

Just Sixty-two.
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Crime. .

oyish

Dy

Our readers will already have noted that
Congress has
‘passed 4 joint resolution,

rime.

error,

“! Botworng Ry sud.L "ia anoer, brother. said..to. his. wifes..s.My.

cated

persons write in this way, but’ that | heat oftheday. I will ‘arise, take of my

authorizing the

circle of relatives
and. fr
mourntheir loss, | +
We trust thut hers, is the everlasting gain.

or

the mh

do rot say that edu- {brother is unable to bear

e

colloquial error.

Spall

CP.

LAPHAM
an INST) [ITUTE. as

HIB Latin

SCITUATE, Be 1

[often in conversation they talk thus.
One | shocks and place them with his, without } Mrs. MELISSA Rovs, relict of the late BeneEnglish and Solentio, aud Lo on
who attends
to such things will notice, even | his knowledge.” The brother being actu | dict Roys, ofR. L., and sister of Prof. R. Dunn, | course of study.
El

President to appoint a com- | in the best companies, an. astonishing num- | ated by the same benevolent motives, said

of Hillsdale College. died at Toledo, O., March

a.

-Cotlegiots

BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.

~a
and
wubiitban owhiol | iszion to & World's Prison Congress to be | ber of similar blunders.
within himself: “My elder brother has a ih I
oe rristiah hops. enshrased
SETAUR 6; MOULTON oD: Prmerpal.
The otier day, 4u 8. suphr rinting of- held at Rome next year. This movement | Generally, these mistakes age the fault of | family, and I have none. I will coutribute | the eldest and last of flys ations ond”the theae | MissAbbie E.Jenness,
Precepiress.

New York, an erand-boy na Fo his em. | OF aw boritative interest in the subject is| parents, though sometimes they are una- | to their support; I will arise, take of my | brothers, remnants of a family of eleven ehilASSISTANTS.
fice. opened a letter ad ToT Sv.
four doubtless due to the fact that, although the | voidable, Ifa mother is uncultivated, 'if | shocks and place them with his, without | 9ren, having together given 112 years to the | Mr. M. E. Burnham.
ployer, took out a chec ivi oi wot. Iden of international consultation with re- | she uses sling words, or if she leaves her | his knowledge.”
Tp. ol iuistyy s Wilt soon follow. She leaves | Miss O. A. Angel.

dollars, forged the Jame od Lary. ug. | gard to prison reform originated in the| progeny to grow up among servants, the | Judge of their mutual astonishment | tho keen sorrom
wt ea Wri. will not Rievent
Mra, d.. Stcere, (pusicyy
the money
and x re that. two ladsof | UDited States, less sympathy with the re-| children will acquire numerous provin- | When on the following morning they found
:
dt
OU
bi tbinn Tort Hea

known.

Not long

po a dei bo ing

tender years, ving. | of a

ossessed Lilie

fb

ent.

city. | form has as yet been shown

ashy,

government than

sof cune:-of tad

by

told in the veport

any

by

our own

other.

We

are|

of the Association,

elonging te tie p this city,

|cialisms or other improprieties of speech, | their respective shocks undiminished.

and henceto | the penal codes of Russia, Holland, Italy,
made thelr was cailke.
Wilauyaao' ides , several Swiss cantons,and Japan have been
Philad ep Nog
fioht their way thronely|chavged, or arein process. ¢f Change, in
that the Yi the or a isto} by offensive’ «accordance with the more enlightened and
She

and

WOH ob

Urposes

cele

P R

pe

!

thev

laid in

ney

Christian ideas promulgated by

.3.| ternational Congress.

considerable
supply of peanuts
sustain
t seidto remard:
tare. this favorioresapien
" or escanomical 2b- well ad Ameiodra Atle
gd as associations.” yBeiug: unfamiliar ‘with

ju i tails:

of

the hy Swion

mature:

de

hi un

o

thes

b elstuch ery. ’

the

“It should

which,in after life,

they

that, cult to shake off.

will

Wesknew

find

it diffi-

| sister, once, who had different nurses,

and

of

events

d to

transpired

each

for

resolved

oie

several

DesorAn GOULD of

aod Gay oD,

in his own | ed in rel

$tand

New Migkets N. | For

She Denis

oy

oh

on many year, er

a

last In- | this day each child retains

- be borne! the peculiarities of

more

or

less of |

its nurse's

reform itself {as the phrase

‘goes, of

‘‘ ialking

like

Upon ground

hallowed

by such associa. | of Lebanom, Me.,

died,

the

North S¢ituate, k L

Eycrest:

former,

ry

further particulars address the Prineipal,

guard,and solve the mystery. | tracted illness, reflected much on ber departure, | BMWS
| whose mother, helng in “delicate health, | They did so, when on the following night, | and Was resigned to the Master's will.
[saw comparatively little of them, One| they met each other half way between their | Crara Loss and AtMEDA Sabra only
| nurse was Irish, the other German ; and to | respective shocks with their arms full.
daughters of George Y. aud Loisa N. Furbish,

prouuncia| in
jp:mind, however, that, while the idea of tion,
;
: a
We knew another case, : in which
| joint labor and sympathy between the na- | boy had been brought up wholly by the
| HOPS in the matter of iii reform origi- | mother, who, years ago, fell into the error,
nated here, the ideaof prison

course

a brother and | nights, When

This

Jan. 9th,

He

"
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i

The Fall Term of the Theoroziel School connects

tion as this was the Temple of King Solo- aged 4 veurs and 6 months, and the utter, Jan. och Bales Colles hogs
Tateds
illu gut 0.30:i,
.
A
1
8 years
months, Was Thus
came fron,
th | Cheney,
f further
information
address
President,
| mon erecled,—so
spacious,
so magnificent, | death
angel.
whileandthe10 tata]
suffering
D. D.,
or Professor
John theFullonton,
Lewis
J:A HOWE, Seq,
J
| the wonder and admiration of the world. | that dreaded diseuse, the scatlot fover, ang. took | oo mne:
| Alas!in these days how many
would | away these buds of promise, leaving the afflicted
AUSTIN ACADEMY.

a | sooner

steal their

brother's

whole

ae © | originated elsewhere, and that we are in: [book ;" and the result is, that the child his | than add to it a single sheaf!

32to theepipolices.dilapidated
SIT Jere. - and
brought
dobted to other
humane sup-|and,
and fow, orffigiie,of
the Idioms theof theracylanguage
J a hoe
ye inna 4] improved
systemsnations
which for arethe slowly
insteattof spoaking
Saxon,

The:

BO
WO of vou
lorle Wh Gan | Planting those s6 long in use. It matters | converses like a Johnson in petticoats.
Lion._ AWD +
e Jars Ago,
© SAD. | jittle, however, from whom the help to hu- | Too much cure can uot be taken, even in

This

Perfect

bon

shock

Jatenie and a brother to mourn their loss.
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CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.

Somforted by the Nope Has their happy

TE

Host

But

BE : OE

"7

LY

REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal,

ind
cian allo. sfradu
AF Fl yous
Assistants.

Calens)

| teacher, with competent

LUELLA 8, wite of Bro. Thomas B. Cook, de- | Summer Term begins May 11: 1875. Rooms and
. Buried ths lite in Hureriill, Mass, March 11, |'boatdin private families at reasonable rates,

Francisco po J Senre ng ler the porpe. manity comes, provided we avail ourselves | the nursery,to
use pure English. There is,
© perfect host is as rare a being as n | op cis MC seen Cried
Togs Ride the Wise | in'view. For further formation address the Prisalors
a oii 0 tho md. vesutions of it, Nor will. our participation in a|perbaps, no more certain method of telling real poet; and for much the same reason, | baptized by Rev. A. P, Tracy nd united with | cipal on Waren Foss,
Setred
thefts discovered, under { 9 woo en
side- | world's congress of reformers be of essen- | whether a man or woman has been accus- | namely, that to be a perfect host requires as | the Froewit Baptist church in Haverhill, She | Center Strafford, March 18. 1878, C7 Dro ceary.
walks of a street near: the wharves, a'eave | i.) importance unless we profit by

the de-|tomed to cultivated

society

from

infancy,

rare a combination

of

qualities as those | honored her profession and won
a large circle of

burrowed out from an adjoining vacant lot. | ji. mons therein. The previous Internu-| than to listen to his or her every-day talk. | Which ard needed to produce a great pout, | friends, Her pilieral wus attended by the
In this excavation were found playing | ¢ona] Congress beld at London in 1872 has, | Education, unless it begins with babyhood, | He should be like that lord-in-waiting of | wi
church on the following Sabbath

ards, odds
Cares,
x

and

ends of p provisions, ’ rude’|

tools for burglary, and a few weapons, and

various other evidences

den
thieves.
ous. of of
a. zane.

vou

ga

themselves

!
:
attention

the

of occupation as a | i

ort orintinal classes,”

JOYS,

‘“Hoodlums,

and whose

our mode ol dealing

leader

progress toward

with

them.

But

{

Lat

or argot, of their own.

J

Their promiscuous

the

by the Associatioh, of

a

them
wise

Sows

of and

managed

upon

1e

as our in- | Dr.

Osgood
Lads

f

Lurse o

In a recent sermon

plan

:

the

WwW

Charles
arles 1I. 1 . said,said,

that that h he was “ Jhever | showed
when &crowded house and uhiversal sorrow
the estimation in which she was held and
He | the deep sympathy of many hearts for the young
never degenerate into a showman, | husband and aged mother, whose pleasant home

should

ar,

)

eloquent

protest
|
.

Spring Term opens March 16, 1875
. General Examination
Junes,14, 15; 16;
Anniversary, June 17.
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both

impolitic

and

‘costly.

Such
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National model would at once make real
matter of the humanitarian schemes which

are only a few ready samples of uw large
class,—a certain flavor of mock romance

tion concern themselves

tant improvements.

The

with

less

youngsters seem

to go into crime

for the

impor-

French people,

however indifferent thy may be to the
subject, are necessarily made familiar with

which is peculiar.
The. grown
criminal
the best modes of conducting
necessarily
practices concealment in the | schools through
the colony
furtherance of his wicked designs, ht, if | The criminal child of the poor
there is any.‘ romance of crime’. attached
there with an almost absolute
to his performances, it is accidental. These his reform; the idle, refractory

reformatory

at

Mettray.

man is gent
certainty of
son of the

rich man goes. into the ‘Maison paternelle,”

sake of the audacious novelty of the thing,
rather than from any irresistible impulse

and comes home thankful for ordinary

toward

manner

badness

for its own

sake.

Of eourse,

the conspicuousness of crime in society has
something to do with the education of these

precocious criminals.

Crime forms so large

a part of the news of the

day

that it

impossible to prevent some

seems:

of its details

from apvearing in the columns of the most

carefully

gret to say

conducted

that some

newspapers.

We

thoughtless

re-

people

make thse features of daily intelligence
so prominent that graphic scenes of burglary, robbery, and piracy appear in print,

garnished with many insidious allurements
to youthful minds. But, as if the faithful
record of passing

events were not enough,

nor the semsational enlargement of actual
details sufficiently enticing, the youth of
this generation.
are fed with the werst sort
of criminal literature. The cheap novels
are bad

new

when

enough,

supply
we

and.itis

is not

see

that

a sign

equal

and

the

discipline.

Ia

Engiishmap

is

col-

the

same

familiarized

with the idea that the puniskment of the
convict should be reformatory “as ‘well as
punitive through the workinzs of the Crofton system.
It is not through International Congres:es or bulky reports that the real
reform is to be accomplished in this country, but by some
actual! work done, to
whose success one can point with assurance

of approval.
offer

The

National

prison

in

and

arguments

brick

and we hope in criminals
honest citizens.
The work of the

Association,

known

The

reports

this country

throuzh

of

into
;
could

too,

a cheaper

and more widely diffused moda
tion.

mortar,

regenerated

be rendered more effective in
if it were male

would

of publica-

International

and

that the

National Congresses are volumes of carefully digested
information essentiil
to

classic,

every library, but certainly too costly to
reach State legislators, or jail and prison

to the demand

ancient criminal

lege work

ial

p

rst

princi

"mio

|the purchasers of electors;

tion of military

such

methods

inaugura-

in government;

such perversion of the courts of justice, ant

such unsettling

of morals

and

religion as

we have seen during the past fifteen years—

who that studies these facts wisely will be
the eulogist of war, however loathfuily. he
may have accepted the fatal necessity?
But no enumeration.of particulars can duly
present the enormity of the evil.

of war is, to a large
law, the

abolition

is essentially

It séts man-

inhuman

resort to

Tne

prac-

and

ungodly.

mercy

of God.

agains wan in mutual

and offends the justice

ard:

It is not true, as is sometimes

hatred
public
rels.
wise,
peace,

repeal of

of justice, the

violence, and the rule of force.
tice

Tlie stage

extent, the

batred

said,

that

no

remains after the combat, and that
combatants easily forget their quarOur sectional animosities teach otheraiid Germany .and France, now at
are eyeing each other in a way that

bodes no good for them or tor the world.
While nominally at peace, Europe is paying
the

expense

of

war, and

is supporting at

least three millions of men in arms. What
perversion of wealth and men, what loss of
production! IVhat a comment on the passions and selfishness which are quoted in
justification of war establishments!
What
a proof that the race that has learned so
many
things has not learned to treat one
another with justice and kindness.

The gospel

the

usage

of Christ

is wholly

of war, not

only

by

against

expressly

prohibiting the resort to force in extending
religion,

but by calling

the

nations

to live

together within the kingdom of God.
Itis
said, indeed, that war inspires devotion, and

Jack
Suaeppard
republished
here. But wardens. How many of either class could that the hymus of nations have been born
what (we must consider one of the ery ive an intelligent aceount of the system of in the conflict aud conquest of battle. But
worst; forms of printed poison is the trash | M. Demetz for the redemption of criminal at present the war spirit is not religious,
| children, or of Maconochie for that of adult
zines for young people. - Some of these are convie:s? Yel, after all, it is the State legprinted by grown people who
probably
islators who must inaugurate these reforms
know better; and nota few are conducted
in this
country,
and
the
warden and

and it tends to strengthen the rising materialism that aseribes the origin of the. universe to force and matter, and denies the
existence of spirit. This is our view of war
Now what

purporting

to

by ambitious

be

newspapers

lads,

who

and

naturally

maga-

the miserable stuff on which they

have fed.

jailer who must carry them into efieet.

In a collection of amateur papers

and peri-

hundred years to come?
Is the same old
story
to
be
told
over
again,
and
the history
glad if the commission could carry with
them a better report of tangible good ac- of civilization always to be writien in
comglished than they are now able to pre- blood?
The true principle is that thereis justice
sent.—XN. Y. 1ribune.

odicals gathered from several
American
cities may be-found *‘ blood-curdlirg” and
“thrilling”
of runaway

stories of adventure,
tales
boys, narratives of piratical

life, enconnters with
phases

burglars, and

of romantic crime that an

all the

The appointment of the

weekly

published

in a New

England

Ot course, in all these dangerous publications, wheth er eraftily or thoughtlessly

conducted, there is due parade of rewarded
virtue and defeated vice. But whether the
mock hero be a bold and wicked bandit
of the

wronged,

sympathies of the young reader
enlisted on the

in the book.

side

of the

the

are usually

wickedest

man

And, in any event, he is made

familiar with the details of crime.

tery, subtlety and

conceiment

Its mys-

inflame bis

imagination ; he has a boy's natural love of
adventure ; the story of the daring deeds

of some hero sinks deep into his mind; and
before he is old enough to realize what he
is about, he has takenone of the first steps
in a career of crime ; fortified ‘with plunder,

«he has imitated the example of all his favorite heroes, and has

run

away

from

home,

Tne rest 1s easy. Unless speedily rec¢laimed and punished, as a boy should be punished, he is already a promising recruit for the
dangerous classes who
A noted bandit, hung
Western

Terriggry,

prey upon society.
by a mob. in a lar

acknowledged

under

tho-calows-that-he—ewed-his—ertmesto-the
early inspiration: of the lives of Dick Turpin, Jack Sheppard,
Murrell,
the Land
wed

his

Pirate, and other worthies famed in story.
Yet this young man had, not imbibed his
vicious ideas in the slums of a great city.
He was a graduate of a New Engladd college, had been a county

into

the

miserably,

world,
from

wher¢

the

official,

he

bosom

and went

perished

of a

so

refined

family. It is impossible for mature and
well-formed minds to understand the horrible fascination which pernicious reading
exer(s over the ingenuous and ductile intellect of a boy.
But the case admits no

to

say

and do

justice ought to be embodied
international law.

Colloquial Provincialisms.

for

the
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—

We once heard an intelligent geutleman
assert that he could generally tell where a

person had been born and brought
on listening to his

half an hour,

or her

** There

up, up-

conversation

ave

very

few

for

in-

dividaals, however well educated, ” he said,

in explanation of his theory,
retain,in theip oxdinary

colloquialisms

or

* who do not

conversation, some

peculiarities

of pronun-

ciation indigenous
to’ the locality where
they first learned to talk.
A Virginian
could be distinguished,” be continued, ** hy

one kind of intonation, a

New Englander

by another, and a Philadelphian by a third.
A phrase would frequently betray whether

the speaker came from the North or South,
the Atlante sea-board or the West. Words
which

have been,

two centuries ago,

in a code of

We are not to wait

for

the powers of the world to balance their
interests and passions-by the old game of

good

war, but to meet the question of the balance
of power by the balance of principle.
We
do this in our personal relations under the

civil war.

Why not do it between nations?

Conseciate the moral force of the civilized
world into a code, and establish a tribunal
to decide questions arising under it. By
so doing we will elevate the use of physi-

cal force among

individuals,

The colleet-

ive force of a nation is now employed to
make its decrees respected by each individual.
Why not employ tha collective

force of all the nations
crees binding on each ?

.to make

their

de-

who employed them.

ters of the English

Even thorongh-mas-

tongue,

who,

when fo

wrote, wrote with the greatest purity, fell
often, in hurried
talk, into the careless,
slip-shiod style oftheir childhood, and de‘formed their conversvtion with colloquial
provincialisms.”
Every accurate observer witht concede the
truth of these remarks. New Yorkers have
a fashion of using *¢ dickering” for “‘bargaining; " the Yankee: says ‘ ‘eate™ instead of ¢“ smart; ” and in Georgia ‘ do
don’t” is often inelegantly substituted for

“do not.”

Many

a Virginia

other respects perfectly
« tote” when she means

acquired in youth from

‘woman, in

well bred, says
*¢ carry, ” a habil

hearing the planta-

We know an
tion negroes use the word.
excellent old lady, who has resided here for
fifty years, who says ¢ bun-net” for “‘ bonnet,” because she se learned to pronounce

it when a child, in Boston.

A Yankee says

*

:

should be to those

:

ying

in favoritism,

of his

pleasure,

for

guests

who

are

there

will

be

many

that are diverse, and much time will be
wasted if be does not take upon himself the
labor and the responsibility of decision. He
should have mach

regard

to the

comings

and goings of bis guests, so asso provide
every convenience for their adit and their
exit,
;
Now I am goingito insist on'wint 1 think

to be a very great point.
[Ie should aim at
causing that his guests should hereafter become friends, if they are not so at present,
$0 that they might, in future days, trace

back the beginning of their friendship to
their having met together at his house. He,
the perfect host, must have the art to lead

conversation

without absorbing

it himself,

so that he may develop the best qualities of

his guests.
His expense in entertainment
should not be devoted to what is luxurious,
bat to what is comfortable and ennobling.
The first of all things is that he should be
an affectionate, indeed a loving host, so
that every one of his guests should feel

that be is realiy wele®me. He should press
them to stay ; but should be careful that this
pressing does not interfere with their convenience, so that they stay merely to oblige
him, and not to please themselves.
In con-

sidering who should be his guests, he should
always have a thought as to those to whom
he would render most service by having
them

his guests:

his

poorer

brethren,

his

more sickly brethren. Those whom he feels
would gain most advantage by being his
guests should have the first place in his invitations; and, for this considerateness, he
will'be amply rewarded by the benetits he
will have conferred.—‘‘Social Pressure,”

inverted tea-cup

might

eever it.

Larger and larger grqws the circle, till a
surface of forty feet in diameter is in motion, spinning round a funnel-shaped hole
two or three feet across at the

in the center,

top, and coming te a point in the depths
Otten a large tree floating down
below.
the-stream-is-eanaht-and—its—foremost—end
thrust in the air twenty or thirty feet, while
the other passes underneath the - exposed
end to be slowly drawn

down

again,

and to

disappear.
Three soldiers—deserters from
Camp Mohave—passing through the ravine
in a skiff, immediately below the fork, sul-

fered

their

craft to run into a swirl:

“One

intimation of
at the first
himself overboard beyond
and as he swam
circle;

of their crew,
danger, threw
the charmed

away, he turned his head and saw the boat
spin round and round until one end being
drawn into the vortex
heaved in the air, it
revolved, into the turbid
its human freight to be

and the other upslowly sank, as it
bosom of the rivers
seem no more; for

the Colorado River does not give up
dead—no corpses lodge on its shores.

the

A Delightful Legend.
4
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.
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There,is a charming

tradition

with the site on which the

‘mon

was erected.

It

occupied in common by
of whom

had

a family,

On the spot was a field

is

Jtemple ‘of Solo-

said

two

to have been

brothers, one

the other

had

of wheat.

evening succeeding the harvest,

having been gathered

connected

none.

On the

the wheat

in shocks, the elder

to

her weeping daughter,

almost
passed

“
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PARTICULAR NOTICE!
P’ersons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do

The Summer
September 2d.

will

o pen June 15th, and close

not patromze it, mustaceompany them with cash

November 25th.

single square can well be afforded to
obituary. Verses areinadmissible,

any single

NETTIE, daughter of Lorenzo and Cardline
Moulton, died in O.k Grove, Wis.,, November
12,1874, aged 31 years and 4 mouths.
At the
age ol nineteen she experienced religion and
united with the Rolling Prairie F. B. church, of
which she remained a consistent member,
She
was & teacher by profession and was untiring in
her efforts to accomplish the best results. She
always won the love of her scholars. Her life
was one of toil and sacrifice to do good.
Her
death was a glorious triumph.
Just before her
departure she sang, ‘ This is not my place of
resting,” and then sweetly resizned herself to
the care of her blessed Master who stood waiting
to ‘bear her away to the new Jerusalem.
J.B. GIDNEY)

"MR. DANIEL DOBELL of Bradford, Rock Co.,
WWis., died Feb. 23, 1875, of quick consumption.

Tu his death the family lose a

kind husband and

father, the community an honest and obliging
neighbor, and the Free Baptist church a sincere
and devoted Christian, © He was born in-Smar-

den,

Englund,

heaven.

August

His end was

9,

1801,

peace,

and

YAL

ROYAL

“¥JosePH

W.
W.

BURKE died in Madison,

heart disease, aged

83 years,

religion when about 16 years
the Freewill Baptist ir

worthy member up to the tin

was

ripe

BRYANT

REP

24,

:

of

of He
uze, expericuced
and joined
amd remained a

his death.

2d,'1875, da

Three

He

was one of the organizing membe®s in rébuilding
the meeting-house in his native town ahout 15
years ago, He was an ardent lover of the cause
of Christ, always taking
great
interest
in the
welfare of the ¢hureh to which he belonged, was

of

of

course.
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-habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased

y

"Preceptress,

Normalclasses

rates.

is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country.
The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in-

5

of

The price of board, in clubs, varies trom £1.60 to
£2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
The location of this mstitution at Evansville, Wis.

,

A. B., Principal

a

men’s are formed.
.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

Ridgeville, Ind.

.

10

No deduction for less than half-a term, except

WM. REED,

giving permanency.

Terms,

account of sickness.
Hall terms commence
beginning and middle of the term.

For Catalogue, address the Secretary,

Trustees to conduct it for five years

study.

ing Drawing.
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Music and Algebra.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.

CALENDAR:

for

BRYANT,
Jan.

LINIFA C. VICKERY,
Geometry and Botany.
Miss LAVINA HIHAYNES,

The Fall Term will 6pen September 7th, and clds8

than a

BATCHELDER,

A-Clergymen’s

:

course of

Miss

hh

will

Term

March

Full

Rr
Moods

Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M,, Principal of Normal De*> partment.
German, Physics and Diactics.

4

The Spring Term
close June iuth.

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

KINGSBURY

pupils

COLLEGE.

mays
i

;

Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874,
Winter term*commences Nov, 2, 1874,
Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1875.

ABBIE J., wile of Perrey Flanders, and daughter of the lute Benjamin Cilley, died at Ahdover,
(Cilleyville), March 19, 1875.
EG 4
He

&ec.

INS
xf UTE.
;
:

Furnishes College Preparatory, Normal, Academ

ical and Ladies’
weeks,

the precious tribute, that *¢ her daily life showed that she held a constant, loving communion
with her Saviour.”
BR.

RIDGEVILLE

Not more

CENTRAL

PITTSFIELD, ME.

FLORA A. dauzhter of Joseph Evans, of East
Alton, died av Plymouth, ‘N. H., March 1%,
in
her 20th year.
She was a pupil -in ‘the Normal
School, where she h ad been only three weeks.
She was taken seriously ill, of congestion of the
brain and lungs, soon became unconscious and
in twenty-four hours was a corpse.
Though
suddenly and unexpectedly called to pass over
the ** mystic river,” she was prepared to go.
Flora sought and found the Saviour about one
year ago, and ber daily life showed plainly that
she was learning of him.
During her brief stay

Academies

Brevity is specially important.

MANNE

DEA. BENJAMIN P. SARGENT died March 8,
at Lis home in Sutton, N. H., aged 54 years.
He
experienced religion 32 years ago, und united
with the I'. B, church in "Sutton, where he remained a very worthy member until called to
Join the church above.
His sickness was short,
butvery severe.
He filled a large place in the
church, being one of "its most active members.
His house was always open as a home for: ministers, and his heart was also open to every good
and worthy object.
He did much for the church,
being able and willing, and the cause of missions
wus dear to bis beart., He was a lover ot the
Morning Star, and always hailed its weekly
visit wits joy.
His home was a very happy one,
and yet he was ready and willing to go when
Jesus called. Just before passing away, he talked with all the members of his family, bidding
them to try and meet him in_heaven.- As we
watched the approach of death, and saw. the
calmness with which our brother met it, truly
we said, ** Let me die the death of the righteous.”
May his Just words be heeded, and .all
the members of the family live so as to meet
him iif the better land.
J.D. WALDRON.

by Sir Arthur Helps.

“Whirlpools.

that an

said

it | lfaves a husband and a large family of children

more obscure than the others, He should .
be judiciouslydespotic as regards all proposals for

she

He should show
God, Tm
and it he is a | mind she

M., ANNIE PIKE, daughter of the late Dr, Win.
B. and Mary M. Pike, of Cornish, Me., died in
Pembroke, Wushington Co., Me., of apoplexy,
I
Muarveh 8, aged 43 vears 10 months,
2
— pe
brilliant, learned, pure, gentle, generous, loving,
and faithful; an excellent teacher; a consistent
The Colorado’ River is noted for “swirls,” , Christian, and loyal chure h-member: a most exso-called.
They occur everywhere,
Dut! cellent person,
.
A.C.

English, and which had been brought over
at that time by colonists, had, in some secA bubble:
tions, retained their meaning, and in others only at nigh stages of water.
become
obsolete, and the use of such rises from the bottom, and breaks with a!
The water at
words, or the substitution of more modern slight sound on the surface.
synonyms, betrayed the domicile of those the point begins a rotary motion,iso small

argument. The land is full of unhappy hum ? for ¢ home, ” *¢ heow ” for ** how.”
examples of the influence of unwholesome We might multiply examples.
Impropriereading. Highly-coblored and, highly-fla-. ties of speech not belonging to any particuvored fiction for young people crowds aside
Even educatlar locality are as common.
much that is heartily good and healthful, ed persons frequently say, “1 set down, ”
It behooves parents and guardians to look instead of ** I sat down;” and ‘the phrase
well to the reading of thew young charges. «| have saw,” instead of *¢ I have seen, ”
Men do not gather figs of thistles, nov can ig actually heard. The, most villainous
we expect a well ordered life to come after barbarism is ** I had went,” which we bea youth familiarized with blood and vio- lieve is of exclusively Pennsylvania origin,
lence and crime.~N. Y. Times.
« Let vou and I go,”is still a more ordiLearn your brother that
pary mistake.
lesson,” instead of*¢ teach your brother, 2
ii
is mord disgraceful than that an is a phrase sometimes used even by culti«This fifty
years,” ini place
i
old man should have nothing to produce as vated people.
ol ¢ these fifty years " isa not unfrequent
a proof that he has lived long but his years.

~~

are we

be

imagina-

city were five contributions from boy readers; in each of these a crime of some sort
was the chief figure in the slender pilot.
Who is responsible for the encouragement
ol such an education for our boys?

or a brave champion

isa

between nations as between men, and_ this

tion stimulated by a course of such reading
cau picture forth from the staple of a little
weekly reading. In a single page .of-a
littie

commission

is

who ‘must indu'ge

and war-makers for the past hundred years.

send out

step in a-right direction ; but we should

eac

a ignorance and furnishing of ammunition to | man

nated.”
”
are to the majority of our citizens the
It will not do to credit all these exam- vaguest theories, and it shouldbe urged to
ples of juvenile dépravity, to the force of a successful completion betore the -Assoecia-

mere spontaneous outcome of wickedness.
There is about all such instances,~and these

re

'

such utter repudiation of the first prinsiples enjoy each other's society.
of honesty, such premature admission of | no favoritism,if possibie;

gas

Sos

fifteen to hineteen Fears,
tesque name, invenlec
y

5
Ja5

]

Miscellaneous.
a

Anendotes of Animals
Y
J 8
4
¢
Bloomfield,
Glencoe

150
150

’

Parsonage.

100

ever ready to cast in his mite for Home and
v
Karly Choice,
175
NICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.
Strawberry Hill,
150
Foreign Missions, and the freedman was not
"
:
J
:
Overcoming,
125
forgotten, - He was sick only three days, and
CoM
FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three
Perfect Man,
100
his end was peace.
pod
Assisiants.
Willie Maitland,
55
Fall
Term
begins,
Aug.
18,
1874,
Who
is
my
Neighbor?
,55
SALLY Fisn, wife of Deca, Nathan Emery,
She
The location of this school near the college and
Triumph over Midian,
90
died suddenly, Feb. 27, aged 57 years.
x
theological school affords any advantages which
When we were Young,
55
embraced religion when young and with her
are very important to students during their preparaSybil’s Way,
125
husband joined the Freewill Baptist: church, in
tery course.
The special work of the school is to
Rescued from Egypt,
»90
Claudia,
,90
Hatley;
has honored
her profession, been at | prepare students for college, and every effort is made
to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
Ex- | ° Child Life,
0
home and abroad a living witness lor Christ.
With our dear brother, and tour children left penses are moderate. Send for catalogue.
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postag
A.
M.JONES,
Sec.
behind, we all feel the loss most deeply.
on receipt of the price.
C. HEARD.
Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Lie
braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
WILLIE P., son of J. Q. and Nancy Adams
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., 10WA.
publications,or will be filled with the books o1 other
died in Searsmont, Me., March 7, aged b years
publigiers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
and 4 months.
S
Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begins September 1st, 1874,
in Libraries,at wholesale
prices.
Dearest Willie, thou hast left us;
Winter Term, Jan, th, I875,
I. D. STEWART, Dover, N.H.
Spring Term, April 6th, 1875,
Here thy loss we deeply feel;
S, HANNA, Principal,
But ’tis God that hath bereft us;

EASTERN

He can «ll our sorrows heal,

MARY A., wife of O. Bagley and ‘daughter of
Bro. T. H. Minand, died in West Topsham, Vt.,
Feb. 13, aged 80 years and 0 months.
Sister B.
was converted

about

156 years

ago

and

united

with the F. B. church, at West Topsham, where
she has remained a worthy member until removed by death.
She leaves a husband and four
little children (one un infant) besides a large

NORTHWOOD
The next term of ten
ay, August 31,1874.

WILLIAM

H

SEMINARY.

weeks

COTTON,

will

& MAINE CENTRAL

Trains leave Dover

comnjence
an

A. B., Principal,

Mone

with

coinpetent Assiscants,
The tution will be as usual.
:
:
For further particulars. address the Principal,
Northwood Ridge, N. IT, Aug. 5, 1874,
;
“

for Bangor,

R. R.

Portland,

Ports.

mouth and Boston at 6:40,.7.50, 10.50, A. M., and ‘at
5.00, P. M.
no
Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. Johns,
at 8.00, A. M.. 3.15, P. M , ahd 12400, midnight (Pullman
Sleeping car); and for Dover via Portsmouth
A.M. 12.30 and’4.45, P.M.

Leave

Portsmouth

for Dover

and 3.06 and 7.00, Pp. M.
CHARLES F. HATCH

at 8,00,

at 7.15 10,20

General Manager.

No

he
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The Mass.

Senate

has

pealing the bill for the

adopted

the

bill

establishment

re-

of a re-

formatory prison for women.
The governor of Texas has appealed for pro. tection from the raids of Mexican

outlaws,

and

the Secretary of War has -assured him
proper orders will be given the troops.

that

and

about the

Le-

rages

committed.

Pennsylvania,

Governor

and

out-

Hartranft,

Governor

Allen,

of

of Ohio,

have both sent messages to the officials
subject.

The "historical

to Mexico and

on

the

The miners of Pennsylvania are organizing
still further for mutual protection. The armed
mob which was marching on Hazelton was persuaded to disband by a Catholic priest.
There are rumors in Washington that our
government is considering the policy of demand.
ing indemnity from Mexico on account of the
raids into Texas.
.
*
The miners "in Luzerne county, Pa., have
committed further outrages and much, property
has been damaged and some violent assaults have
been eommitted by them.

A fire in Buffalo on Saturday evening destroyed the Coit block.
The damageis estimat-

ed at $220,000.

The importation of American
France is ‘officially prohibited.

potatoes

Portugal will participate in the

into

collectibns

The rest of the library, ex-

cepting about two hundred volumes reserved for
the family, was sold by auction.
Garibaldi is occupied, among other schemes,
in planting the famous Eucalyptus
globulus
(Australian gum-tree)
around
‘Rome, with a
view to prevent malaria.
Travelers in the south
of Europe have now an opportunity of admiring
noble specimens of this tree in the promenades

of Valencia that they used to steal the leaves for
the purpose of making’decoctions. “The Cape of
Good Hope, Corsica, Sicily, California and Cuba have also their plantations.
The eucalyptus,
in fact, is making the tour of the world.
Already efforts are being made to ‘introduce the
tree into Ceylon as’ au antidote to jungle fever,
Unfortunately, itis too delicate
to stand English springs.
&
=
A great engineering work, the only one of the
kind in France,is about to be executed at Lyons.
It is that of an iron bridge to connect the plateau

that

of the

American,

:

had been

drowned

Croix-Rousse,

at Hilo.

General Concha, late captain-general, of Cuba,

a

profound

‘sensation.

The

newspapers are compelled to maintain silence
in regard to it.
It'is thought . Jovellar will be requested to
withdraw from the Spanish ministry in consequence of Concha’s charges.
,

Spanish advices

state

are the

Britannia

addresses

tubular

to Principal

Immense deposits of cinnabar are

has addressed a petition to the Xing accusing
General Jovellar, his predecessor in the captaingeneralship and now minister of war, of being
the cause of lack of discipline in the Spanish
ariryon that island ; also censuring the conduct
of General Jovellar, as minister of war, The

created

in Europe

bridge in England, constructed by Robert Stephenson in 1847, and consisting of one span of
560 feet, and two smaller ones; that over the
Conway, by the same engineer; of a stretch of
400 feet, and the bridge of Dirschau, in Prussia,
which has six sections of 129 meters each,

C. H.

being found

in Oregon.
The mountains are full of prospectors and - new discoveries are being made every
few days.

The Freneh government has agreed to the
Berne postal convention.
There are rumors of dissatisfaction with the
Spanish government for its lethargy in regard
to the Carlist insurrection, and Alfonso is said
to be contemplating abdication.
The city of Collingwood, Ont., is completely
flooded.
y
The state government of Oaxaca, Mexico, has
officially permittad the practice of cremation of
bodies of the dead.
g

petition

existing

that notwithstanding

The enrollment of grasshopper sufferers in forty counties in Nebraska shows that 8,978 families
have been enrolled.
Figuring on the basis of
four persons in each family, gives a total ef 35,
512 persons on the rolls of the relief sociéty.
It
is estimated that each family will require sixtyeight bushels of seed griin, amounting to about
550,000 bushels, .
»
. Owing to the unusually cold weather of last
wintexsit has been feared that the fruit crop of
Kansas would be an entire failure this year, but
reports now being received by the Board of Ag-

riculture, from all parts of the.state, show

that

ffie damage done has not been nearly so great as
was supposed.
The apples are not injured at all,
and peaches and small fruits promise, to yield a
faimaverage crop.
Information trom the same
source shows that the fall wheat has stood the
winter remarkably well.
,
The advance sheets of Gould’s City Directory
for this year shows that the population of Sr.
Louis, Jan 1, 1875, was 490,000.
This estimate

is not based

alone upon

the number

of names

embraced in its directory, but also upon the proportion of schoolchildren to the population, the.
number of new buildings erected, etc.
This
shows an increase of population since 1870—the
census year—of 57 per cent. A general comparison of commercial and manufacturing interests
give an increase of over 10 per cent, over the

the denials of the reports of dissensions among
the Carlists, it is known beyond question that
there are serious differences between Don Carlos
and the Carlist council of the province of om
year.
Manufactures have increased
Navarre.
from $210,000,000 in 1873 to $240,000,000 in 1875;
The governor of the New Caledonia French and show an increase since the census-year of
—cotony hasbeen instructed, BY MacMahon to $80,000,000,
crush ont Freemasonry, and several eminent
merchants have been arrested and sent to France,

on suspicion of being either Freemasons or
communistic friends of Rochefort,
The bill for establishing & supreme court in
the Dominion passed its third reading in the
House

of Commons,

on

Tuesday

night.

This

Protessor Whitney’s lectures on language have
been translated into German by Professor Julius
Jolly.
Some additions have been made to the
German edition under Professor Whitney’s supervision, and verbal illustrations drawn from
the German huve been substituted for the original English.

does away with all appeals to the mother couns

of his notes to Marmi-

on, states it to

The cable steamer Faraday-has refitted, and is
now coaling at Gravesend.
She will sail Sun-

who are born on Christmas or Good Friday have
the power of seeing spirits and even of commands
ing them.
He adds thst the Spaniards imputed
the haggard and downcast looks of their Philip

day, at the latest, to complete the work of laying

the direct cable.
The epizootic has again appeared in Pictou
county, N. S. “A number of valuable horses
have fallen victims to it: * Luting, the forger, is
still at large.
%
Some one has been tampering with the generi
al appropriation bill, of Louisiana, after its pas, .sage, and the measure as now officially printed
is denounced as a gross forgery,
Ireland and the north of Englafid have
promised represen‘ation at the Centennial Ex.
position,
It is stated that the government of St. Domingo
i 8 hard pressed by

almost 2000

citizens,

victims

of Baez's action while under the immediate proPV

Sir Walter Scott, in one

try.

‘tection of the United States ships of war, to pre-

pare and present

a claim

of $5,000,000 on

the

United States government
for losses and injuries
arising therefrom,

:

|

:

IL.

to.the

be an

article

disagreeable

of faith, that

visions

to

which

those

this

privilege subjected him.
or

Smugglers used to get into the train at Geneva
Lyons with their valises full of cigars and:

their pockets full of dirty linen.

Generally they

get a compartment where they are alone. Before
they feached the frontier, they opened the cushions of the railway carriage, took out some of
the curled hair, put in their cigars and then filled their valises with the dirty linen, and in that
shape passed the custom-heuse authorities; but
they were caught, and mow the cars are raconstructed.
To pump water for Chicago ¢ sts 6
100 gallons. Boston pays 80 mills for
amount; Bultimore and New York 15
San Francisco 50 to 100, These figures
ere dby. the Chicago Journal,.

mills per
the same
each, and
are gath-

he

part has been brought

A

power

that

he could

closed

the

scene,

the

not

quiet

Then

size of a hen’s

we

egg

in

his

brain,

prov-
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GOLD

.

(formerly

’

No.

MASS,

3)

?

NOW!

TREES,
TREES!!!
Land sold, and must be cleared. Will sell,

x
boxed

respondence solicited. R. M.\PECK, West
field, Ontario, Co., N. Y.,

Bloom-

Secure
For
Your
Library
The celebrated $1000 Prize Series; 16 vol., $24.50;
the original $500 Prize Series; 8 vols. $12.00; the

In

$500

Prize

Series; 13

vols. $16.75;

Books and other choice works.

AND STOCK

8S. TEN-FORTIES

St.

BOSTON,

|

free, at following prices per hundred :—Small
Pear,
$25; Dwarf Pear, § 15; Apples, $13; Horse Chestnut,
5 to 6 feet, $16; Mo untain Ash, 5 to 7 teet, $15. Cor-

the

Published by

Pansy

D¥LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON.

@ — 82

For sale at all first-class Bookstores. Attention is
invited to the high commendation which they have
received from the religious and literary press of the

MARKET.

country.

.cceeceesvtvsreivssne

Catalogues free.

)

til

THE ROSS BO

March 24 1875.
AMERICAN GOLD....... susssnssssnssnanensesl15]
U. S. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867.....
crease 119%
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES, OF 1865...
.
U.

.

Hawley

81

new

Ooong, best, ¥ ..
Japan, best,
B ...vieiiniisrniniiis - 083

2% 1t should form a part ot the meal, but nev-.
er be taken before eating, between meals, or on
an empty stomach, as is too frequently done.
3. The best time to take tea is after a hearty
meal.
ve.
4. Those who suffer with weak nerves should
never take it at all.
5. Those who are troubled with inability to

been honored
for fifty thousand dollipes
but
nicotine had so destroyed his powers of mind,
that he would not turn his back upon the enemy

sugar, ¥ b,..... FA

18

. JPL ANT

B8

TEAS,

do so in great

oo ASS.

Trees, Shrubs, Plants

Hyson, best,# B......oouee

tea should

for.

Bulbs, Seeds, Fertilizers, Toole, Rustic and Wire
Work, Flower Pots, Vases, Trellises, Ferneries, Florists’
Requisites, Garden F urniture and Decorstions,
in variety; a choice stock of Foreign and Domestic
Nursery and SE ioahouse protuctone for sale by

:

Rico,¥ galicucveiirisecnrieene

of Tea.

1. Whoever-uses
moderation,

improved

1

MOLASSES,

concerning the use of tea

greatly

10 South Market Street, BOSTON,

Am. Pig Iron,
Nos. 1 and 2.......... 28 00 @ 29 00

——

The following hints
may prove useful:

have

been

liked.

HOPS.

Seoleh Pig ciuisrirssnssaierans
+34 00 @ 38 00
Swedes, bar, ordinary sizes :.......130 00 @ 110 00

New

They

and

best

EVERETT & SMALL,

IRON.

PortQ

The most extensively used and

(Successors to F, F, Holbrook & Co.),

New, 1874, best ¥ Bb.
...ivvurens Peanvaseane .33-@388
1G,
1870: A sssicacessenss Persavsiabrasesnas
8 @ld

The story of the

others.

the scason of 1835, by the application of a New
Movable Cutter. We challenge the production
of their equal! If you are in want of
the Hess
' Swivel Plow, before you buy send for ire
to

92 @. 1 00
110 @ 1 80
= 08), @— T1

# to0. «cvveurrsansneass

AR

Granulated

His check wopldhigve

who was desfroying his life!

}

to be given for every idle thought and word,
RICE.
what will his inquisition be for the time spent in
Carolina, prime,# Bo...oovnervansas w=
T}@—1T
this injurious habit, and the money worse than
RABZOON, 7 Be svivs vvsnvnnesav Me asree —- 6f@—6
thrown away upon, it? What excuse shall we
SEEDS,
render for the evil example we are setting for (
Clover,
# th......... GET
send =H 8 — 11}
the youth of our land? How shall we answer
Timothy seed, ¥ bush, svi vvverous 270 @ ~~ ~~
for the lives that we are shortening, for the taste
SUGARS.
for intoxicating liquors we are encoupaging, for
the young converts we are causing ew mble ?
Crushed sugar,# b........... Bieiiinries o—
@10f

ing the correctness of his presentiment, and accounting for the singular phenomenon that had
for many months marked his case. This man had

wealth at his command.

For shipping,

to be clean, what are we to expect of the members of Christ’s body? If God requires account

death
cancer

fi

HAY.

duty of the Church of Christ? If those who bore
the vessels of the old temple service were obliged

one,—its

a

650

to view.

:

Rye, Western, # bush.....ccc0evvvvee
Barley, State, ¥ bush.........cc0e0..
OBB
cx vv vvreeirnrrsasassnss sereananns

told. But, in the light of the present, what is the

.

until

found

Western Corn, mixed,

mischief tobacco is ‘doing has only begun to be

died of

%

In another class,—and a very large

properties are well-known and appreciated.
In
1860, the eucalyptus was first- introduced into
Spain on account of its hygienic virtues, and
these were so soon discovered by the poor people

with

the fact Jhat

a

year

RAIN,

Amber, Western,
# bush............, 2 @ 127

Let me ask church members and especially
members. of our own Society, to study these
figures and facts, so briefly given.
A very small

obituary no-

in his bed.

same

J

Total,
$2,712.03
Or $386.54 less than the cost of tobacco

sedative effect upon the tangs renders them pe-.
culiarly liable to become an easy prey to tubercle. This is especially the case with smokers,
ior those who often breathe tobacco smoke. Thus
t plays its role in consumption aud often causes
‘the mourners to go about the street,”
Every now and ‘then the
brain undergoes
softening from the same cause; insanity supervenes; and the asylum becomes the shelter of
those who else would have been an honor to
every department of society.
Then, again, the brain becomes the seat of can|
cer. It is but a few weeks since one of my friends
died.
He was an inordinate tobacco-chewer,—
often
said that it was killing him.,~But
its
seductiv®
influence
so destroyed
his will

public gardens of Nice, Cannes, Hyeres,
Algiers; while in Spain its health-giving

of Fou¥trieres

revealed

heart disease.

Bragdon. An Alumna Association is to be formed.
Also, any one knowing the whereabouts of
any Alumna, will confer a great favor by sending it to the same party.
Lasell wants to know
where her daughters are.

The Prince of Wales is again reported to be
seriously ill.
Tetters from Honolulu state that George
Hempstead, of New London, committed suicide
there, and that Major Frank H. Harris, an

Paid to support seven churches

relating

Peru and to Phillip I. were,

their names and

forthcoming

centennial.

$2,062.

post-mortem

All alumna of Lasell Seminary, Auburndale,
Mass., are earnestly requested to send at once

FOREIGN.

_

be expected

pers with a large per cent. of their

which are two hights ‘like tliat of Montmartre
in Paris at .a distance of 300 meters from each
The heavy rains of the past few days have
other.
The undertaking is estimated
to cost
swollen the Merrimac River to an almost un2,000,000 francs, of which a subvension of 600,000
precedented height, and grave apprehensions are ‘| only is asked from the city.
This aerial bridge
felt for the safety of property along its banks bewill consist of three spans, the central one of 135
tween Concord and Lawrence.
The ice gorges 4 meters, and the two others of 70 meters each,
in the Hudson and Delaware rivers are going off resting on open iron columns in a line with the
without causing much damage.
houseg on the quays. The platform of the bridge
will be 65 meters above the road, and nearly 50
The weavers of Fall River held a meeting on
meters above the houses.
Each of the two cenSaturday night to rejoice over the termination
tral columns will have inside a lift by which peof the strike.
There is still great dissatisfaction
destrians will be raised in two minutes, at a
at Great Falls, N. H., and a compromise appears
charge of ten centimes, to the top, whence they
to be far distant.
may reach the higher parts of the city, where
The senatorial excursion to Mexico has been
abandoned.
: they may have business. The only similar works
It is believed in Washington that the reports
of outrages along the Rio Grande have been purposely exaggerated.
-

muteria medica, its use could

tices,commencing * Found «ead

given to Harvard

by his will, to be sold, without separation, to any
institution that would purchase them. While
upon the point of being purchased by Mr. James
Lawrence as the gift to a public institution, they
were all destroyed by the great fire in Boston.
Anoffier set of works was” bequeathed to the

and
and

high Valley, has assumed a serious aspect, and
there is much excitement on account of the

University,

Boston Athenaeum,

A number of counterfeiters have been arrested in Virginia, and the capture of about twenty more is hourly expected,
Rumors that Commissioner Douglass is to be
removed from the Internal Revenue department
are still current in Washington.
’
The rioting by miners in

of Ferdinand and Isabella was

Rye Flour.......
Years
statis- | Corn Meal, ¥ Dblu..vvsvaranssssivess

the

$3,008.67

only

| Plow Trial, 1870,
- Invented by ex-Gov. Holbrook, 6t Vermont,
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Whe found by twenty-five years experience
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INDIAN
VEGETABLE

h and Humor Cure

Thus we see a few of the ways in which tobacsleep nights should not use tea, or if they do, *
co is causing disease and death, A drop or two of take it in the morning.
is the most sure and speedy cure for
its essential oil would do the same work ina
Coughs, Colds, and Incipient Consumption,
6. Brain-workers should never goad on their
Until your head seems ready to fiy off, until your
Inflaspmation of the
roat and Lungs,
very few moments,
Is it not to be expected, Loman to overwork on the stimulus of tea.
nose and eyes discharge excessive quantities of muDyspepsia, and all diseases of the Liver
cug, thin, acrid and poisonous, until, unfit for busithen, that continual tampering with this dan7. Children and the young should not use tea.
and Digestive Organs,
ness or pleasure, you number yourself among the
gerous thing will, sooner or later, conduct to the
8. The overworked and underted should not
It eliminates from the system all humors and immost afflicted of mortals, destined to suffer periodpurities,
acting
as an alterative, eradicating disease ically
the
greatest
distress
without
relief
or
consolasame results?
Again, I have noticed many casuse tea.
:
tion.
Every draught, every breathof air seems an i and producing the most wonderful and astounding
es where it takes twice as much medicine to
9. Tea should never be drunk very strong.
cures
where
other
remedies and physicians have
enemy in-disguise. This is ACUTE CATARRH or
entirely failed. Many
persons who have suffered
reach a case of sickness, when the patient uses
10. It is better with considerable milk and
COLD IN THE HEAD.
It arises from ¢onstitutionfrom coughs and lung diseases until it was the unially weak or diseased nasal organs and enfeebled
tobacco, as for one who does not, and on some of
sugar. versal opinion of friends and physicians that they
action of the pores of the skin.
In the permanent
this class of patients medicine wholly refuses
11. Its use should at once be abandoned when
must die with consumption, have been entirely cured
cure of this distressing trouble
With a few bottles of this truly wondertul medicine.
to act, leaving them, without hope,to disease amd, harm comes from it.
SANFORD'S
RADICAL
CURE
-¥8lumes5
té8timony
of the most undoubted charFOR CATARRH
:
death.
=~ 12. cule
of diseases come from the exacter can be furnished as to the unparalleled eflicacy
of
this
preparation,
but
we have spuce for only the
ITS MORAL EFFECTS.
is
a
never-failing
specific.
Instant
relief
follows
the
cessive usq
of tea, and for this reason those who
i
first dose. Its use destroys that sensitiveness to following :
can nol us&it without going to excess should not
Every one who has carefully
observed the
Tu whom it may concern: 1 hereby certify that in
atmospheric e¢hanges which
predisposes people to
the use of C. C. Frost's Indian Vegetable Cough and
this disease, and is sure to prevent an attack o
use it at all.
habits of the hard drinker, will tell you that toHamor Cure, 1 have received more beaefit for
CHRONIC or ULCERATIVE CATARRH.
bacco ix the constant ally of rum!
That often
dyspepsia than all other medicines taken. I am now
From the Well-known Maker of Yale's
in the daily nse of the same and have been for four
it has been liquor’s forerunner; and in forming
w a
Ma mmoth Tent.
or five manths past, and do most cheerfully recomdepraved tastes and kindling desires for somemend it to all afilicted in like manner.
GENTLEMEN
:—I have suffered ten
years from the
worst forms of Acute Catarrh or Cold in the Head
.
REV. NAHUM BROOKS.
thing stronger, it Was doue its full half of the
that ever aflicted mortal man.
Whenever I took a
254 Bridge Street, Manchester, Jan. 80, 1875.
BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES
terrible
work
of destruction which
ensues.
fresh cold it would settle in my head, causing the
DOVER, N. H., Dee. 30, 1851.
For the week ending March 24,1875.
most violent sneezing, accompanied with excessive
This certifies that I have used C, C. Frost's Cough
That very few cases of delirium tremens ever
discharges from my eyes and nose, For days and
and Humor'Cure for some time, and can testify to
CANDLES.
MOLASSES.
occur’ uutil tobacco comes to whiskey’s assistdays my sufferings would be intense, and finally
ite useful effects from experience.
I heartily agree
with the testimonies of Revs. I, D. Stewart, N.
ance: the former, alone, unequal to the task of Molds......
12 @.
15} Cuba, Clayed.. — @.. .. | settling in my loins and bowels, woul d render m
life miserable for a month.
Never during all my suiBrooks, H. 8. Kimball, and J. C. Osgood, as to its
Sperm..cesecsees 22 @...00 | do.Sweet.... .. §.. —
raising those terrible visions of the drunkard's
ferings was I able to obtain even tempo
reliet
value.
I donot intend to be without it hereafter,
COAL.
do. Muscovadc38 §..42
from any medicine I ever tried. Three weeks ago
whatever its cost.
REV. C. 0. LIBBY.
Porto RicO.eeeee — @
future doom.
Sire
while
suffering
from
the
worst
attack
I
ever
ha
¥
22 00 g24 00
OIL.
The use of tobacco makes men
violate the
..000@000|
LAKE VILLAGE, N. H., July 80, 1874.
Pictou..
rocu
a bottle of Sanford’s
Radical Cure for
C. C. Frost—Dear Sir: My observation and expe120@125
Anthracite...8 00 § 8 5C |Dlive, 4 gal
atarrh.
The relief from the first dose was so gratcommoir amenities of life as does no other habit
ve =—
rience satisfy me that your medicines do more than
;
{Linseed—Eng.
ifying that I would willingly have given one hundred
that I have ever witnessed.
‘Who but a smoker
you
claim for them; and I would u
you to call the
COFFEE.
Pie
My
—@.. 7
dollarsto obtain it. A few doses completely oured
attention of the public to two points in regard to
Java ¥ ®..... 2819 @.+
34 Crude
Sperm
perfectly free from
or chewer would empty the contents of his filthy
70 me. My head has since been
ale.. 18367 @@.. 1 90
|")
@.. 20
St. Domingo...
Jou
Cough
and
Humor
Cure.
First—it
is a splendid _
mucous accumulations, my breathing easy, and not
75 @.. 80
mouth upon the parlor carpet, in the sanctuary,
RiO cessnesnnsen 19 @.. 24 (Refined d0....
ning a cases of constipation—a perfect regulator,
a sympton of trouble about my back and bowels has
much
superior
to
Plai
second—it
is
palatable;
deliCOTTON.
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 00 @ 1 10 presented itself. Its effect in my case has been truly
anywhere and everywhere, with almost a brute’s
cate persons and children take it with pleasure,
remarkable,
Ordinary...... 14 8.. 1
_ PAINTS.
disregard of every rule of good breeding and
thereby deriving added benefit from the medicine.
Very respectfully,
R. M. YALE.
Good
Ordinary
ifs: In Lead,RedAm....
§18.. 9:
Yours truly, REV. H.S. KIMBALL,
Bail and Awning Maker, 2 South Market Street.
propriety?
I bave seen men spit tobacco-juice
Al. d
gd mid. 1¢§8..
Mid.
LAKE VILLAGE, N, H., Oct. 23, 1874.
* to Middl
X
.
pure 9i8. 9
16
Radical Care is a Local and
C. C. Frost—Dear Sir: My wife wishes me to write
in the places where their very presence was
Low Mitidling. 36 DS.13:x
Ground, pure 17 @. 11} Sanford’s Constitutional
Remedy.
Poi
sevvepreies Qs +
and say to you that she considers your Cough and
pollution!
T have
seen a man,
of sufficient
ne, ground in oil—
Humor Cure {he great remedy for sick headache.
Sheetings and Shirtings—
it is applied directly to the seat
culture to be filling the honorable calling of a |
NO. Leonseaces 1018.11 of LocAL—Because.
She had been sadly ¥fllicted for years and found no
1038.. 11
disease, the nasal passages, by insufflation, where
Paris White....2} @.. 2}
relief until she tried
your medicine.
Now. after
physician, pull out his “*meerschaum ” in a
it acts, Sstantly clearing. the head of mucous acSpan Brown Am ..
using- eight bottles of the C. and H. Cure, she conBrow
cumulations, allaying pain and soreness, subduing
lady’s parlor,with the remark,‘ T hope smoking Drills,
siGers herself entirely cured.
!VenRed
¥ cwt
Print Cloths...
inflammation
and
gradually
drying
up
the
discharge.
Vermillion.... 0
Yours truly,
REV. H. 8. KIMBALL.
is not offensive to uny one here.” When assured
3
1.10
CONSTITUTIONAL—Because 1t is taken internally,
88.
9% Whiting—com...
This medicine can be obtained of C. C. Frost,
where, by its alterative and resolvent properties, It
by the lady that it was very offensive to her,
Manchester, N. H., and of G. C. Goodwin & Co., and
Boston...aes
purifies the blood of
the acid poison always present
the pipe was immediately lighted,the smoke puffFrench Yellow. )
Ww ecks &
Potter, wholesale agents,
Boston.
At
in catarrh, ¥eeps th@ pores open, the skin moist and
retail by medicine dealers everywhere.
13t10
Mous.deLai es 00 8...
ed in her face until she was driven from her
healthy, gives one to the nervous forces, improves

Pr

to a great extent, and grave apprehensions are
now felt for the ice-bound streams. One or
two of the gorges gave way Wednesday, but the
damage done does not appear to have been of a
very serious nature,

I-give

Tobacco sold to consumers
Paid to support ten schools the

fatty degeneration of tbe heart has-come to be
very common. These furnish our morning pa-

son of the historian, it appears that, in accordance with the precise terms of Prescott’s will,
that portion of his’ library which contained the
books and manuscripts relating to the reigns

township

PRIZE

HIGHEST

At N.Y.State Bwivel

Markets.

»

Susquehanna, Delaware and other rivers to rise

con-

From a statement by Mr. William G. Prescott,

neighborhod

and

stantly called my attention to the evils entailed
upon our race by the use of, tobacco.
Containing one of the most active poisons known to our.

illumi-

its

sons.
I come now to my own village

THE

WON

whose population in 1871 was 1,578, and now

to result in evil. Nicotine, its active principle,
is a potent sedative, Through the nervous system, the heart, the lungs, and brain, all come
under its vicious influence. In tobacco users,

the Casa Raffaello gnd
nated,

the

yu
compari

Plows,

room, and this with a nonchalant obliviousness
to what was passing around, that, if it had not
been so excessively ludicrous, would have been
superlatively villuinous! What but tobacco ever
so blunted the sense of a man as to thus utterly
keep him from perceiving the fitness of things?
Under this head, I have only time to present
one more feature, but to the Christian heart a
sad feature indeed.
Close observers assure me
that more young converts become backsliders
from the coutinued use of tobacco than from any
other cause.
Within my own observation, ex"tending over a period of nearly three years since
my attention was directed to the subject, every
young man in the habit of using tobacco,
becoming a convert, who
did not abandon the
habit, has backslidden once or more,
Of those
in the same community and similarly circumstanced, as near as may be, who did not use
it, or at the time discontinued its use, about fitty
per cent. have remained faithful to their vows.

RANANCES OF TOBACCO.

These cost consumers
+7
Cost of chewing, snuffing and dip-

$132,000,000
:
~~ $250,000,000

Value of breadstuffs of U. S., 1870, "$224,000,000
**
+,

wool and woolen clothing
cotton and cotton clothin,

“

boots

and

y
40,000,000

Total needful articles

$608,000,000

Liquor bill the same year
Tobacco added

600,000,000
250,000,000

Total

$860,

‘more

than for all

the

above
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Tobacco

the appetite, and enables the system, by its powerful
tonic influence, to completely throw off the disease.
Each
package contains a treatise on catarrh and

St. Lows, ext.5 00 @ 5 50 Pork,
Medlin... 5 75 3a 50 (Extra Clear.. 0f 00 ¢25 Of

Do.

There
are 71,000 ministers in the,
United
States, whose
salaries
and cost of missions
amount to $100,000,000.
Our tobacco costs $160000 more.
It costs $26,000,000 more than
all
our breadstufls,
:
These figures for the liquors and tobacco at
the United States seem so overwhelming that
perhaps, we can get a better idea from details,
Take the following items from Chicago’s Board
of Trade report for the year before the great
re:

Liquors

@ 1 60

A
—30,000,000-|
Midsllings. ..32 00 g33
.00

shoes .

4.
books, newspaper and jo
printing

Or $242,000,000

139,000,000
115,000,000

Putty. .
3
Glue. ......
. 14
PETROLECUX

.

Lowell sup. 3-ply

Pea Nuts....22

According to Gen. Pleasanton, Government
Tax Collector on Tobacco:
The crop of 1870 amounted to
hs. 300,000,000
Ibs. 154,000,000
Sold to European countries
Ibs. 146,000,600
Consumed in the United States
No. manufactured into cigars
1,332,246,000

ping tobacco added, makes total

Carpetings—

Le:

caused

own

about two thousand persons,
tics for 1873:

Swivel

"For LEVEL LAND and SIDE HILL,

2,000,
2,444,178

his

the reader to make

6.00
: 725
@ .. 00
@ — —

We

the occasion, will be delivered in the morning by
the Professor Commendatore
Auguste
Conti,
and in the evening a grand concert given, und

bequests to relatives being increased.
The warm weather of ‘last week

for

1,248,

Eleave

publish-

ITS PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS.
For a number of years, my vocation has

The birthday of Raphael will: be celebrated
on April 6 hy the Royal Raffaello Academy at

A new trust deed of the Lick estate is being
drawn, It will differ from the "original only in

\

cal and financial aspects, caretul study,
es ° the following'*‘ reliuble statements:

2,800,
.

Hardware
Pork

Dr, Henry Charl
« hav
of Fairmount,
lnd., having
given the enry
subjectCharles,
of tobacco
in its moral,
physi

Phillips,

latter ' Urbino, when a eulogistic discourse, written

Flom

"0

body of the national guard,
One of the
was killed ; Indian loss unknown.

Grain

“|

William Lloyd Gargison, George W, Curtis and
Frederic Douglass are expected to participate in
the centennial anniversary of the Pennsylvania
report numerous | Abolition Society, April 14.
:
.
fi

Advices from Sonora, Cal.,
‘raids by Apaches, supposed to be from’ Arizona.
A fight occurred between the marauders and ‘a

——————Y

- Holbrook's

COAL.
Anthracite
(by the
cargo), +......... 5 00
American HR
a
AY
675
English House Cannel .............. 1800
Liverpool Gas Cannel ........ een 1200

5,000,

TC Omt0ce

Wendell

——

Tobacco.

|

ao

’

om

Whittier,

i

+ | Dry Goods

.

John G.

————

Y4V¥

g=gw

Messrs.

V5

11,700,

m3

‘It is stated that Senator Robert McKenna,
of Tennessee, has been sentenced to the penitentiary five years for marrying his. former wife's
of the State
in violation
grand-daughter
law.
:

s

States.

New York averages 14.72 persons to each dwellBoston 8.46 Jering house; Cincinnati,
8.81;
sey City, 8.37, and Chicago, 6.70.
J

;

-

United

Cigars and tohaceo

od

the

most |

25e

in

the

ort

city

exception,

Foasaeastes
sens
:

- MISCELLANEOUS.

populated

one

TF]
g3
°32
H] 2

densely

is, with

*

Aural ad Domestic, [pmemaoe”

Paragraphs.
Cincinnati
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Summary.
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